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6. Storm Surges generated by Tropical Cyclones - Case Studies 
6.1 North America 
6.1.1 Fast Coast of U. S. A. 
IARRIS (1956) summarized the status of research on hurricane-generated storm surges 
in the United States up to the early 1950's. Ile mentioned the study of CU\F. (1926) as typi- 
cal of that period. 
Much of the research on storm surges has never been formally published, largely because 
the people performing the work in relative isolation have not been satisfied with the results. 
Much of the material, which has been published, contains a number of questionable state- 
ments, mainly in the nature of oversimplification. After the tremendous losses in the north- 
eastern United States due to hurricanes in 1954, congress directed both the U. S. Army Corps 
of Engineers and the weather bureau to conduct an intensified study of the causes, behaviour 
and methods of forecasting these storms. A large fraction of the available funds are to be spent 
in studying methods of protection against inundation from the sea. 
Thus, one can consider this as the beginning of systematic studies on the storm surges 
due to hurricanes on the East Coast of the United States. First, some factual information will 
be considered before proceeding to models. 
WIF. c; Ia. (1964) stated that during the period 1900-55 there was more than 11,750 
deaths caused by hurricanes in the United States. The worst storm surge (from the point of 
view of loss of life) in United States history occurred in September 1900 when more than 6000 
people drowned, most of them at Galveston, Texas (Price 1956). During the 14-year period 
1940-53, the loss of life due to hurricane-gcncratcd surges over the globe was 3744; 590 of 
those deaths occurred in the United States 1964). 
I)uNN (1958) mentioned the years and the locations of some of the greatest storm sur- 
ges on the cast coast of United States: Galveston (1900 and 1915), 'I: ampa Bay (1921), Miami 
(1926), Palm Beach and Lake Okeechobee (1928 and 1949), Florida Keys (1953), and New 
England, particularly Narragansett Bay (1938 and 1954). The maximum storm surge from 
these was about 12.5 ft (3.8 m) above mean low water. 
I IARRIS (1956) and DUNN (1958) mentioned forerunners to storm surges and also re- 
surgence. Rimi*iua. n and MILLER (1957) studied these phenomena in detail and these will be 
considered now. Also, these authors provided a review of the literature up to 1957; some per- 
tinent information will be extracted. 
Between 1635 and 1938 there were at least six major hurricanes on the coast of New Eng- 
land (TANNE 1950) and between 1938 and 1957 there were at least another six. Since 
1874 at least 40 hurricanes passed within 200 nautical miles (370 kni) of Rhode Island. 
NAMIAS (1955) analyzed the tracks of hurricanes and showed that the region most frequently 
traversed during 1935-55 near the Gulf of Maine was at 40° N, 65°W One important point 
made by RHUPII? I. U and MILLER (1957) is that although more than three quarters of the 
deaths due to hurricanes are caused by the storm surge, until the mid- 1950's little attention 
was paid to the water level problem and all the consideration was given to meteorological 
problem. 
The database for the study by RI uriI: LIý and MIt. I. i. R (1957) is the following: (1) Sep- 
tember 21,1938, (2) September 14-I5,1944, (3) August 31,1954 (Carol), (4) September 11, 
1954 (Edna), (5) October 15-16,1954 (1 lazel). The tracks of these hurricanes are shown in 
Fig. 6.1. The three phenomena studied were forerunners, hurricane surge, and resurgence. 
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Pig. 6.1: '1'racks of some of the hurricanes that affected the New England States. Solid circles show the 
locations of the tide gauges. Circles on the tracks represent the hours (GMT) and the small numbers 
denote the dates (Rr. uru ii) and Mu itu, 1957) 
A forerunner is the gradual rise in sea level along the coast that precedes the arrival of 
the hurricane, and which may occur while the storm center is at a great distance from the 
coast regardless of whether or not it reaches the point of observation. The hurricane surge is 
the sudden and substantial rise in water level that accompanies the violent winds of the storm. 
Resurgences include a number of phenomena that occur after the passage of a storm center. 
They may be attributed in general to the free motion of water in returning to the normal 
level but are augmented in some cases by wind blowing in a changing direction. 
CLLNI. (1920,1926 and 1933) noticed forerunners in the Gulf of Mexico and called at- 
tention to their importance in the prediction of the storm arrival. The sea level began to rise 
(above the predicted tide) I or 2d before the arrival of the storm. Elevations of several feet 
were noticed before the rapid rise due to the storm surge itself. (. line explained the forerun- 
ners as being due to transport of water by the swell that arrives in advance of the hurricanes. 
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Table 6.1: Relation of duration of surge to size and speed of storm (Rrntit n and VIII IIR, 1957) 
Storm lime (h) Speed at Diameter of Time (h) 
half level Coast 980-mb Pressure 
Preceded maximum (km"h Isobar (km) < 980 nib 
Level 
1938 1.0-1.5 96 270 3.2 
1944 2.1-2.2 67 241 4.2 
1954 1.1-1.3 74 183 2.9 
(Carol) 
1954 2.0-2.3 63 261 4.8 
(Edna) 
1954 3.0-5.0 46 261 6.5 
(Elazcl) 
Observations showed that if the tide gauge was within 50 nautical miles (93 km) to the 
left (in the Northern I lemisphere) of the storm track, or 100 nautical miles (185 km) to its 
right, the rate of rise of water level increased to more than I ft h' beginning 3 or 4h before 
the passage of the center. (This rapid rise is the surge whereas the slow gradual rise before this 
is the forerunner). 
Examples of the forerunners can be found in the storm surge records at Atlantic City 
and Sandy I look. At Atlantic City during I lurricanc Carol of September 1954, the water 
level began to increase even before the storm passed Cape I latteras (260 nautical miles or 481 
km to the south). This rise continued for 8-12 h at which time the storm center passed over 
Atlantic City and the wind shifted. Then the water level dropped abruptly and this was fol- 
lowed by resurgences. The hurricane of September 14-15,1944, traveled close to the coast 
and the forerunner was not significant. RI. t>rn: a. u and Mu. t. rK (1957) discounted the fall in 
barometric pressure as the cause of the forerunners. They cited wind as the main agent 
responsible. The fact that the water levels decreased abruptly when the wind shifted is ano- 
ther piece of evidence, according to them. 
After the storm surge itself, on the outer coast, surges up to 8-9 ft (2.4-2.7 m) occurred. 
At Long Island, and along the coasts of Rhode Island and Massachusetts, water level devia- 
tion up to 18-ft (5.5 m) occurred (but part of this were wind-generated waves). However in 
Buzzards Bay, Narragansett Bay, Long Island Sound, etc., surges up to 15-ft (4.6 m) have oc- 
curred many times. These authors introduced the term half-level time" to define the time 
required to develop from one half the maximum to the maximum water level achieved. For 
hurricanes crossing the coast of New England this time varied from 1.25 to more than 2h 
(Table 6.1. ). This half-level time that defines the sharpness of the surge varies in proportion 
with the storm speed at the time the storm crosses the coast, as can be seen from Table 6.1. 
ThisTable also lists the size of the storm as typified by the diameter of the 980-mb isobar and 
the time during which the pressure was less than 980 mb. This time is roughly twice the half- 
level time. 
The storm surge amplitude (meters) along the ordinate versus distance (nautical miles) 
from the storm center along the abscissa is given in Fig. 6.2. It can be seen that maximum wa- 
ter levels occurred some 50-70 nautical miles (93-130 kni) to the right of the storm center. 
However, Rt. nru. t. u and Mu. t. F. K (1957) pointed out that the highest water levels following 
Hurricane Hazel of 1954 occurred close to the storm center, and 40 nautical miles (74 km) to 
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Fig. 6.2: Storm surge amplitude (ordinate) versus distance from storm center (abscissa) (1REUl 1E11 and 
\1u. Lt. R, 1957) 
the right they were small. I IUIwRT and CLARK (1955) mentioned that fort he coast of the Gulf 
of Mexico the maximum water levels occurred close to the storm center slightly to its right. 
The time of occurrence of the maximum surges with reference to the passage of the storm 
center differed from one storm to another and from one location to another. If the storm cen- 
ter passed close to a tide gauge, usually, maximum surges occurred within Ih before or after 
the storm passage. The differences in the time of occurrence of the maximum surges can be 
explained by differences in the exposure of the gauges and also by the fact that the wind and 
pressure centers of a hurricane need not coincide (MY-ERs, 1954). 
The maximum surges on the southern New England Coast and their times of occurrence 
following the hurricane of September 21,1938, are shown in Fig. 6.3 and 6.4 respectively. 
Similar information for Hurricane Carol of August 31,1954, is given in Fig. 6.5 and 6.6. Large 
surges on the coast of southern New England might to some extent he accounted for by the 
presence of a wide and shallow shelf. This topographic effect is most noticeable between 
Montauk point (at the eastern tip of Long Island) and Martha's Vineyard. I lowever, greatest 
surges and most property damage occurred on the Narragansett Bay coast. Extreme surges 
Fig. 6.3: Storm surge heights (meters) on the coast of the southern New England States. The arrow 
shows the track of the storm of September 21,1938, that caused this surge (RFIWIFi. 1) and MILLER, 1957) 
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A 
Fig. 6.4: Times of occurrence of maximum surge along the coast of the southern New England States on 
September 21,1938 (111: 01IFi i) and Alil IIK, 1957) 
4 
Pig. 6.5: Storm surge heights (meters) along the coast of the southern New 1": ngland States following 
I lurricanc Carol of August 31,1954 (REUFIEI. I) and A111 tFR, 1957) 
Fig. 6.6: 'Dimes of occurrence of maximum surge along the coast of the southern New England States 
following I lurricane Carol of August 31,1954. The arrow shows the hurricane track (Ru)l -tt: I. U and Mtn l i. R. 1957) 
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up to 13 ft (4 m) were noted at Providence, Rhode Island, in water of depth less than 20 ft 
(6.1 m). 
According to Rtnru. I. U and Mn I t. k (1957), Providence is among the most frequently 
flooded (due to surges) in the United States. Surges up to 11 ft (3.4 m) were observed in 1944 
(but little damage occurred because the maximum surge coincided with low tide); 15 It (4.6 m) 
surges were recorded on August 31,1954, and there was evidence of 12 to 14 ft (3.7-4.3 m) 
surges in 1815. In Buzzards Bay, surges of 13 ft (4m) occurred in 1938 and 15 ft (4.6 m) 
surges were recorded following I lurricane Carol in 1954. A diary entry by Governor Brad- 
ford in 1635 (Mt )kRis N, 1952) describes a 20 ft (6.1 in) surge on August 14-I5 of that year. 
There is evidence of negative surges of 1-3 ft (0.3-0.9 m) in Cape Cod Bay and Nantucket 
Sound. Surges up to 4 ft (1.2 m) were noted at Boston and Portland. North of Cape Cod the 
amplitudes of surges become small and amount to about I It at Eastport (Mianc). 
RHUIIP. I. I> and MII. I. P. k (1957) paid particular attention to the resurgences, which are ba- 
sically free oscillations of the water in trying to return to its normal level. Following I lurri- 
cane Carol of August 31,1954, the damage at the Cape Cod area was a result of the resur- 
gence. In Buzzards Bay, although the main surge had amplitudes of about 12 ft (3.7 m) along 
the western shore, resurgences with amplitudes up to 15 ft (4.6 m) occurred on the eastern 
shore. The resurgence following a 1938 hurricane in Buzzards Bay caused great damage and 
loss of life at Woodshole. In Long Island Sound, resurgences occurred following the hurri- 
I-'ig. (. 7: Comparison of resurgences IoIIowing the passage of xccral storms at Sands I look and Atlan- 
tic (; itv. The times were adjusted (fur each station) so that the time of occurrence of the first resurgence 
for the different storms coincide. Vertical ticks denote time separation of 7.2 h for Sandy I look and 
5.5 It for Atlantic City. Ordinate: water level (meters); abscissa: duration of surge (hours) (R um* l. ) and 
\III. I. I. R, 1957) 
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canes of September 21,1938, and August 31,1954. 'fide gauges at Atlantic City and Sandy 
I look showed prominent resurgences (Fig. 6.7. ). After the original surge reaches a maximum, 
the water level drops abruptly to low values and then increases again in a series of undulati- 
ons with periods of several hours. These resurgences periods are about 5.5 h at Atlantic City 
and 7.2 h at Sandy I look. The attenuation rate of the resurgences at Sandy I look is about 
0.07 h '. MUNK et al. (1956) explained these resurgences as due to edge waves. 
Storm surges on the cast Coast of the United States also occur as a result of extra-tropi- 
cal cyclones. Some differences between storm surges due to tropical and extra-tropical storms 
on the cast Coast of the United States are listed in Table 6.2. 
Some models that were developed with the aim of hindcasting and eventually predicting 
storm surges will now be considered. The so-called bathystrophic storm surge (FREEMAN 
et al., 1957) was discussed earlier. PARARAS-CARAYANNIS (1975) used this approach to hind- 
Table G?: Differences between hurricane-generated and extratropical storm generated surges 
Parameter 'T'ropical system 
Sizc, )( storm 
1'. xtratropical systcm 
Small Large 
Rcprescnt. ttion on weather Sonic times difficult to position Easier 
charts on weather charts using 
ordinary weather reports. The 
vigorous portion of the storm 
may lie between two observing 
stations 
Requirement of specialized Nettled Usually not required. Standard 
observations such as satellite, weather reports usually 
weather, reconnaissance, radar, adequate unless ntesoscalc 
aircraft systems are embedded 
Amplitude of . urges Greater The Maximum surge Smaller surges o( amplitudcs up 
gencr. ucd in the United States to 5 in can occur infrequently 
aas at Gulfport, NIS, following 
I iurricanc Camillo in August 
1969: 7.5 in 
Duration of surge Short (Several hours to 1/2 d) Long (usually 2-5 d). 
Severe erosion of coastline can 
occur 
Inland inundation Large Little 
Length of coastline affected by Less (usually < 160 kni) Several hundred kilometers 
the surge 
Geometry of the storm Compact and nearly III-defined and sprawling 
symmetrical geometry 
Speed of Illovellient of tile Variable 
storm 
Slow motion generally along 
a regular track 
Pressure gradients and wind Easy to model the driving forces Difficult to model the driving 
stress associated with the storm could be represented analytically fields 
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cast surges on the Fast Coast and Gulf of Mexico coast of the United States. The observed 
and computed surges at three locations are compared in Fig. 6.8. PARARAS-CARAYANNIS 
(1975) simulated surges due to the hurricanes listed in Table 6.3. Pertinent meteorological 
information is also listed in this table, which is used in the above calculations. 
KAJIURA (1959) examined analytically, as well as empirically, hurricane-generated surges 
on continental shelves. Using dimensional analysis he showed that the surge is determined 
by the following two dimensionless ratios: V/c and l., /L, where V is the spccd of movement 
of the storm, c is the speed of long gravity waves on the shelf, 1. _ is the scale of the storm and 1., is the width of the shelf, the dynamic response of the water level is significantly influenced 
by the natural modes of oscillation on the shelf (the dynamic amplification fora one-dimen- 
sional case is between I and 2). The free oscillations again become important when one con- 
siders the transient aspects. Coriolis force becomes relevant if the scale of the disturbance is 
significant relative to c/f, where f is the Coriolis parameter. When the scale of the shelf is com- 
parable with the scale of storm, the two-dimensional aspects of hurricanes must be con- 
sidered. 
Other important results from Ku1IuRA'S (1959) study are the following. If the storm 
moves perpendicular to the coastline from the sea, then the maximum surge always occurs a 
little later than the time of the nearest approach of the storm center to the water level station. 
For any other type of track, the maximum surge can occur either before or after the storm 
center approaches nearest to the observing station. When the storm moves inland from the 
sea, the maximum surge is found to the right of the track. The dynamic amplification of the 
surge is maximum when the track is parallel to the coast and the amplification depends on 
the duration of the storm as well as V/c. 
Actual data of hurricane-generated surges along the Atlantic coast showed that signifi- 
cant surges (up to one third of the maximum surge) occur within 70 nautical miles (130 kni) 
to the left and 110 nautical miles (204 knt) to the right of storm track. The maximum surge 
usually occurs about 25 nautical miles (46 kni) to the right of the track. Unless the storm cen- 
ter is very close to the station, usually the water levels are greater south of Sandy I look than 
on the New England coast. 
Table 6.3: 1 lurricane parameters in the hathystrophic storm surge study (PARARAS-CARAYANNIS, 1975) 
I lurricane Central Peripheral Radius of Speed of Maximum 
pressure pressure maximum movement gradient wind 
winds speed 
(nib) (mb) (km) (km "h ') (km " It ') 
I lurriianc of 
Oct. 3-4.1949 963.4 1014.2 27.8 20.4 141.6 
Carol of 
Aug. 30-31,1954 971.6 1013.2 46.3 61.7 152.9 
Audrey of 
June 26-27,1957 946.5 1005.8 35.2 24.1 152.9 
Carla of 
Sept. 7-12,1961 936.0 1013.2 85.2 5.6 160.9 
Camille of 
Aug. 15-16,1969 905.2 1013.2 25.9 24.1 201.2 
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Fig. 6.8: Computed surge (using hathystrophic approach), obscrvcd surge, and tide due to (a) I lurricanc 
Carla at Freeport, Texas, (h) I lurricanc Carla at Galveston, Texas, and (c) I lurricanc Audrey at Eugene 
Island, Louisiana (PARARAS-CARAYANNIS, 1975) 
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SPI. ASII Models 
SI'I. ASI I is an acronym for "special program to list amplitudes of surges from hurri- 
canes. " SPI. ASI II deals with landfalling hurricanes and SPLASI 111 takes care of situations 
in which the hurricanes need not go over land. These models were developed at the'Icch- 
niques Development Laboratory of the U. S. National Weather Service (JI.. 1. ISNIANSKI 1972, 
1974,1976; JL. LI. SNIANSKI and BAKKIFN'ros 1975; I3AKKII. NT s and JLLUSNIANSKI 1976,1978). 
This computer program is operationally used at the National I lurricane (: enter in Miami and 
is applied to the Atlantic coast and the Gulf of Mexico coast of the United States. The stretch 
of coast for which these models are used extends about 3000 mi (4827 km) from Brownsville, 
Texas, to Long Island, New York. Along this coastal stretch, reference stations (for use in 
hurricane landfall determination) are established with an approximate spacing of 100 mi 
(161 km). 
SI'I. ASI I 1%a numerical storm surge model that involves a linearized version of the trans- 
port equations. The geometry of the model is idealized into a rectangle with variable depth. 
One side of the rectangle is the coast and the other three sides are open boundaries. At the 
coast the normal transport is zero and at the deepwater open boundary static height is pre- 
scribed (this height is zero in the absence of an atmospheric pressure gradient). On the two 
lateral open boundaries the normal derivative of transport is prescribed to be zero. Depth 
contours are analysed on overlapping 600 mi x 72 mi (965 kni x 116 km) basins. The basins 
are centerd 50 mi apart. 
In SPLASI I I, which applies to landfalling hurricanes only, the following meteorologi- 
cal input is required: (I) pressure drop Ap = p, - p.. where p, is the ambient pressure outside 
the storm and p- is the central pressure of the hurricane, (2) the radius R of maximum winds, 
(3) the vector storm motion U, /0 where U. is the storm speed and 0 is the storm direction of 
motion, and (4) point of landfall. This program assumes that the conditions are steady state, 
i. c., the size, intensity, and speed of movement are constants. 
SPI. AS11 11 deals with an unsteady storm. The storm track could have any orientation 
and the storms need no landfall. The input data consist of (among other things) a 24-h track 
segment, which is defined by latitude and longitude for five points on the track staggered 
6h apart for a 24-h period. These latitude and longitude ata not only define the track but also the speed of movement of the storm. Other input data are the radius of maximum winds 
and pressure drop, which can vary with time. 
One very important component in SPLASI I is a normalized shoaling correction, which 
is used to correct the computed surge along the coast if the landfall point is shifted. Shoaling 
corrections were prepared for the Atlantic and the Gulf coasts by using landfall storms nor- 
mal to the coast at 16-nil (25.8 km) intervals using a storm speed of 15 mi "h' (24 kill "h ') 
The SI'LASI I models were verified generally against data from 43 hurricanes during five 
hurricane seasons. These cases, the dates of occurrence, location of the peak surge, and com- 
puted and observed peak surges are listed inTable 6.4. The varying location of the peak surge, 
depending on the nature of the bathymetrv, is shown quantitatively in Fig. 6.9. 
Whereas SPI. ASI II can deal with landfalling hurricanes only, SPLASI 1 11 can be applied 
to a general storm track. Especially the following three types of tracks are considered: (1) 
landfall storm with its track perpendicular to a straight-line coast, (2) an alongshore moving 
storm (i. e. constant abeam distance of the track from the coast), and (3) a recurving storm 
(non-landfall). Slow-moving storms are treated as a special case and a hypothetical storm 
with the following properties is used: (I) the storm traverses the continental shelf with the 
speed of less than 8 mi " It ' (12.9 kilt " h-'), (2) the storm's closest approach to the coast occurs 
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Fig. 6.9: Qualitative illustration showing the varying positions of peak surge on the coast as compared 
with two-dimensional bathvmetrv. (D, location of peak surge; A, landfall point; K. radius of ntasintunt 
winds; I)s, distance to peak surge. at II SNIANSkl, 1972) 
near Miami where there is hardly any continental shelf, and (3) the storm's strength and size 
(Ap = 100 mb, R= 15 mi " It ' (24 km " h']) do not change along the track. 
Calculations using SPLASI 1 11 gave the following results. The maximum surge is not 
highly sensitive to storm size for landfall storms. I lowever, for non-landfall storms, the 
storm size is important because the surge is a function of distance from the coast relative to 
storm size. When the storm is on the shelf, if the component of the track on the coast is large, 
the length of the coastline affected by the surge could be very long. For a storm travelling 
perpendicular to the coast, the component of the track on the coast degenerates to a point, 
and surges occur only along a small length of the coastline. 
One of the main drawbacks of SPI. ASII 11 (although it is an improvement over 
STASI I I) is that it treats the coast as a straight line and cannot include the curvature of the 
coastline. To remove this restriction, JI. t. tsNIANSKi (1976) developed a sheared coordinate 
system. In this model, a mildly curving coastline (which does not include bays, estuaries, 
sounds, deltas, capes, spits, etc. ) is sheared into a straight-line. A surface plane, beginning at 
the ocean shelf and containing the curved coast as one of the boundaries, is fitted with a curve, 
nonorthogonal grid. The plane with curved boundaries is then transformed via a sheared co- 
ordinate system onto an image rectangle. In this transformed system, one deals with a Car- 
tesian, orthogonal, equally spaced grid in which the coast coincides with grid lines. Jt: I. tsNI- 
ANSKI (1976) used such a model incorporating the linearized storm surge equations for a 
3000 mi (4827 kni) coastline beginning at the United States-Mexico border in the Gulf of 
Mexico to the eastern tip of Long Island in New York. The storm tracks could be curved and 
the intensity, the size of the storms, and its speed of movement could be variable. 
The somewhat idealized SPLASI I models are being replaced with a new generation of 
models referred to as SLOSI I (sea, lake and overland surges from hurricanes). These models 
are being developed for the cast and gulf coasts of the United States. Specifically, the follo- 
wing coastal stretches are being modelled: New Orleans Area, Lake Okeechobee, Tampa Bay, 
Mobile Bay, Galveston area, Charlotte I ! arbour (Florida), Florida Bay, Biscayne Bay, Flo- 
rida Keys, Long Island Sound, Chesapeake Bay, Charleston Harbour (South Carolina), Nar- 
ragansett Bay, Buzzards Bay, Delaware Bay, Palmico Sound, Massachusetts Bay, Corpus 
Christi (Texas), Lower Laguna Madre (Texas), Matagorda Bay (Texas), Lake Sabine (Texas), 
and Pensacola (Florida). Some testing of the SLOSI I model during I lurricane Bob in Jul) 
1979 showed that the results are quite satisfactory. 
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Table 6.4: Comparison of observed maximum surges (m) in the United States with those computed from 
the nomograms using SPI. ASI I (Jiltsxl, sM, 1972) 
Date 
Oct. 2,1893 
Sept. 27,1894 
Sept. 8,1900 
Aug. 14,1901 
July 21,1909 
Sept. 13,1912 
Aug. 16,1915 
Sept. 29,1915 
Oct. 18,1916 
Sept. 28,1917 
Sept. 9,1919 
Oct. 25,1921 
Aug. 26,1926 
Sept. 18,1926 
Sept. 20,1926 
Sept. 16,1928 
Sept. 28,1929 
Sept. 7,1933 
July 25,1934 
Nov. 4,1935 
July 31,1936 
Aug. 7,1940 
Aug. 11,1940 
Sept. 23,1941 
Oct. 7,1941 
Aug. 30,1942 
July 27,1943 
Oct. 19,1944 
Oct. 20,1944 
Aug. 27,1945 
Aug. 24,1947 
Aug. 17,1947 
Sept. 19,1947 
Oct. 15,1947 
Sept. 4,1948 
Aug. 26,1949 
Oct. 4,1949 
Aug. 30,1950 
Sept. 5,1950 
Oct. 15,1954 
Aug. 17,1955 
Sept. 24,1956 
June 27,1957 
Location of 
peak surge 
mobile, Al. 
Charleston, NC 
Galveston, TX 
Mobile, Al. 
Galveston, 'I'X 
Mobile, Al. 
I Iigh Island, 1 X 
Grand Isle, 1. A 
Pensacola, F1. 
Furt Barrancas, 1: 1. 
Key West, FT 
Punta Kassa, Fl. 
"Fir tbalicr Island, LA 
Miami Beach, 11. 
Pensacola, FI. 
\\'cst Palm Beach, 1: 1. 
Key Largo, FL 
Brownsville, TX 
Galveston, TX 
Miami Beach, 1: 1. 
Panama City, FT 
Calcasieu Pass, I. A 
Beaufort, S(; 
Sargent, 'I X 
St. Marks, F1. 
Matagorda, TX 
Galveston, ix 
Naples. F1. 
Charleston, FI. 
Matagorda, TX 
Saline Pass, LA 
I lillsboro Beach, H. 
Biloxi, \IS 
Quarantine Station, GA 
Biloxi, MS 
New Jupiter In., Fl. 
Freeport, 'I'X 
Pensacola, Fl. 
St. Petersburg, Fl. 
Southport, N(; 
I lolden Beach, NC 
Laguna Beach, 1: 1. 
Calcasieu Pass, LA 
Computed 
peak surge 
3.32 
1.59 
4.60 
2.07 
3.54 
3.91 
3.60 
3.41 
1.59 
1.77 
2.23 
3.29 
3.02 
3.57 
2.19 
2.74 
2.23 
3.02 
2.07 
2.01 
1.71 
1.62 
2.44 
2.35 
3.08 
2.90 
1.77 
3.26 
1.22 
1.89 
0.87 
1.95 
3.41 
2.13 
1.59 
1.65 
3.17 
1.16 
2.10 
3.81 
1.62 
1.43 
4.82 
Observed 
peak surge 
2.83 
1.62 
4.45 
2.26 
3.05 
1.34 
4.24 
2.74 
0.91 
2.16 
1.98 
3.32 
2.99 
3.17 
2.74 
2.96 
2.68 
3.96 
1.80 
2.74 
1.83 
1.62 
2.44 
2.59 
1.86 
4.27 
1.10 
3.23 
1.22 
1.95 
0.76 
2.90 
3.32 
1.77 
1.55 
1.25 
2.74 
1.55 
1.92 
3.90 
1.65 
2.16 
3.81 
Earlier we referred to the SLOSH models of N. O. A. A., U. S. A. More recent infor- 
mation on these can be found in JI_i. I'. SNi1 NSKI ct al., (1992). One of the strongest Hurri- 
canes to make a landfall on the East Coast of U. S. A. was Hurricane Hugo of September 
11-25,1989 causing a total damage in excess of 7 billion US dollars. The track is shown in 
Pig. 6.10. 
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6.1.2 Gull of Mexico Coast (Excluding Florida Coast) 
Up to this point, storm surges along the Atlantic Coast and the Gulf of Mexico have been 
studied. The gulf coast will now be considered in some detail. CI. IN1. (1920) discussed the 
storm surges in the Gulf of Mexico due to hurricanes during the 20-yr period 19C0-19. 
The pertinent information for these hurricanes and the storm surges generated are given in 
Table 6.5. 
Following are some results of the study by Cl. txt. (1920). During 1900-19, about 7225 
people were killed and about S 106 million in property damage occurred as a result of hurri- 
canes in the Gulf of Mexico. The storm surges need not be symmetric about the hurricane 
track because the wind velocities to the left side of the track are much smaller (and less per- 
sistent) than on the right side. peak surges occur a few kilometers to the right and at about 
the time of the passage of the center of the hurricane. '1'he high water extends for only a short 
distance to the left of the point where the center of the storm moves inland. Iügh water, how- 
ever, occurs to the right of the center for a distance of 100-200 mi (161-322 km). 
CONNI R et al. (1957) gave a table of hurricanes and associated surges during the period 
1893-1950. This table is reproduced here as Table 6.6. Although this table bears some 
resemblance to an earlier table (Table 6.4), certain entries are different. Also, in Table 6.8 only 
the observed surge is included (there is no calculated surge). In addition, the lowest pressure 
in the hurricane is also listed. Two empirical relations best fit these data. One is 
h 0. R67ýI005 - 
ý). 618 6.1 max = PO () 
where, is the surge height (feet) and p, is the lowest central pressure (millibars). The cor- 
relation coefficient between h,, calculated and p- is 0.66. Another is 
hmax =ýl. l>"1ýI1i19 - ('0) 
(6.2) 
In this case the correlation coefficient is 0.68. The difference in the values for the ob- 
sen ed surges for the same storms listed in Tables 6.4 and 6.6 are mainly due to different sour- 
ces. 
I Iurricanc Audrey of 1957 was the first hurricane that caused major storm surges since 
the organization of the National I lurricane Research Project by the U. S. Weather Bureau. 
This hurricane crossed the shore near the texas-Louisiana border on the morning of June 27, 
1957.1 IARRIS (I 958a. 1958b) studied the storm surges associated with this hurricane and gave 
detailed diagrams of the surge height distribution along the coast. 
MARINOS and WOODWARD (1968) used the bathvstrophic theory to compute storm sur- 
ges on the Texas-Louisiana coast. They made use of three storms to calibrate their model and 
checked it against several other storms. Using several synthetic hurricanes, 100-yr surge hv- 
drographs were also constructed. 
MIYAZAKI (1965) computed the storm surge in Gulf of Mexico due to Hurricane Carla 
of September 7-11,1961, using a time-dependent linearized two-dimensional model. He first 
used a coarse grid of 48 nautical miles (89 km) for the entire Gulf and then developed a fine- 
grid model (grid spacing of 9.6 nautical miles or 17.8 km) for the northwestern part where 
the storm surge was the most significant. In the coarse-mesh model, bottom friction was ig- 
nored whereas quadratic bottom friction was used in the fine-mesh model. 
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I lurricane Carla is an exceptional hurricane in the sense that it moved very slowly 
(about 7 knots or 13 km "h '). The maximum wind speed was 85-95 knots (137-176 km "h ') 
and the radius of maximum winds was about 50 nautical miles (93 km). Another remarkable 
feature of this hurricane is in the generated surge. Along the Texas-Louisiana coast the storm 
surge occurred for almost a 6-d period (September 7-12,1961). Maximum surge height of 
about IOft. (3.1 m) was estimated on September 10 at Galveston. The calculated surge was 
compared with the observed surge by MIY ZAKI (1965) at the following stations: Port Isabel 
('texas), fort Aransas (Texas), Freeport ('texas), Pier 21 and Pleasure Pier (both in the Gal- 
veston area), Fort Point (Texas), Sabine Pass (Texas), Bayou Rigaud (Louisiana), Humble Oil 
Platform A (Louisiana) and Pensacola (Florida). 
I lurricanc Betsy struck the southeastern Louisiana coast on September 9,1965. It was 
the most destructive (economically) ever to hit the United States coast up to that time ((; uu- 
nI Au and CONNI K, 1968). Winds reaching up to 125 mi "h1 (201 km " h') caused a great 
storm surge resulting in extensive flooding in the Metropolitan area of New Orleans. Gou- 
deau and Conner 1968 also gave detailed diagrams for the storm surge height distribution and 
flooded areas on the Mississippi River and also in Lake Pontchartrain. 
PI AKC: i (1972) developed a two-dimensional, time-dependent numerical model for stu- 
dying storm surges in the Gulf of Mexico. I le used two different mesh sizes: 16 nautical 
miles (29.6 km) and 6 nautical miles (11.1 km). These were applied to the surge generated by 
I lurricane Camille of August 17-22,1969. There was no significant difference in the results between the smaller grid and larger grid models. Inclusion of the nonlinear advective terns 
made only a difference of 2'%% in the surge heights. The model results were insensitive to bot- 
tom friction coefficients between 0.005 and 0.02. PI AKCI: (1972) also used a one-dimensional 
model as well as an analytical model. The distribution of surge heights computed for August 
17 at 23: 40 is shown in Fig. 6.11. Although in this subsection the Gulf of Mexico was consi- 
dered as a whole, later subsections will consider parts of this system such as Galveston liar, 
Mobile Kay, etc. in detail. 
I toward Elgison made the following comments in ANNON (1992) on page 60.1 lopefully 
there will never he another storm with the destructive power of I lurricane Andrew. Cer- 
tainly, there will never be another hurricane named Andrew. Like the great athletes whose 
numbers have been retired, the great hurricanes, those that were particularly severe or de- 
structive, have their names retired. 
Currently, a total of 33 names are enshrined in the Hurricane I tall of Infamy. They are 
listed below in chronological order: 
1954 Carol-Edna - Hazel 
1955 Connie - Diane - lone - j. inrt 
1957 Audrey 
1959 Gracie 
1960 Donna 
1961 Carla 
1963 Flora 
1964 Cleo - Dora - Hilda 
1965 Betsy 
1967 Beulah 
1969 Camille 
1970 Celia 
1972 Agnes 
1974 Carmen 
1975 1. Iuise 
1977 Anita 
1979 David - Frederic 
1990 Allen 
1983 Alicia 
1985 Elena - Gloria 
1988 Gilbert -Joan 
1999 1 lugo 
1991 Bob 
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Table 6.6: Lowest central pressures and highest surges of Gulf of Mexico hurricanes (CONNO R et al., 
1957) 
Date Location of highest Lowest peak 
surge on open coast Pressure Surge 
(nth) (m) 
Oct. 2,1983 Mobile, Al. 956 2.56 
Sept. 8,1900 Galveston, 'I'X 936 4.42 
Aug. 14,1901 Mobile, Al. 973 2.26 
Sept. 27,1906 Fort Barrancas, PI. 965 3.29 
July, 21,1909 Galveston, TX 959 3.05 
Sept. 20,1909 Mobile, Al. 980 2.38 
Sept. 13,1912 Mobile, Al. 993 1.34 
Aug. 16,1915 I ligh Island, 'I'X 953 4.24 
Sept. 29,1915 Grand Isle, I. A 944 2.74 
July 5,1916 Fort Morgan, Al. 961 1.43 
Sept. 28,1917 Fort Barrancas, Fl. 964 2.16 
Sept. 14,1919 Port Aransas, '1'X 948 3.38 
Oct. 25,1921 St. Petersburg, FI. 958 2.38 
Aug. 25,1926 'f imbalier Bay, I. A 959 3.05 
Sept. 20,1926 Pensacola, Fl. 955 2.32 
Sept. 5,1933 Brownsville, TX 949 3.96 
July 25,1934 Gahcston, 'I'X 975 1.80 
July 31,1936 Panama City, F1.964 1.83 
Aug. 7,1940 Calcasieu fass, LA 974 1.46 
Sept. 23,1941 Sargent, 'I'X 959 3.02 
Oct. 7,1941 St. Marks, Fl. 981 2.44 
Aug. 30,1942 Matagorda, '1'X 951 4.51 
July 27,1943 Galveston, 'I'X 975 1.22 
Aug. 27,1945 Matagorda, TX 968 2.23 
Aug. 24,1947 Sabine Pass, I. A 992 1.10 
Sept. 19,1947 Biloxi, MS 968 3.38 
Sept. 4,1948 Biloxi, MS 987 1.71 
Oct. 4,1949 Freeport, TX 978 3.17 
Aug. 30,1950 Pensacola, Fl. 979 1.68 
Sept. 5,1950 Cedar Key, Fl. 958 1.55 
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Fig. 6.11: Distribution of the water levels (storm surge with a 0.25 in tide superimposed) along parts of 
the coasts of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama clue to I lurricane Camille of 1969 (Pf AR(: F. 1972) 
There are mane ways to measure the destructive power of hurricanes. The method cho- 
sen by the National Hurricane Center (NI-IC) is to calculate the total dollar value of pro- 
perty losses in the United States and adjust for inflation. Using this method, the top six hur- 
ricanes of all time are listed below. The damage Figs. are given in 1990 dollars. Needless to 
say, I lurricane Andrew sits atop the list with monetary damages greater than the combined 
total of the next three most costly storms. 'I: able 6.7 lists the damage from some intense 1lur- 
ricanes that affected the U. S. A. 
'lablc 6.7: Damage in Billions of U. S. Dollar% (at 1990 prices) by the'iopio I Iurricancs affecting the 
U. S. A. (ANON, 1993) 
Rank I lurricanc Year Damage in Billions of 
US Dollars at 1990 pricc lcvcls 
I Andrew 1992 30.0 
21I ugo 1989 7.0 
3 Frederic 1979 2.3 
4 Agncs 1972 2.1 
5 Alicia 1983 2.0 
6 Iniki 1992 1.8 
7 Juan 1985 1.5 
8 Camille 1969 1.427 
9 Betsy 1965 1.425 
10 EIcna 1985 1.25 
Even though only 53 people died in the wake of I lurricane Andrew, it is the single most natural disaster in U. S. history in terms of damage up to that time. 
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6.1.3. Storm Surges along the Coast of Florida 
In this subsection, storm surges along the Gulf of Mexico coast and the Atlantic coast of 
Florida will be considered. Storm surges in Lake Okeechobee will be considered in the next 
subsection. I)AMSGAAKI) and UlxsMoti: (1975) used a two-dimensional numerical model to 
study storm surges in Biscayne Bay, Florida. Their model allows for overtopping of low- 
lying barrier islands as well as inundation of flood plains. They tested their model against the 
storm surge generated by I lurricane Betsy of September 8,1965. 
VI. KMA and I)t. AN (1969) also used a two-dimensional model to study storm surges in 
Biscayne Bay. Their model allows for the inclusion of rainfall. Russ and JI RKINs (1977) used 
two different models to study storm surges inTampa Bay, Florida. The first model (referred 
to as USF) was developed at the University of South Florida and is based on the explicit nmo- 
(lel by Rt. i) and BuuINI. (1968). The second model is based on the Rand model (I. t. F \UIK Isl., 
1967) and makes use of an implicit-explicit scheme. Based on calculations for Tampa Has, 
these authors concluded that the USF model provides a more accurate simulation than the 
Rand model. 
By far the most comprehensive study of storm surges on the Florida coast (which this 
author could find) is one by BKUUN et al. (1962), in which they studied the storm surges in 
relation to coastal topography. Forty hurricanes during the period 1900-60 that caused sig- 
nificant storm surges along Florida coast are listed in Table 6.8. 
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liblc 6.8: ! Major I Iurricancs affecting Florida, 1903-65. The last four entries are taken from Tt -IRA TI (I I 
IN(:. (1978) coastal flooding storm surge model, part 1. Methodology prepared by Tetra Tech Inc. for 
U. S. 1)cp. Of Insurance Administration, Washington, DC, May 1978 (Bkuus et al., 1962) 
Index No. 1)atc of occurrence 
I Sept. 10-16,1903 
2 Oct. 10-23,1904 
3 Oct. 11-20,1906 
4 Oct. 6-15,1909 
5 Oct. 11-13,1910 
6 Sept. 2-14,1919 
7 Sept. 27-Oct. I, 1920 
8 Oct. 21-23,1921 
9 Jul). 22-Aug. 2,1926 
10 Sept. 6-22,1926 
11 Aug. 7-10,1928 
12 Sept. 6-20,1928 
13 Sept. 22-Oct. 4,1929 
14 Aug. 31-Sept. 7,1933 
15 Aug. 31-Sept. 8,1935 
16 Oct. 30-Nov. 8,1935 
17 July 27-Aug. I, 1936 
18 Oct. 4-12,1941 
19 Oct. 13-21,1944 
20 Sept. 12-19,1945 
21 Oct. 7-9,1946 
22 Sept. 11-19,1947 
23 Oct. 9-15,1947 
24 Sept. 19-25,1948 
25 Oct. 4-8,1948 
26 Aug. 24-29,1949 
27 Sept. 1-7,1950 
28 Oct. 15-19,1950 
29 Sept. 30-Oct. 7,1951 
30 Oct. 8-10,1953 
31 Sept. 10-30,1906 
32 Aug. 9-14,1911 
33 Sept. 11-23,1912 
34 Sept. 4,1915 
35 Jul. 5,1916 
36 Oct. 12-21,1916 
37 Sept. 21-29,1917 
38 Sept. 13-20,1924 
39 Sept. 24-26,1953 
40 Sept. 9-12,1960 (Donna) 
41 Aug. 26-29,1964 (Cleo) 
42 Sept. 7-11,1964 (Dora) 
43 Oct. 8-16,1964 (Isabell) 
44 Sept. 6-9,1965 (Betsy) 
Coastal area affected 
Fort Lauderdale and Tampa Ba) 
West Palm Beach 
Florida Keys and Miami 
Florida Keys and Miami 
Key West to Tampa Bay and Jacksonville 
Florida Keys 
Cedar Keys and St. Augustine 
Tampa Bay and Daytona Beach 
Entire cast coast 
Miami and Everglades to Tampa Bay 
Fort Pierce and Cedar Key 
West Palm Beach to Jacksonville 
Florida Keys to Tampa flay 
West Palm Beach to Cedar Key 
Florida Keys to Cedar Key 
West Palm Beach to Miami and Key West to Fort Myers 
Miami and 1": verglades to Tampa Bay 
Miami to Florida Keys and Everglades to Cedar Key 
Key West to Tampa Bay and Jacksonville 
Florida Keys to Miami and northeast coast 
Fort Myers to Cedar Key and Jacksonville 
Fort Lauderdale and Fort Myers 
Key West to Miami 
Key West to Fort Myers and Fort Pierce 
Florida Keys to Fort Lauderdale 
West Palm Beach and Cedar Key 
Key West to Cedar Key 
Entire cast coast 
Fort Myers and Fort Pierce 
Fort Myers and Fort Pierce 
Florida Panhandle 
Pensacola 
Key West to Pensacola 
Tampa Bay to Pensacola 
Key West to Apalachicola 
Pensacola 
Pensacola 
Pensacola 
Panama City of Apalachicola 
Pensacola to Panama City 
Florida Keys and South Gull Coast 
Southeast Florida 
Northeast Florida 
Southern Florida 
Southern tip of Florida 
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6.1.4 Lake Okeechobee 
In an earlier section a storm surge study by Rum) et al. (1977a, I977b) was considered, 
which treated the extensive vegetation areas of Lake Okeechobee as a canopy. MItt. tcs (1954) 
studied in detail the data from the hurricanes that were pertinent for levee design for this lake. 
Here, some studies on storm surges in this lake will be considered. KIvisII. [) (1954) made an 
extensive study of storm surges in shallow bodies of seater and applied this to lake Okee- 
chobee storm surges. 
During the period 1886-1950, the average number of hurricanes reaching Florida was 
1.28 per year. The probability that the Okeechobee area would be subjected to winds grea- 
ter that 75 mi " Ii ' (121 km "h ') in any given year is I in 7. Several tide gauges were located 
during the Lake Okeechobee project that was organized during the early 1950s. The north- 
south extent (maximum) of the lake is 30 mi (48 km), the cast-west extent (maximum) is 
25 ml (40 km), and the total area is 730 mi' (1891 km2). Extensive marsh and vegetation 
covers the western portion of the lake. The south shore of the lake from St. Lucie Canal to 
Fisheating Creek is enclosed by levees constructed to an average crown height of 32.5 ft 
(9.8 in) above mean sea level. On the north shore a levee of the same height extends from 
2 nil (3.2 km) southeast of Taylor Creek to Kissimmee River, and this levee protects the town 
of Okeechobee. The northwest portion of the lake, bordering low, saw grass marshes, and 
the northeast shore, bordering comparatively high ground, are unprotected. Ritta, Kreanter, 
and i rrv islands at the southern end of the lake are partially protected by levees but these 
are insufficient against storm surges such as the hurricane of August 26-27,1949. 
Klvlsll. l) (1954) used simple analytical formulae to calculate the surges in Lake Okee- 
chobee. I lowever, for better resolution of the geometry of the lake, he divided it into trian- 
gular elements. The pertinent information of the five hurricanes studied by Klvlsll. l) (1954) 
and the related surges is summarised in Table 6.9. 
LANGHAAR (1951) calculated the storm surges in Lake Okeechobee using simple analy- 
tical formulae. These values agreed well with observed surges, which ranged from 3.5 to 10.2 
ft (1.1-3.1 m). In this calculation, Langhaar considered the surge at the leeward end of the 
lake as a superposition of the surge due to scichcs and a statical surge that the wind would 
maintain if it persisted indefinitel". The surge due to seiche is referred to as the "dynamical 
surge" and the total surge is the sum of the dynamical and statical surges. FARRIA (1958) also 
used simple analytical formulae to compute storm surges in Lake Okeechobee for the hurri- 
cane of August 26,1949. The water level distribution in the lake at three different times is 
shown in Fig. 6.12. The shaded area represents the marsh. 
DANARU and NIUWn y (1994) re-examined the work of RI iu and WI ITFAKI It (1976) on 
the effect of vegetation in Lake Okeechobee on the storm surges. 
Their assumptions on the equality of various drag coefficients are replaced by more rea- listic calculations. A new method for calculating wind stress on water is presented for the case 
when the vegetation extends above the water surface. 
For the case of vanishingly small water-depth, it is shown that the horizontal stress is 
approximately constant in the vertical. This results in a diagnostic relationship for the water 
current as a function of the wind stress and bottom roughness. 
A new expression for the vertically averaged frictional force per unit mass is derived on 
the assumption that the friction velocity varies linearly with height. The vertical rate of 
change of friction velocity depends on the mean water current, the wind stress, the bottom 
roughness, and the water depth. 
For coastal defenses against storm surges, traditionally concrete sea walls have been in 
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2000 AUG. 26,1949 2100 AUG 26,1949 0100 AUß. 27,1949 
Fig. 6.12: Storm surge height (mctcrs) distribution at three different times in Lake Okeechobee, Florida, 
due to the hurricane of August 26-27,1949. (FARRI R, 1958) 
use. Even such prohibitively expensive structures might not be able to withstand the full force 
of impact from the incoming surge. Indeed during the 29 April 1991 storm surge in Bangla- 
desh, two-foot thick concrete walls were taken out by the surge. 
Earlier it was noticed (RP. It) and WI IITAKI K, 1976) that surges were of smaller amplitude 
in those parts of Lake Okeechobee in Florida, wherever there was tall reed grass extending 
above the water surface. Thus there is observational evidence that a vegetation canopy can 
reduce storm surges significantly. I lowever, it should be noted that this type of moderation 
by vegetation would occur more for the locally generated surge by a local wind field, than 
for that part of the surge that is generated outside and propagates into the region under dis- 
cussion. This is because for a locally generated surge, the wind speed and therefore wind 
stress on the water surface are reduced by vegetation protruding above the water. Generally, 
the locally generated surge accounts for 50 to 80 %, of the total surge; hence possible reduc- 
tion of storm surges by vegetation canopies id of great practical interest. 
The case where the water completely covers the canopy is shown in Fig. 6.13.1) is the 
undisturbed total depth of the water and h is the height of the canopy. The velocity of the 
water above the canopy (b 5z5 U) is uḠ is the stress (force per unit area) that the atmos- 
phere exerts on the water surface, rC is the stress the upper layer exerts on the lower, and 7t, is 
the stress lower layer exerts on the bottom. 
Ignoring atmospheric pressure gradients, the linearized, vertically integrated equation of 
motion for the lower (canopy) layer is 
'U' 
+pbbOh=bC-bb-Fc-pf kxU, P ät 
Where 
U, =bul 
(6.3) 
h is the perturbation height of the free surface and F is the resistance (force per unit hori- 
zontal area) due to the canopy elements. Since the fluid is hydrostatic and homogeneous, the 
horizontal pressure gradient force is independent of z and is proportional to the gradient of 
the perturbation height of the free surface even in the lower layer. Let N he the number of 
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Fig. 6.13: Schcmatic diagram of strc++c+ and water %clocitics in cuc whi'rl' water conlpletdly covers the 
canopy (DANntw and MUKii, 1994) 
canopy elements per unit horizontal area of width w. Then the vertical area obstructing the 
flow is bw for each canopy element, so the total obstructing area (per unit horizontal area) is 
Nhw. Thus 
Fc = pCd Nb%%'Iu IIu1 (6.4) 
where, Cj is the drag coefficient for the vertical surface of the canopy elements. For rigid ca- 
nopy elements presenting a flat surface perpendicular to the water flow, the velocity should 
be zero or nearly so immediately behind the canopy elements. The dynamic pressure force 
per unit horizontal area opposing u, is 
1c = , purVn" 
Equating (6.4) and (6.5) gives 
('d = 1/2 
This is of course an upper limit. In general, C, i will he smaller. 
Reid and Whitaker write 7 as 
6c =PIIIU, -ullý, -ul) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
where, f, is a non-dimensional coefficient. An alternate expression to (6.7) may be derived 
using reasoning similar to that of CREWMAN (1960). Let a (I b) be the top part of canopy that 
u, senses. The vertical area of the canopy obstructing u, is Nwe per unit horizontal area. As- 
suming zero velocity immediately behind the canopy elements, the dynamic pressure force 
opposing u, is Nwe < 1/2 pu, = Let k (< 1) be an efficiency factor representing the efficiency 
of the top of the canopy in blocking u, Then 
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bc =kNWE. I pul U. ) 2 
\\Ic can write (6.8) as 
°c = pC'Iu') I u-) 
where, 
C 
k%W E 
ý 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
is the drag coefficient of the top of the canopy. CRESS MAN (1960) estimates k -'/, for air 
flowing over mountain ridges. For k=0.25, N= 100 m-2, w=0.1 m and e=0.1 in, (6.10) 
gives 
C=0.125 
The equation of motion for the upper layer is 
atý, 
at`+pg(t)-h)Vh=öa-6c-pfkxl, 
Where 
U, = (I)-b)u, 
Writc r, as 
°a = Pa('sýIN'I ý1 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
(6. I3) 
where, p, is the air density, (; ý is the 
drag coefficient of the water surface, and W is the ane- 
mometer level wind. A typical value for C. is (Rtn. t., 1965) 
C. = 2x103, (6.14) 
although Six )Ns (1978) points out that storm surge modellers frequently must use higher 
values. 
Now consider the case where the canopy extends above the water surface as shown in 
Fig. 6.14. T. is the stress the wind exerts on the top of the canopy, W, is the mean wind with- 
in canopy, and T. is the stress the wind (i. e., W, ) exerts on the water surface. Clearly, I W, I< 
WI so I T, I<I1. Let R be the stress (force per unit horizontal area) exerted by W, on the 
vertical canopy elements. By analogy to equation (6.4), 
R= Pa('dN(b - Dý% IWI IWI (6.15) 
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Fig. 6.14: Schematic diagram of stresses in ca%c where canopy extends above the water surface (DANnttt) 
and \1l'K'IY, 1994) 
The same drag coefficient is used in (6.4) and (6.15) since Cd is a function of the rough- 
ness of the surface and does not depend on the fluid (water or air) flowing over the surface. 
By analogs' to (6.9), 
co %% Pa( III. IN ((ᨮ I G) 
The same drag coefficient applies to (6.9) and (6.16) since they both represent fluid 
moving over the top of the canopy. By analogy to (6.13) 
°s =PaCw I\VlI 'I 
From the balance of forces in the layer I) 5r <_ h, 
b5 = tip,.. R 
(6.17) 
. ach term in (6. I8) is in the direction of W. Substituting (6.15) - (6.17) in (6.18) gives 
, \1'ý _ \1' ý +('d\(b - I)) ýý 1 
(6.18) 
(6. I9) 
This enables one to calculate ., from (6.17). Reid and \\'hitaker a`sumc that (; = (: w = (:, t. I lowever, C refers to flow over the top of the canopy whereas C. refers to flow over a 
water surface. Clearly, then, Cx CḠ . Also, C, l refers to the obstruction to flow of the verti- 
cal surface of the canopy elements. Obviously between C. x C, t and CxC, t The values 
given by (6.6). (6.11) and (6.14) show the differences between C.,, Ca nd CḠ . The CIluation of nlntlun for tlu" sc. ucr laser is (6.3) 
dl 
p 4pgl)\'It=6s-i)fi-R-pf kxl 1 (6.2Z') dl 
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The magnitude of the wind stress on the water is 
2 
6s -Pad w \C'I 
where, Vii' is evaluated from (6.19). Substituting (6.19) in (6.21) yields 
PaCwC W1) ' ýC'ýý +CdN b-I))%%] 
Using Reid and Whitaker's assumption (C. =C=C, j), p, = 1.2 
N= 100m-2,6=2m, I)= I mandw=0.1 m, (6.22) gives 
os =22xIU-4 W2 (6.23) 
for r, on Pa and W in ms '. On the other hand if we employ (6.6), (6.11) and (6.14) in (6.1.50), 
we obtain 
Gy =(). n x l() 6 \`. (6.24) 
There is clearly a significant difference between (6.23) and (6.24), due to the fact that Reid 
and Whitaker predict a much higher wind speed at the water surface. 
Comparison of equations (6.23) derived by Reid and Whitaker and (6.24) derived here 
shows that for the situation where the vegetation extends above the water surface, the effec- 
tive wind stress is an order of magnitude smaller. This explains why a vegetation canopy 
(especially in the situation where the vegetation extends above the water surface) can mode- 
rate storm surges quite significantly. 
It is well known that most of damage to coastal structures during a storm surge occurs 
from water currents and wind waves and not from the high water levels themselves. I fence, 
it is important to compute the water currents and wind waves for building design purposes. 
Consider now the case of wind-driven water flow without a canopy. The lincarlized 
equation of motion is 
`ý +gOh+ýOPa= ý 
ä°-fkxu 
pP (6.25) 
where, p, is atmospheric pressure. 'fides may be included in (6.25) by imposing boundary 
conditions on u and h at the seaward boundary of the computational domain-'1'11e non-linear 
advective acceleration is omitted from (6.25) although this may be important. Thke the ver- 
tical average of (6.25) to yield 
ýgVh+1 Opa=F- fkxü 
p 
where, (ü is the scrticalls" averaged -water aclocitp, 
(P)a-Uhý 
F= 
pll 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
k}; m`, (;. =2x10`, 
(G ? 6) 
(6 27) 
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is the vertically averaged friction force per unit mass and II= I) +h is the total water depth. 
., is usually calculated from (6.13). ri, is frequently computed from a similar expression 
6b= pclül ü (6.28) 
where, cis the dr. tg coefficient of the bottom surface. FL Al III R (1979) and GR II \ItI R(, (1977) 
use 
c=2.5 x 10-3 (6.29) 
However, (6.13) and (6.28) are calculated essentially independently, (6.4) therefore has a 
singularity as the denominator approaches zero. FI. Al1IGR and Iii AI-s (1975) avoid this sin- 
gularity by specifying a minimum depth DO =I nt for use in (6.27). While this is preferable to 
having the model blow up, a better way is needed. 
As the water depth becomes smaller, one would expect n, - -r,. Given the dimensionless 
number h (5 0.1), there exists a depth d (S) such that 
loa _ Bbl 
b <8 (6.30) ra 
for /1: 5 d. I iowevcr, (6.30) simply implies a constant flux layer through which 'r _ s, For a 
neutral stratification this means 
ý*w In z 
kv zo 
(6.31) 
where u.. is the (constant) water friction velocity, k, is von Karman's constant, and z3 is the 
roughness length of the bottom surface. The vertical average of (6.31) is 
ü=I fii udz II-zý 0 
Substituting (6.31) in (6.32) gives 
ü (11u I)ýI; ý"1llrlnrýý 
)_I]+. 
/()} For z- <_ 11, (6.33) simplifies to 
ü=u*- In if 
]-, ] 
kv 
(7.0 
(6.32) 
(6.33) 
(6.34) 
Note that (6.33) and (6.34) are diagnostic expressions for the water current. The direc- 
tion of ü is the same as T, or W. This will he discussed further in the paragraph following equation (6.41). 
To find u. s., note that the stress the water surface exerts on the atmosphere is equal in 
magnitude and opposite in direction to the stress the atmosphere exerts on the water. This is: 
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, 
u'ý,. - 
or 
ll '' 
u ýý _ý `-! 1 
(6.35) 
An alternate to (6.33) and (6.34) may he obtained by setting TI, = T, in (6.28) and solving 
for ü to give 
1,2 
ü=( T= 
ep 
(6.36) 
lJ 
Let's obtain a numerical value for ü from (6.36). For p, = 1.2 kgm ', C,,. =2x 10-3 and 
W= 10 ms 1, (6.13) gives z, = 0.24 Pa. Substitute this value in (6.36) along with c=2.5 x I0"3 
and p= 10' kg m 'to obtain (ü = 0.31 ins 1. 
An attempt will now be made to estimate the critical depth d following the method of 
I)ANAKI) (I98I). Integrate (6.25) from z=0 to z=d and write as 
Iii., ; 'Id 
Q 
ýIr) U rlt r ýýVh + r. _'ýýri ý -+ t 
kx UI 
Equating the right side of (6.37) to ( and solving for d gives 
11 - ýi,,., ý 
Llu ýh . ;. ý'I + ý,, -1 \',,, ,I{. u 
(6.37) 
(6.38) 
Suppose the water velocity decrc. ucs by 0.1 nis ' in 10' s. Then for p= 10' kg m S, 
pliiu/i1ti- 0.1 Pa m'. The terms gVh and jk xü frequently offset each other and do so 
exactly if the current is geostrophically balanced. The sum of these terms should be the same 
order of magnitude as it it/iit. Now 
I`Qal=Qafl1%, 
gl 
(6.39) 
where, WA is the geostrophir wind. For p=1.2 kg m ', f= 10-'s 'and JWJ = 15 ms"', (6.39) 
gives I Vpj = 1.8 x 10 3 Pa m-'. This is two orders of magnitude smaller than pliiit/iºt I so we 
will approximate (6.38) h}" 
d= 
ýba ( 
(0.40) 
pla ii/ ý1 
In the previous paragraph we calculated I:, 1 = 0.24 Pa. Setting S=0.1 in (6.40) yields Larger 
accelerations attainable in small mesh models would result in smaller values of d. 
d=0.24m (6.41) 
To show that ü is in the same direction as T, or W, it has just been demonstrated that if 
f 15 d, then T, and Ti, are approximately parallel. One would expect ü(l 1) to be parallel to T,. 
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For small r, one would expect ü (z) to be parallel to a, (6.28). It follows that the direction of 
ü (z) is approximately constant for all z and therefore ü is parallel to r 
It is proposed that the prognostic calculation of ü using equation (6.26) be replaced by 
a diagnostic calculation using equation (6.36), when the total water depth falls below a criti- 
cal value d. I Pere d may be estimated from (6.38) or (6.10) using the nearest available data, or 
replaced by a constant which varies directly with grid size. 
One shortcoming of the diagnostic approach is that the water current is always in the 
direction of the wind. Thus an ebbing title with an onshore wind of any magnitude would 
result in onshore water current. Similarly, an incoming tide with zero wind stress would have 
zero water velocity. However, this is only for points nearest the shore whose depths are less 
than d. 
Next we describe a new method for calculating F, which may be used for smaller depths 
than equation (6.37). Consider 2-dimensional flow (u, w) in the vertical x-z plane. The fol- lowing derivation in this paragraph (equations (6.42)-(6.49)J is similar to classical boundary layer theory (see e. g., I IAI: TINI: R and MARTIN, 1957). However, the rest of the derivation is 
new. The horizontal stress is 
t= -Pu 'ýý ' (6.42) 
where, the primes denote perturbation velocities (departures from time-average values) and 
the carat signifies a time average. Assume that 
u"_ýf 
aU 
II`a, 
where, I is the mixing length. Assume also that 
u, = -w'siý, ýn( at, ) ai 
(6.43) 
(6.44) 
where, sign(i)u/iiz) has the sign of itu/iºz and a unit magnitude. Substituting (6.43) and (6.44) in (6.42) yields 
au 2( ý)u 
T-41 az 
) 
signl az 
) 
:1 negative sign (iat/iiz) means that r is in the -x direction. Now assume that 
l=k%. z 
Substituting (6.46) in (6.45) gives 
ý 
1=ýý k ý. z, -clu 
)` 
SIgný ýoil 7ý 
(G. 4i) 
(6.46) 
(6.47) 
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Define the friction velocity u. from the equation 
T=eU#Slgil(Uý) 
where, sign (u. ) = sign(, )u/iºz). Then from (6.47) and (6.48), 
1111-1 .. / du .., , -, - " al. 
If 
11 .=U. U. = constant. 
(6.48) 
(6.49) 
(6.50) 
where, u.,,. is given by (6.35), then (6.31) is obtained. I lowever, to obtain a more general re- 
sult, instead of (6.50) it will be assumed that the friction velocity varies linearly with height, 
i. e., 
ll# = 11 ;"- a(11 - 7) (6.51) 
where, a is a constant, which may be positive or negative. Substituting (6.51) in (6.49) 
yields 
u= u. -ctfl)In k1 ý7; () 1+ kv 
(6.52) 
Note that (6.52) is similar to the'log-linear' profile of stable flows (see, e. g. 1)I ARUROF , 
1972, eq. 113)). The mean velocity is obtained by substituting (6.52) in (6.32), assuming 
z_ ! 11. and integrating to give 
ü-(. *,. - al lý In if - I+ all ký. zýý 21ýý. 
) 
(6.53) 
Since of 1 is unknown, (6.53) is not a diagnostic equation for ii. 1 lowever, (6.34) and 
(6.36) are diagnostic equations. 
The vertically averaged frictional force per unit mass is 
U #\1. tilýllýu #\L'/ -U #11ý1{; ilýU #11ý I: = ýý 
where, from (6.51), 
(6.54) 
u+U =u* u. - uiI (6.55) 
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The quantity aH is obtained diagnostically from the mean water velocity using (6.53): 
all= 
u*u. In 
11 1-1]-k,. 
Fi 
zo 
In If 
)_31 
%o 2 
This expression has a singularity for 
in 11 _3 ýýý 2 
or 
II 
-=4.5 
'o 
(6.56) 
(6.57) 
In deriving (6.56) it was assumed that I I/i- IT 1, although if this assumption were not 
made, all that would result would be the appearance of additional terms. If use of (6.56) is Ii- 
mited to cases where II>d (see eq. 16.381) or II> 10z, whichever is larger, then the singula- 
rity (6.57) will pose no problem. This limitation on II will also help avoid the singularity in 
(6.54) for 1-1 = 0. 'The numerator of the right side of (6.56) won't necessarily become small for 
small 11, nor will the numerator of (6.54). 
Equations (6.54)-(6.56) provide a diagnostic procedure for evaluating F given u.,,, 11, z, 
and ü. If tides are included, they will affect Ct. 
It was shown above that a vegetation canopy, especially one that projects above the wa- 
ter surface can significantly dissipate storm surges. This has practical importance because in- 
stead of erecting prohibitively expensive sea walls, one can use reed grass whose expense will 
be orders of magnitude less. A method has been proposed to compute the horizontal cur- 
rents, which account for most of the damage. A prior knowledge of the possible maximum 
value of such currents for each surge prone location can help in the design of coastal en- 
gineering structures. 
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6.1.5 Galveston 131y 
Ri.. II) and BoI)I\I: (1968) developed a two-dimensional numerical model for computing 
storm surges in Galveston Bay. They also allowed for rainfall by including it in the continuity 
equation. The observed and computed surges at different locations for two different hurri- 
canes are compared in Fig. 6.15 and 6.16. BUTT IR (1979) also developed a two-dimensional 
numerical model for storm surge computations in Galveston hay. The time dependence is 
treated implicitly in this model. Spatially varying and time-dependent wind fields and rain- fall are included. Flooding of low-lying areas is simulated by treating the location of land- 
water boundary as a function of the time-varying local water depth. Subgrid barrier effects 
are also included. Exposed, submerged, and overtopping harriers can be represented in the 
mesh system; thus, one can allow for the surge waters breaching narrow barriers such as ele- 
vated highway, control structures, etc. 
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One special feature of this model is the employment of a coordinate transformation in 
the form of a piccewise exponential stretch. This transformation maps prototype space, dis- 
cretized with a smoothly varying grid, into computational space with a regularly spaced grid, 
and in the computational space all the derivatives are cantered. Through this transformation 
one can simulate a complex domain by locally increasing grid resolution and also by aligning 
coordinates along physical boundaries. A smoothly varying grid with continuous first deri- 
vatives eliminates the problem usually associated with variable grids. Indeed, Bvi i. i: K (1979) 
used expansions of grid length in prototype space by a factor of 10. BUTI. t. K (1979) wrote the 
vertically integrated two-dimensional equations of motion and continuity as follows: 
all a (Ll' a 9U ? ý/2 
y. 
( 
-d I-fý+Kdxýg-'. )+ýx+1u +ý`I1ý +ax d 
)+d-a 
-da? 
Ua'`111=0 
57 a 
a\' a( UV )+a \ý' aýý /' -- +fu+}; d('1-'la)+F'ý" + (u_+ýýý/ at )x d a, d at c-d- 
-ýk 
t)? \'+aý\' =0 ý_ ý. _ 
(6.58) 
(6.59) 
ar, 
+ 
au 
+ 
al' 
=0 (6.60) at a, a<- 
I Icre, h is the still-water elevation, d=h+i is the total water depth, c is the Chezy fric- 
tion coefficient, c is a generalized eddy viscosity coefficient, R is the rate at which additional 
water is introduced into or taken out of the water body (rainfall, evaporation), F, and F, re- 
present external forcing functions such as wind stress, -9 is the water surface elevation, and TI, 
is the hydrostatic elevation corresponding to the atmospheric pressure anomaly. 
For each direction a piecewise reversible transformation is independently used to neap 
prototype into computational space. The transformation is of the form 
X=9+tný 
where, a, b, and c are arbitrary constants. The equations of motion in the a-space are 
au Ia U2 ia UVJ a - -+-- - +--(--fý I. at 111 -hl dý 
ý 
+C2ý2 
(U2+%'21 ý-'I', =0 
(6.61) 
(6.62) 
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ax' Ia UX' I X'' Kd a +-- +- - +fU+-ý'I'ta)+Fa, at µ, aal( d µ, d µ2 aaý 
+ýýýU2 +l'21/2O 
C`d` 
06, 
+1U+1, 
ý=R 
t)t µl ')"I µ2 ax2 
where, 
µl - om 
=b 'c'acý-1 
1 
- µ? _ ax, 
cl-I 
(6.63) 
(6.64) 
(6.65) 
(6.66) 
Table 6.10: Comparison of computed and observed surges (in) at several locations in Galveston By due 
to i lurricane Carla of 1961 (mean absolute error = 0.18 m). (Bu17. ER, 1979) 
Gaugc Location Observed Computcd [)iffcrcncc 
Oyster Creek 3.11 3.29 +0.18 
San Luis Pass 3.29 3.05 -0.24 
Sea Isle Bcach 3.69 3.05 -0.64 Bermuda Beach 3.20 2.99 -0.21 Scholcs Field 2.59 2.93 +0.33 
Bolivar Beach 2.83 2.83 +0.00 
Crystal Beach 2.68 2.87 +0.18 
Rollover Beach 2.93 2.83 -0.09 
I falls Bayou 4.36 4.30 -0.06 
I lighw"av Six 3.84 3.87 +0.03 
Sievers Covc 3.23 2.83 -0.39 Dickinson Bayou 3.47 3.60 +0.12 
Carbide Docks 3.35 3.17 -0.18 Kcmah 4.33 3.90 -0.43 
Smith Point 2.99 3.17 +0.18 
Oyster Bayou 3.20 3.35 +0.15 
Scott Bay 4.33 4.30 -0.03 Bumble Docks 4.18 3.84 -0.34 Ananuac 3.78 3.87 +0.09 
Wallisvillc 4.27 4.26 +0.00 
Pleasure Pier 2.83 2.87 +0.03 
Fort Point 2.74 2.90 +0.15 
her 21 2.68 2.90 +0.21 
Pelican Bridge 2.74 2.87 +0.12 
Texas City Dyke (south) 2.90 3.05 +0.15 
Texas City Dykc (north) 2.96 3.05 +0.09 
a% all 
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The parameters µ, and µ, define stretching of the regular grid into a-space to approxi- 
mate the stud), area of real space. The terms T, and T, represent the transformed flux terms 
(which are not included in the application to Galveston Bay). 
The above model is applied to storm surge computation in Galveston Bay (which is a 
large shallow bay of area greater than 1000 km2) due to I lurricane Carla of 1961. The model 
was calibrated by reproducing the tides. The observed and computed surges at 26 different 
locations are compared in Table 6.10. 
6.1.6 Pamlico Sound and Cape Fear Estuary 
Two important water bodies along the coast of North Carolina are Palmicu Sound in the 
north and Cape Fear Estuary in the south In Palmicu sound the astronomical tides are small 
(5-cm range) but storm surges could be significant. Its ýi ic Sri and BUMPUS (1953) calculated 
the surges in this water body using the following simple relation of KI. uI. I ; AN (195I): 
I/_' ý S 
-=3.3x1u-6 I+G. 
II `_ 
1.1. gI I 
(6.67) 
where, S is the setup (i. e. h, - hi, where h, and h, are the windward and leeward displace- 
ments of water level), L is the length of the water body, V is the wind ºelocity, and II is the 
mean depth of the water body. From this formula it was calculated that a southwest wind of 
about 13 knots (24 km " h") is needed to generate a setup of about I feet (0.3 m) and a 
40-knot (74 km "h ') wind could produce a surge of 9.8 ft (3 m). This result does not include 
the funnelling effect due to the geometry of the sound. Northeasterly winds will cause a simi- 
lar rise along the southwest shore. 
MYtats (1975) used a one-dimensional numerical model to calculate the storm surges in 
Cape Fear Estuary. Some recent dredging operations increased the tidal range at Wilmington, 
North Carolina. I fence, they used two different depth profiles: the first corresponding to the 
early 1950's and the second corresponding to the present depths. They generated time histo- 
ries of the open coast surge from the SI'I. ASI III model for an ensemble of hurricanes, each 
storm being related to a frequency of occurrence. These time histories are linearly combined 
with appropriate phases of the astronomical tide at the entrance to Cape Fear River. 'Three 
hurricanes were selected: Hazel of 1954, Diane of 1955, and I lelenc of 1958. The pertinent 
information for these hurricanes is listed in Table 6.11. 
Table 6.11: Meteorological data for I iurricancs I lazcl of 1954, Uianc of 1955, and I lclcnc of 1958 
(M1'tttý 1975) 
I Iurricane Central pressure Radius of Speed of Maximum wind 
depression maximum winds movement speed 
(mb) (km) (km-h') (kin-h-') 
Ilazcl (6 38.9 53.2 166.7 
Diane 30 31.5 22.8 110.4 
Flclcnc 65 38.9 24.1 165.9 
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Table 6.12: Pertinent information about selected hurricanes affecting Chesapeake Bay. 
(BRFis 1INFII)ER, 1959) 
Parameter 
Track 
I lurricanc of (onnic of I)ianc of I Iarcl of 
Aug. 22-24. Aug. 11-13, Aug. 15-18, Oct. 14-17, 
1933 1955 1955 1957 
Just west of Just west of About 160 About 160 
Chesapeake Chesapeake kni west of kni west of 
Bay's west Bay's cast Chesapeake Chesapeake 
coast coast BaV'S west Bay's west 
coast coast 
Radius of maximum winds (km"h 86.9 72.4 72.4 57.9 
Central pressure anomaly (nib) 28.8 46.4 24.0 56.2 
Speed of movcmcnt over ocean (km-h-') 46.2 22.2 38.9 101.9 
Speed of movement over 
Chesapeake Bay (km"h') 24.1 18.5 22.2 66.6 
Maximum wind speed over 
ocean (km"h ') 98.2 115.9 86.9 148.1 
Maximum wind speed over 
Chesapeake Bay (km"h ') 80.5 72.4 56.3 112.7 
Peak surge (m) at I lampton Roads, VA 2.01 1.34 0.18 0.55 
Peak surge (m) at Gloucester Point, VA - 1.37 0.70 0.88 
Peak surge (m) at Solomon's Island, MI) - 1.28 0.67 0.85 
Peak surge (m) at Annapolis, Ml) 1.77 1.49 0.98 1.28 
Peak surge (m) at Baltimore, Ml) 2.20 1.59 1.13 1.46 
6.1.7 Chesapeake Bay 
I lurricane-generated storm surges in this water body were studied by Bºtt: n<IINHI)I R 
(1959). Of all the hurricanes that generated surges in Chesapeake Bay up to 1959, only four 
are sufficiently well documented: August 22-24,1933, August 11-13,1955 (Connie), August 
15-18,1955 (Uianc), and October 14-17,1954 (1-lazel). 
The pertinent information for the meteorological aspects of these hurricanes as well as 
the storm surges recorded is given in Table 6.12. Some typical surge profiles in Chesapeake 
Bay are illustrated in Fig. 6.17 and 6.18. 
For computing the surges outside Chesapeake Bay on the open coast, two model hurri- 
canes were selected. The first (referred to as A) is the September 14,1944, hurricane trans- 
posed to the Chesapeake Bay area but not adjusted for filling. For this hurricane, the radius 
R of maximum winds is 33.5 nautical miles (62 km); the atmospheric pressure anomaly at 
the center is 2.2 in. I Ig (74.5 mb), and the maximum sustained wind speed at R is 105 mi " h-' 
(169 km "h '). The path of movement over the open ocean was assumed to be perpendicular 
to the coast and the speed of travel was 15-25 mi "h' (24-40 km " h-'). After crossing the 
coast, the path of movement curves and proceeds northward along the west side of Chesa- 
peake Bay, and the speed of movement reduces to 12-I5 nil " It '(19-24 km " h-'). The second 
storm (referred to as B) is exactly the same as A, except that all wind speeds are 5 mi " h-' 
(8 km " h-') larger. The results for the surges due to hurricanes A and B are summarized in 
Table 6.13. The prediction curves for hurricane surges at Washington, I)C, are given in 
Fig. 6.19. 
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B )I ntit. (1971) used the bathystrophic theory to compute storm surges on an open 
coast and applied this to the Chesapeake Bay area. In this connection, he pointed to the im- 
portant effect of interaction between tide and surge, especially when it is recognized that the 
tidal range can vary from 18.2 ft (5.5 m) at East Port, Maine, to 1.3 ft (0.4 nt) at Key West, 
Florida, and that, generally, the tides along the Atlantic coast of the United States are semi- 
diurnal whereas along the Gulf of Mexico coast they are mainly diurnal. 
Table 6.13: Computed storm surges in Chesapeake Bay due to hurricanes A and B. These values have an 
uncertainty of 0.12 in (BRI IscaINI IIfl R, 1959) 
Location Maximum surge (m) clue to 
I lurricanc AI Iurricane B 
I Iampton Roads, VA 3.29 
Mouth of York River 3.14 
Mouth of Rappahanock River 2.99 
Mouth of Potomac River 2.77 
Mouth of Severn River 2.53 
Mouth of Patapaco River 2.87 
3.57 
3.44 
3.26 
3.05 
2.77 
3.11 
To give the most probable degree of protection required for any given area, the standard 
practice is to select a hurricane with a given set of characteristics for the particular geogra- 
phical location. This will be called a" hypothetical- or"hypohurricane". Also, for such a hur- 
ricane the characteristics are taken as invariant and the track is assumed to follow a prescri- bed path. The U. S. Weather Bureau and the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers jointly establis- hed two design storms (which depend on the geographical location) for practical use for 
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coastal engineering purposes. These are the Standard Project I lurricanc (SPI I) and the pro- 
bable Maximum I lurricane (PMIf). 
GRA{IAM and NuNN (1959) defined the SPl I as a hvpohurricane that is intended to re- 
present the most severe combination of hurricane parameters that is reasonably characteris- 
tic of a region, excluding extremely rare combinations. The maximum gradient wind speed 
in the belt of maximum winds (miles per hour) was determined by the following formulae: 
, \ Rx 
Vx - 11. HGi\ 
` 
+I l. 5V 
(6.68) 
(6.69) 
where K= 73, pḠand p. are the peripheral and central pressures in inches of mercury, R is the 
radius of maximum winds in nautical miles, f is the Coriolis parameter in units per hour, V1. 
is the speed of movement of the hurricane in miles per hour, and V, is the maximum wind 
speed 30 ft (9.1 m) above the water. 
For protection of the nuclear power plants, the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission con- 
cluded that adequate safety would be provided if the plant site would not be flooded by the 
surge and surface waves associated with a probable maximum hurricane (I'MMI 1). The U. S. 
Weather Bureau developed the characteristics of the PM11, which is much more severe than 
the SPI I. The PMI I was defined as a hypothetical hurricane having that combination of cha- 
racteristics that will make it the most severe storm that can probably occur in the particular 
region involved. The hurricane should approach the point under study along a critical path 
and at an optimum rate of movement. Development of the isovel fields is basically the same 
for the PMI-I as for the SPI I. The difference essentially is that whereas p, is taken as the stan- 
dard sea level pressure of 29.92 in. I-lg. (1013.2 mb) for the SP11, it is treated as a function of 
the latitude for the PAM. Also, K is treated as a function of latitude for the Ph Ill I whereas it 
is a constant for SPI 1. At times it may be desirable to select a design storm other than the 
SPI I or Phf 1I based on the risk or economy factors for a particular location or coastal struc- 
ture. Using bathystrophic theory, BRI. TSC; I INI 1D1. R (1959) estimated the peak surge (for a sel- 
ected storm) at the mouth of Chesapeake Bay to be 13.4-ft (4.1 m). 
PC/RI-. (1965) studied hurricane-generated storm surges in Chesapeake Bay. I le made a 
distinction between western-type (i. e. hurricanes passing west of the bay) and eastern-type 
(hurricane travelling cast of the bay) storms. I lis study showed that the western-type storms 
create greater surges in the northern part of the bay whereas the eastern-type storms gene- 
rate greater surges in the southern portion of the bay. The storm surges resulting from these 
two types of hurricanes are listed in Tables 6.14 and 6.15. 
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6.1.8 Coast of New Jersey 
The greatest loss of life and property, damage on the coast of New England occurred du- 
ring September 21-22,1938, as a result of storm surge generated by a West Indian hurricane 
coupled with river flooding (due to excessive rainfall). The storm surge amplitude was maxi- 
mum in Rhode Island with values exceeding 17-ft. (5.2) m, and the amplitudes reached 
record levels all along the coast between New York City and Cape Cod. More than 500 
people died (I>AULSt: N et al., 1940) and the property damage exceeded S 0.3 billion (at 1938 prices). 
The storm surge amplitudes at Sandy I look on the coast of Ncw f crscy and at three other 
locations are listed as a function of time in Table 6.16. The surge profiles at Forest I fills and 
Rockway park, both in New York State, are shown in Fig. 1.2 and 1.3. 
Table 6.16: Storm surge amplitudes (m) as a (unction of time on the Massachusetts-New York-New 
Jersey coast during Sept. 21-22,1938.75mc is local tittle. (PAtJ1. SI. N ct al., 1940) 
I four Sandy I look, NJ The Battery, NY Boston, MA Mill 
Neck, NY 
Sept. 21 Sept. 22 Sept. 21 Sept. 22 Sept. 21 Sept. 22 Sept. 21 
01 0.40 -0.49 0.27 -0.21 0.30 0.85 - 02 0.85 -0.37 0.73 -0.18 -0.18 -0.03 - 03 1.19 -0.03 1.13 -0.12 -0.03 -0.49 - 04 1.55 0.58 1.46 0.64 0.49 -0.12 - 05 1.71 1.52 1.59 1.34 1.16 0.24 - 06 1.62 1.74 1.62 1.71 1.92 0.91 - 07 1.34 1.59 1.46 1.71 2.65 1.89 - 08 1.04 1.16 1.22 1.43 3.14 2.80 - 09 0.76 0.76 0.88 1.10 3.20 3.23 - 10 0.49 0.34 0.61 0.61 2.80 2.23 - 11 0.30 0.09 0.37 0.34 2.19 2.80 - 12 0.30 0 0.15 0.09 1.55 2.16 - 
13 0.55 -0.03 0.18 0 0.79 1.34 - 
14 1.07 0.12 0.55 0 0.21 0.43 - 
15 1.80 0.55 1.34 0.30 0.18 -0.24 - 
16 2.38 1.01 2.47 0.91 0.91 -0.37 - 
17 1.55 1.46 2.04 1.37 1.62 0.15 - 
18 0.91 1.74 1.16 1.65 2.13 0.82 - 
19 0.24 1.77 1.01 1.74 2.68 1.71 3.54 
20 0.09 1.43 0.73 1.65 3.23 2.53 4.60 
21 0.76 0.98 0.73 1.34 3.35 3.17 4.02 
22 0.79 0.58 1.22 0.91 3.05 3.35 3.78 
23 0.24 0.24 0.49 0.52 2.50 3.05 3.69 
24 -0.37 0 -0.03 0.21 1.86 2.44 3.66 
PAGENKOPI' and PI ARCS (1975) developed several storm models and applied these to the 
New Jersey coast. In particular, these authors compared two-dimensional finite-difference 
and finite-element methods and concluded that, at least for storm surge calculations, there is 
no particular advantage to preferring one to the other. 'I'hey also compared their results with 
bathystrophic storm surge calculations. All these calculations were made for the hurricane of 
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September 14,1974. The results from bathystrophic calculations are not satisfactory in 
certain circumstances. The horizontal distributions of storm surge heights computed by the 
finite-difference and finite-clement models are compared in Fig. 6.20. 
Fig. 6.20: Ctlculitrd %torm utrge height. (mctcr. ) along thc coist of \c«- Jcr%c>" (Pne: Ptil; oP1 and PI{nR(: I{, 1975) 
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6.1.9 Storm Surges in the New York Bight 
P)}U and B, \Kku. `ios (1976) studied storm surges in the New York Bight due to hur- 
ricanes and extra-tropical cyclones. This subsection will be confined to only hurricane- 
generated storm surges (extratropical cyclone generated surges will be discussed later). PURL: 
and BARRIt ti n )S (1976) selected five major hurricanes that affected the New York Bight area: 
September 21-22,1938, September 13-15,1955, August 30-31,1954 (Carol), September 
10-12,1954 (Edna), and September 12,1960 (Donna). The storm surge height distributions 
for the third and fifth hurricanes are given in Fig 6.21 and 6.22, respectively. 
Fig. 6.21: Distribution of storm surge heights (ntctcrs) in the New York Bight due to I lurricanc Carol 
of August 30-31,1954.11c arrow shows the hurricane track (I'ml and B: \RKIR\TUS, 1976) 
SETHURAMAN (1979) studied the storm surge due to Hurricane Belle of august 8-13, 
197(. The surge at Shinnecock Inlet (Long Island) is shown in Fig. 6.23. This surge occurred 
near the time of low tide; hence damage was minimal. 
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I ig. 6? 2: Distribution of storm surge heights (meters) duc to I Iurricanc I)onna of September 12,196 C. 
1'hc arrow shows the hurricane track (PORI and BARRIINIOS, 1976) 
Fig. 6.23: Sturm surge and predicted tide at Shinnecock Inlet on Long Island, New York 
(SI THUR. \MAN, 1979) 
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6.1.10 Storm Surges in New York ßa) 
KUSSMAN (1957) examined the storm surge problem for New York City and surround- 
ing area. The storm amplitudes at several locations due to nine hurricanes are listed in 
'liable 6.17. 
The arrow shows the hurricane track. (p(nu and BARKII N s, 1976) 
WILSON (1959,1961) did a comprehensive study of the hurricane generated storm 
surge problem in New York Bay. The technique of this study was as follows (WILSON, 1961, 
p. 548): 
A recursion formula is evolved, using the method of finite differences for time incre- 
ments of '/, hour, which relates tide elevation at the bay-mouth with two values of the 
elevation at'/, and 2, hour earlier and with values of wind-stress and pressure-gradient 
driving force components (directed towards New York Bay from several remote two di- 
mensionally spaced off-shore-stations on the continental shelf) at tines earlier by the pe- 
riods taken for free long gravity waves to travel from the stations to the bay-mouth. 'I'he 
formula includes a cumulative forcing function term, which allows for the geostrophic 
influence of the earth's rotation and also for an "edge wave" effect northward along the 
eastern seaboard. Moreover it takes into account the observed tendencies of hurricane 
storm tides in New York Bay to develop resurgences at periods of 7 hours with decay 
rates of 50% amplitude decrease per cycle. The coefficients of the "forcing functions", 
determined by correlation, tend to represent the storm size and speed and also the dy- 
namic augmentation of the forced wave. 
The predicted surge curves at selected locations for a design storm moving with a speed of 35 
knots (65 km " h-') are shown in Fig. 6.24. The maximum storm surge amplitude and resur- 
gence amplitude at several locations, due to a designed hurricane, are given in Table 6.18. 
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Table 6.17: Maximum storm surge amplitudes (m) in the New York City area and vicinity due to hur- 
ricanes during the period 1938-55 (Kt: SSMAN, 1957) 
Location Sept. Sept. No%. Nov. Aug. Scpt. Oct. Aug Oct. 
21,15,25,7,31, II, 15,12-13 14-16 
1938 1944 1950 1953 1954 1954 1954 1955 1955 
Furt I limilton, NY 1.95 2.04 2.29 2.35 1.80 1.31 - 1.37 1.95 I'crth Amboy, NJ 2.01 2.26 2.90 2.68 1.77 1.46 1.68 1.62 2.35 
Spu. %"tcn Duyvil, NY 1.62 1.83 2.13 2.04 1.59 1.22 1.28 1.34 1.80 
Lawrence Point, NY --3.05 3.17 3.32 1.89 1.80 1.59 2.26 
The Battery, NY 1.95 1.95 2.26 2.32 1.71 1.16 1.37 1.28 1.80 
Sandy I look, NJ 1.80 2.56 - 2.41 1.86 1.34 1.40 1.25 1.89 
\C'illctti Point, NY 3.66 --2.65 3.47 1.95 1.86 1.62 2.38 
\tontiuk (Fort 
Pond Bay), NY 4.82 2.41 - 1.65 2.41 1.10 0.94 0.64 1.19 New London, (°I' 2.99 1.86 2.19 1.80 2.65 0.91 1.22 0.76 1.28 
Table 6.18: Predicted maximum storm surge heights due to hurricanes in New York Bay (WILSON, 1959) 
Station Maximum storm surge height (m) Maximum first resurgence 
height (m) 
Surge Probable error (90'%. ) Resurgence Probable error (90 'Y,, )
confidence limits confidence limits 
Sandy Book 2.71 ± 0.21 1.04 ± 0.21 
Fort I lamilton 2.68 ± 0.21 1.04 ± 0.21 
Perth Amboy 3.20 ± 0.30 1.25 ± 0.30 
F. Int Park 2.87 ± 0.46 1.16 ± 0.46 
Whitehall (Batten') 2.53 ± 0.18 1.01 ± 0.18 
- 0.24 -0.24 1.. ut Newark 3.11 ± 0.49 1.25 ± 0.49 
Spuyten Duyvil 2.65 ± 0.30 1.04 ± 0.30 
Mill Rock 2.99 ± 1.37' 1.19 ± 1.37' 
-0.91' -0.91' 
' The 90 '%, confidence limits are probably better than these for the main surge. 
6.1.11 Narragansett Bay 
Ä1uALt: ER (1964) studied hurricane-generated storm surges in Narragansett Bay and 
particularly examined the role of barriers in reducing storm surge levels. The results were 
arrived at through hydraulic model investigations. Storm surges of up to 10-14 It (3.0-4.3 tn) 
in amplitude have been observed in Narragansett Bav. A hurricane storm surge in Septem- 
ber of 1938 caused S 100 million damage and killed 110 people. Ten people were killed in 
another storm surge during 1954. For some of the major hurricane tracks, Narragansett Bay 
lies in the dangerous northeast quadrant of the storm. 
While some of the major hurricanes move relatively slowly along the southern part of 
the east coast of the United States, they may move faster when they approach the northern 
part of the coast. I lence, some storms that were reported as having stalled (or as moving 
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slowly) along the southern cast coast suddenly accelerated and caused surges in Narragan- 
sett Bay sonic 8-10 h later. 
Numerical and hydraulic models have been used to study the effects of barriers on storm 
surge amplitudes. The barriers are envisaged as rock fill barriers with large ungated naviga- 
tion openings across the three entrances to Narragansett Bay. The results Indicated tat the 
barriers would reduce the surge amplitudes by 6-7 ft (1.83-2.13 m) over the 120-nu' (311 km2) rbay. 
These barriers will also decrease the mean tidal range somewhat. 
PARARAS-CARAYANNIS (1975) used the bathystrophic model to compute the surges at 
Narragansett I'ier, Rhode Island, generated by I lurricanc Carol of 1954. This hurricane had 
a radius of maximum winds of 25 nautical miles (46.3 km) and moved with an average speed 
of over 33 knots (61 km. h 1). I lurricanc Carol arrived over Rhode Island at about 10: 30 EST 
on August 31,1954, with sustained wind speeds up to 90 mi "h1 (145 kilt " h'I) and gusts up 
to 105 mi " h-1 (169 km 1). At Block Island, gusts up to 130 mi "h1 (209 km " h-1) were mea- 
su red. 
Because of its intensity, speed of movement, and arrival at the time of high tide, excep- 
tionally large surges and great destruction occurred. About a third of the city of providence 
was under 8-10 ft (2.4-3.0 m) of water for several hours. PARARAS-CARAYANNIS (1975) men- 
tioned waves up to 40-ft (12.2 m) in height. Maximum surge at Narragansett Pier was about 
12.8-ft (3.9 m). Observed and computed surge profiles at Narragansett her are compared in 
I: ig. 6.25. 
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6.1.12 1-1aw"aii 
The I Iawwaiian Islands are not frequently subjected to storm surges. I lowever, in No- 
vember 1982 the storm surge caused by I lurricanc Eva resulted in extensive damage to the 
islands of Kaut and Oahu and a few people died. Another major surge occurred in February 
1983. prior to these two surges, major surges occurred in the mid-1950s and some minor ones 
occurred in the 1970's. 
Even though hurricanes are common over the eastern pacific and annually are seen in 
parts of central pacific, they are not found over I lawaii only. Four hurricanes impacted 
I lawaii during 1950 to 1992. I lurricanc Iniki of September 6-13,1992 with winds up to 160 
mpl I (258 kpl I) was by far the strongest and most destructive. Fig. 6.26 shows the track of I Iurricane Iniki and Fig. 6.27 shows that the passage of the eye over Kauai. Fig. 6.28 shows 
the wind field. 
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Fig. 6.27: fstimatcd Iniki Eye Passage over Kaum (: \ýý ), \, 1993) 
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6.1.13 hl cxico 
Mexico is affected by storm surges on its Gulf of Mexico coast. Usually, the hurricane 
tracks over the Gulf of Mexico are such that they strike the United States rather than Mexico. 
I lowever, on rare occasions, storm surges do occur on the Mexican coast also. On the Paci- 
fic coast of Mexico, also, storm surges occur rather infrequently. The storm surge due to Hur- 
ricane Paul of September 30,1982 killed 24 people and caused considerable damage on the 
Baja California coast. In this hurricane, winds up to 240 knt"h-' were reported. 
6.2 Central and South America Including the Caribbean 
6.2.1 Caribbean Sea Region 
Hurricanes and storm surges cause significant death and damage in the nations of the 
Caribbean Sea region. Of the four nations I laiti, Cuba, The Dominican Republic, and 1 lon- 
duras, maximum effects occurred in Haiti (Ft, Ni, 1980) where about 8400 people were 
killed in the twentieth century. In 1963 alone, Hurricane Flora caused 5000 deaths. Hurri- 
cane David of August 29,1979, killed 56 people in Dominica. 
Hurricanes originating in the Caribbean Sea south of 15°N, especially in the month of 
August, are a potential threat to Jamaica (Iii : tit, 1981). Winds of up to 45 m"s-' generated 
storm surges with amplitudes up to 12 in at \lanchioneal and Galina. Most of the northern 
coast of Jamaica was struck by surges of amplitudes between 4 and 8 nt. There is evidence 
that the surge penetrated several kilometres inland. The damage was estimated to be about 
S 126 million. About 75 % of the banana crop, 95% of the fishing industry equipment on the 
north coast, and more than 800 houses were destroyed. 
The storm surge of June 12,1979, made people aware of what to expect and this helped 
in the safe evacuation of people during the 1980 surge. 
6.2.2 Barbados 
Barbados and other island of the Lesser Antilles are not usually subjected to storm 
surges, but the%" do have severe problems from swell and wind waves. There is a broad reef 
shelf surrounding Barbados and this makes the problem worse. The swell action is not asso- 
ciated with local storms from the Caribbean Sea but is due to intense extratropical cyclones 
in the North Atlantic Ocean (DONN and MCGuINNLSS, 1959). 
Swell with amplitudes up to 20 ft (6.1 m) can occur quite frequently. Between Decem- 
ber 1957 and October 1958, at least four occasions of major swell activity occurred. 
READING (1990) analysed the annual and dccadal frequency of cyclones throughout the 
Caribbean region. For the "Historical period" (i. e. period before weather charts were made) 
the Caribbean has been divided into ten sub-regions as shown in Fig. 6.29 for the modern 
period (i. e. chated period) a 5" latitude-longitude grid were used as shown in Fig. 6.30. 
Fig. 6.31 show the mean dccadal frequency. Here cyclones are defined as warm cored systems 
of storm force or above while hurricanes are similar systems of hurricane intensity as defi- 
ned by the U. S. Weather Bureau. 
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1-it;. (,. 29: Suhrc); ioatti of thc (: arihhc. uc hi. týni: al J. tt. t . utalcsi+ (RI AN N(,, 199ý) 
Fig. 6.30: Grid map of Caribbcan arca: modern data analvsi, (itt . Antx(;, 1990) 
Fig. 6.31 shows that cyclone frequencies are greatest around the Western Bahamas, 
Eastern Seaboard of U. S and adjacent Atlantic. This can be explained by the fact that this area 
is within the favoured path of the two types of cyclones that affect this region; the Capeverde 
(CV) type systems, which recurvc around the periphery of the sub-tropical high pressure cell 
to the north and the western Caribbean (WC) type which, after developing in the warm 
waters of the western Caribbean, almost immediately become affected by the westerly mid- 
latitude circulation and move steeply towards higher latitudes. Cyclone frequencies decrease 
from this northeastern core-region in roughly concentric circles. Areas of anomalously high 
frequencies between 15° N and 20° N east of 70° W reflect the strong preference of CV 
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systems to enter the Caribbean at this latitude. Square 1)4 represents the major area of in- 
tensification for WC type systems. 
Areas of relatively high hurricane frequencies (5-9 per decade) occur as two distinct 
bands. The western hand represents the favoured track of WC type systems and the eastern 
band that of recurring CV type systems. These bands join over the north-central Caribbean, 
representing an area where both types of system frequently pass. 
There is a strong latitudinal and longitudinal preference by the cyclones that develop, 
possibly a reflection of changes in the relative positions and intensity of the subtropical high 
pressure cell and the inter-tropical convergence zone. Another important result is that the 
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proportion of cyclones intensifying to hurricane status within the Caribbean has risen from 
45%, in the 1970's to about 63'x% in the 1990's. 
MI RCADO (1994) modelled storm surges in Puerto Rico using the SI. OSI I model. 
Fig. 6.32 shows the grid for the SLOSI I basin. The grid on which the surge computations and 
inundation are made has a resolution of approximately 2x2 miles (3.2 x 3.2 km). The model 
was tested against hurricane Hugo storm surge with amplitudes up to 3.5 m. 
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6.3 North Indian Ocean 
Discussion in this section will mainly concentrate on the storm surges in the Bay of Ben- 
gal and Arabian Sea. Although the frequency of the tropical cyclones in the North Indian 
Ocean is not quite high, the coastal regions of India, Bangladesh and Nlyanmar suffer most 
in terms of loss of life and property caused by the surges. The reason besides the inadequate 
accurate prediction, are the low lands all along the coasts and considerably low-lying huge 
deltas, such as, (; angelic delta and Areyarwady delta. 
6.3.1 Bay of lie nl; al 
Storm surges are extremely serious hazards along the cast coast of India, Bangladesh, 
NIvait mar and Sri Lanka. Although Sri Lanka is affected only occasionally by the storm 
surge, however tropical cyclones of November 1964, November 1978 and the recent cyclone 
of November 1992 have caused extensive loss of life and property in the region. Storm 
surges affecting hlyanmar are also to much less extent in comparison with Bangladesh and 
India. Notable storm surges, which have affected hlyanmar, have been during May 1967, May 
1968, May 1970 and May 1975, of which May 1975 was the worst cyclone. The storm surge 
due to the May 1975 event penetrated at least 100 km into the Aveyarwady river system and 
caused serious inland flooding (Lu'IN, 1980) 
A detailed review of the problem of storm surges in the Bay of Bengal is given by RAO 
(1982), Rt n, (1984), Mutt-n' (1984), MURTY et al. (1986), DAS (1994 a, b), Dun (1998a), l)ultll 
et al. (1997,1999b, 2000c) and CIII'I-I'ut, eu (1999). In this section, a brief account of the pro- 
blem of storm surges in Bangladesh, cast coast of India, Mvanntar and Sri Lanka would be 
given. Of all the countries surrounding the Bay of Bengal, Bangladesh suffers most from 
storm surges. 
(a) Bangladesh 
It is probably not incorrect to say that Bangladesh suffered more from storm surges than 
any other country. AI. I (1979) summarized the main factors contributing to the disastrous 
storm surges on the coast of Bangladesh: (1) shallow water, (2) convergence of the bay, (3) 
high astronomical tide, (4) thickly populated low-lying islands, (5) favorable cyclone track, 
and (6) innumerable number of inlets and few large estuaries and rivers. Except in the eastern 
and southeastern parts of the country (where there are hills) most of the land is flat. Many 
places, although 160 knm from the sea are not more than 9.1 m above sea level. A rise of a few 
meters in sea level can bring large areas of land under water (Gn. i., 1975). 
Another peculiar problem is the topographical changes that appear to occur in deca- 
dal periods in the courses of the rivers and tributaries. The storm surge problem became 
worse after the Assam earthquake of August 1950 because millions of tons of material 
from the mountains was dislodged by the earthquake, which ultimately found its way 
into the river system and caused raising of the bottom by as much as 4.3 m in certain 
locations. 
The approximate number of people killed in Bangladesh because of storm surges is 
listed in Table 6.19. For comparison, a storm surge in 1881 in China supposedly killed 300,000 
people. A surge in Japan in 1923 killed 250 000 people. Another surge in Japan in 1960 killed 
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"table 6.19: Number of people killed in Bangladesh due to storm surges. Only those cases in which the 
number is more than 5000 are included 
Year 
Estimated approximate 
No. of dcithti 
1822 40,000 
1876 1,00,000 
1897 1,75,000 
1912 40,000 
1919 40,000 
1960 15,000 
1963 1 1,520 
1965 19,279 
1970 3,00,000 
1985 11,069 
1991 1,40,000 
Table 6.20: Damage in Bangladesh (in addition to human death toll) due to the November 1970 cvclonc 
and storm surge (DRANK and I IUSsAIN, 1971) 
Damage Toll 
Population affected 4.7 million 
Crop loss U. S. S 63 million 
Loss of cattle 280 000 
Luv., of Poultry 500 000 
I louses damaged 400 000 
School damaged 3 500 
Fishing; boats (marine) destroyed 9 000 
Fishing boats (inland waters) destroyed 90 000 
5000 people. A surge in I78C in the Antilles killed 22000 people and one in the Cuba-I laiti 
area in 1963 killed 7196 people (FKANK and I IUSSAIN, 1971). 
The November 13,1970, storm surge was supposed to be the worst on record in Bang- 
ladesh. 'I'he death toll was initially estimated to be over a million people. Later estimates bro- 
ught it down to 500,000, then 300,000, and finally 2C0,000. Whatever the correct toll my he, 
this storm surge event created a new awareness of tropical cyclones in general and of storm 
surges in particular, not only in Bangladesh but all over the world. In a storm surge event of 
this magnitude, there is not only the human death toll but there are other damages as well. 
The damage in Bangladesh due to this storm surge is listed in 'liable 620. The salt water from 
the sea flooded the land during the surge event, leaving much salt on the land, which for 4-5 
years after the event affected crops until rains finally washed away the salt. 
There arc more than 40 known cases of storm surges in Bangladesh during the period 
1800-1999. A partial list is given in'I: iblc 6.21 for the period 1876-1999. It is quite probable 
that some of the entries in the table are wrong. Also, sometimes the total water level (i. e. tide 
+ surge) is reported as surge. The observed water levels during storm surge events at six dif- 
ferent locations in Bangladesh during the period 1965-76 are listed in Table 6.22. The storm 
surge and the pertinent meteorological and tidal information at Chittagong for the period 
1960-70 are given in Table 6.23. At. i (1980b) summarized the numerical models that have 
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Table 6.22: Observed seater levels (tide + surge) in meters at six locations in Bangladesh (Al. l, 19806) 
Date Khulna Barisal Sand«"ip Chittagong Chandpur Companigonj 
\Ltv 12.1965 - 2.84 2.90 - 2.53 2.21 
\1. w 31.1965 2.25 2.44 3.73 - 3.80 7.13 
( )c t 11.1967 2.59 --2.92 8.75 
Oct 24.1967 2.44 --1.89 - 7.61 
\1. n I C. 1968 --2.78 3.38 - 4.74 
Oct 10.1969 2.61 - 7.21 3.20 4.27 4.63 
Oct 23.1970 3.02 3.47 --4.74 4.21 
\uv. 12.1970 - 2.67 3.86 5.58 4.09 5.58 
Sep. 3C. 1967 3.08 3.04 --5.03 4.21 
Oct. 20.1976 - 4.64 3.00 3.17 3.54 5.02 
Table 6.23. Some pertinent details for storm surges at Chittagong, Bangladesh 
(Fi a Ri and RoBINs)N, 1972) 
Date Storer speed Maximum Astronomical Observe Maximum 
(km"h observed tide sea level surge 
wind speed (m) (m) (m) 
(km-h-') 
Oct 11,1960 20 161 1.5 6.0 4.5 
Oct 31,1960 38 193 0.0 6.6 6.6 
Slav 9,1960 38 161 1.2 4.8 3.6 
May 30,1960 22 161 0.6 -- 
Ni iv 29,1960 40 209 0.3 -- 
Nov. 9,1965 42 161 1.2 -- 
Dec. 15,1965 32 161 0.3 - 
Nov. 13,1970 20 161 1 6.0-9.0 4.2-7.2 
been developed for storm surges on the coast of Bangladesh. Probably the first model is by 
DAs (1972) for the coasts of India and Bangladesh, and he simulated the surge dues to the 
November 1970 cyclone. This was extended by 1)As et al. (1974). They investigated the ef- 
feet of the central pressure drop and the speed of movement of the cyclone. Nomograms were 
given for the peak surge for three different tracks. This work will be considered under the 
subsection Storm Surges in India. Fill RI. and RO BINSON (1972) also developed a liner linear 
model specifically for the coast of Bangladesh. A nomogram for practical purpose was also 
prepared. 
ISLAM (1971) discussed the storm surge protection problem in Bangladesh. He men- 
tioned the construction of various types of raised platforms (Machan, Killa., etc. ) for people 
and animals. KIItRIA (1980) discussed the planned delta works to protect the Bangladesh 
coast from storm surges. 
1)t-1t1 ct al. (1984b, 19851), 1985c, 1986a, 1986b) and SINI IA ct al. (1983,1985,1986) devel- 
oped several models to simulate the surges associated with serve severe cyclonic storms hit- 
ting the coast of Bangladesh. Their models are confined to the northern shelf of the head Bay 
region with southern open Sea boundary at 190 N. Curvilinear coastal boundary treatment 
analogous to that used by Johns et al. (1981) was utilized by them. Experiments were carried 
out to determine the optimum grid resolution, which turned out to he 30 km in the E-W and 
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8-20.5 km in the N-S directions (varying because of the coordinate transformation). Authors 
attempted several problems including the computation of inland inundation using conti- 
nuously deforming shoreline model and the impact of hleghna river discharge on store) 
surges. In the absence of the observed reliable data on storm surges it was difficult to com- 
pare the results, however limited comparisons with observed peak surge were given. 
Fig. 6.33 and 6.34 show respectively the computed peak surge along the Bangladesh as- 
sociated with November 1970 Chittagong cyclone and the temporal variation of predicted 
sea surface elevation at htaijdi. The impact of inclusion of the river and its discharge on the 
peak surge and on the temporal evolution of surge is clearly seen from these experiments. 
Fig. 6.33: Maximum predicted sea - surface elevation and its time of occurrence along the Bangladesh 
coast. §= place of landfall; "= time of landfall (on the time axis); -= peak . urge envelope (BRMI) with discharge; --- = time of occurrence (BRMI); -"-. - = peak surge envelop (I; RM2) without discharge; 
-o-o- = peak surge envelope (MWR) without river; '-. -. -' = observed range of sea - surface elevation in 
excess of predicted tide (l. )uiti et al., 1986b) 
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I ig. 6.34: '[5nie variation of the predicted sea - surface elevation at hiaijdi. "= time of landfall (on time 
axis); _= BRIM I (with 
discharge); -0- = NIV'R (without river). (I)ciii ct al., 1986h) 
Considering the complexities of the Bangladesh coastline with numerous inlets, offshore 
islands and chars, the smooth curves of the model coast resulting from the curvilinear coor- 
dinate transformation appear to be a quite limitation of these models. Recognizing this short- 
coming, JOINS et al. (1995) developed a model for the I lead Bay region using rectangular 
Cartesian coordinates. The southern open boundary of the model was at 19°33' N, the grid 
size 17.6 km F -W by 19.8 km N-S, and five idealized river models, each of uniform depth 
and width and length 200 km were included to represent the main channels in the Ganges 
Delta. The model was nested with in a large curvilinear model of the whole Bay 001INs et al., 
1981), which provided boundary input of tide and surge. The model was used to study the 
tide-surge interaction in the Bay of Bengal for details refer to section 4.5.2. 
A detailed numerical storm surge prediction model for the Bangladesh region was de- 
veloped by FI. AnI Ilk (1994). The formulation used by the author allows the delta to be in- 
cluded in a much more complete and realistic manner. This was achieved by a modification 
in the standard depth-averaged equations with a numerical scheme in which the solution of 
one-dimensional equations for narrow channels and two-dimensional equations for the open 
sea are combined within a unified computational framework. In this manner author was able 
to realistically model the complex coastal area and the Gangetic Delta. Using the scheme ear- 
lier designed by FLAl11Hk and 11I. AIS (1975), the model also allows the inland inundation. 
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The model was used to investigate the storm surges generated by November 1970 and April 
1991 cyclones. I-iindcast and "forecast" simulations of April 1991 event was described using 
forcing derived from a semi analytical cyclone model with data supplied by the joint model 
with data supplied by the Joint. Typhoon Warning Center (JT\X'C). 'I'Itc results show that the 
timing of cyclone landfall and its coincidence with high tide determine the areas worst 
affected by flooding. 
Ai. i et al. (1997b) studied the backwater effect of tides and storm surges on fresh water 
discharge through the Mrghna estuary. In another study Ai. i et al. (1997a) used a two- 
dimensional model to study in detail the interactions between river discharge, storm surges 
and tidal interactions in the Mrghna river mouth in the Bangladesh. The study considers the 
interactions mostly in terms of flow across the river mouth under the three forcing, indivi- 
dually and in different combinations of them. The model has been able to produce some 
interesting features of the interaction between three forcing in the mouth of Mrghna estuary. 
It is shown by the authors that river discharge and tidal flow across the river mouth act both 
positively and negatively depending on the tidal phase, positively during the high tide and 
negatively during low tide. The result is also found true for the combination of all three 
forces. In most of the cases, river discharge is found to act in opposition to the storm surges. 
The interaction between river discharge and storm surges is shown to be dependent on their 
relative magnitudes. I Iowever, in respect of the total elevation in the estuarial region, river 
discharge tends to increase the surge height. 
Recently I Ii. NRY et al. (1997) used a finite element model to study the tides and storm 
surges in offshore waters of the Mrghna estuary. The model reproduced tidal elevations well 
at the four coastal sites used for model verification and simulated surge elevations at the 
coast with acceptable accuracy. 
(b) East Coast of India 
India is prone to storm surges on both its cast and west coast although the frequency and 
severity of surges is greater on the cast coast. Some important storm surges (form the point 
of view of loss of life) on the Bay of Bengal coast of India are listed in Table 6.24. List, which 
is based on various sources, might not be totally correct. Also, in this list, several minor sur- 
ges in which less than 100 people were killed are excluded. 
Some pertinent information on six storm surges at Saugor Island (in the northwestern 
part of the Bay of Bengal) during the period 1948-55 is given in Table 6.25. This table also 
compares the observed surges with those computed using simple empirical formulae 
JANARI)1[AN, 1967). 
RAU and MAZU. MDAR (1966) and RAC) (1968) used empirical relations to calculate storm 
surges on the cast coast of India, south of 17° N. Topography near the shore and wind waves 
were also included in the calculations. Based on these calculations, RAO (1968) classified the 
cast coast of India (and the coasts of Bangladesh and Burma for comparison into three types. 
These results are summarized in Table 6.26. In this table, the values listed under "storm surge 
amplitude" pertain to a storm with winds up to 40m "s -I. The values listed under "total wa- 
ter level" include the peak surge plus the wind waves. 
Classification of types A, B, and C is as follows. For a type A coastline, the maximum 
total water level is less than or equal to 2m during storm surge events, for type B the ampli- 
tude is between 2 and 5 m, and for type C the amplitude is greater than 5 m. 'T his classifica- 
tion is shown in Fig 6.35, for the cast and west coasts of India (the west coast of India will be 
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Table 6.25. Storm surge at Saukur Island, India, during 1948-55 (JANARI IIAN, 1967 ) 
I ). ur I )istanre of storm Obsen"ed peak Computed State of tide 
center to Saugor surge (tn) peak at time of 
Island (kin) surge (m) peak surge 
Aug. 14,1948 306 0.34 0.43 I ligh 
Aug. 15,1948 402 0.43 0.40 1. ow" 
Jul), 25,1951 306 0.85 0.98 Low 
Aug. 05,1952 418 0.34 0.34 I ligh 
Aug. 03.1953 306 0.46 0.46 11i1; h 
Aug. 30.1955 217 0.46 0.46 1 igh 
considered in the next subsection). The storm surge considered here is the piling up of the 
water due to wind stress. The inverse barometer effect is not included here, since according 
to RAID (1968), it does not exceed 0.5 m anywhere on the cast coast of India. 
Table 6.26: Maxiinuit possible storm amplitudes and total water levels (surge + wind waves) at selected locations on the cast coast of India. The hypothetical storm has a wind speed of 40 m"s '. A, total water 
level <2 in; It, 2-5 in; C, >5 in. A few locations in Bangladesh and one in Burma arc included for com- 
parison (RAO, 1968) 
I. lkat1U11 Favorable Storm surge Storm surge+ Classification 
Wind amplitude Wind wave 
direction (m) (total water 
level) (m) 
l)hanushkodi NNE 4.8 8.2 C 
Ramcswaram SF. 6.8 11.3 C 
Pamhan NNW 4.4 7.3 C 
)c%ipatflail) I"F 4.5 7.5 C 
Adir. unp. ttnam SSF. 5.1 8.5 C 
Point Calintcre SSE 4.2 7.0 C 
Nagapattinam E. 1.5 2.5 13 
Karikal F 0.3 1.3 A 
Madras 1": NF. 1.5 2.5 l3 
Nirampatnam SW 4.5 7.4 C 
Mouth of Krishna Ricer SF 1.6 2.7 B 
Narasapur s 1.7 2.9 13 
Satromento Shoals (outer sand banks) SSE 1.4 2.3 B 
Kakinada (outer sand hanks) F. 0.6 1.0 A 
Visakhapatnam SE 0.7 1.2 A 
Kalingapatnam 1.. 1.1 1.8 A 
Gopalpur SE 0.9 1.5 A 
Mouth of Devi River SI'" 0.8 1.3 A 
False point SI'. 1.9 3.2 B 
Bala-. ore Si-, 3.0 5.0 C 
Mouth of I loogly River s 6.5 10.8 C 
Mouth of AIatla Rivcr s 5.0 8.3 C 
Mouth of Balesw"ar Rivcr (Bangladesh) S 6.9 11.5 C 
Mouth of meghna river 
(I.. akhichar Island, Bangladesh) SSI'. 8.0 13.4 C 
Cos Bazaar (Bangladesh) \\'5\1' 32 6.3 C 
Moth of Iaaf River (Burma) S\\' 3.2 5.3 C 
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Fig. 6.35: Classification of the Bar of Bengal and the Arabian Sea coasts of India (RAO. I968) 
This classification into types A, B, and C has been verified to certain extent by compa- 
rison with actual data (Table 6.27). Thus, type C belts are the most prone to major storm 
surges. It can he seen from Fig 6.35 that there are four such belts on the coasts of the Indian 
subcontinent (RAO, 1968). Two are as follows. 
I) The coastal belt around the head of the Bay Bengal, approximately to the north of 20" N. 
The frequency of cyclones is high here and the storm tracks are usually favorable for 
generating maximum surges, especially in the Sunderbans. 
2) South Coromandel coast around the Palk Bay. Although the frequency of storms striking 
this region is somewhat smaller than for the first belt, the major storms that strike this 
coast usually produce major surges. 
The other two belts are on the west coast of the subcontinent and will be considered in he 
next subsection. 
There is a short, type C belt near Nizampatnam Bay. The Andhra cyclone of November 
1977 produced major surges in this general area and killed several thousand people. The cast 
coast of India, between 14 and 16.5° N, is in the type B category. Also, the Coromandel 
coast between point Calimere and karikal falls into this category. 
GI tt s1I (1977) used the SPLASI I model JiiISNIANSKI, 1972) for the east coast of India. 
lie prepared nomograms for calculating peak surges based on pressure drop, radius of maxi- 
mum . rinds, vector motion of the storm, and bathymetry offshore. The nomograms were 
prepared separated for the northern part (where the slope of the shelf is small) and for the re- 
maining part of the coast (where the slope is large). A separate nomogram is presented to in- 
clude the tidal effects on the northern part of the coast where the tidal range is large. Two 
typical nomograms prepared in this manner are shown in Fig. 6.36. 
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Fig. 6.36: Nomogram of peak storm surge as a function of pressure drop and radius of maximum winds for the (A) northern part and the (B) southern part of the cast coast of India (Gilosti, 1977) 
Table 6.27: Relationship between type of coastline and occurrence of storm surges on the coast of India. 
A, surge + wind wave amplitudes <2 m; B. 2-5 m; c, >5 m. Data are mainly for the period 1949-66. 
(RAO, 1968) 
Type of coast Intensity of storm No. of storms that No. of storms that 
affected the coast caused major storm 
surges 
A 
B 
C 
Mmlcratc 13 - 
Severe 12 
Moderate 19 
Severe 64 
Moderate I 
Severe 33 
DAs (1972) used a numerical model to compute storm surges in the Bay of Bengal, 
which is probably the first numerical model developed for this area. DAS et al. (1974) ex- 
tended this model to simulate the storm surge due to the cyclone of November 13,1970, 
which caused great loss of life and destruction in Bangladesh. They used a two-dimensional 
linear model and telescoping grids. The grid scheme used for three different types of tracks 
is illustrated in Fig. 6.37. Nomograms for the storm surge as a function of the storm inten- 
sity and speed of movement of the storm are given (for the three tracks shown in Fig. 6.37, 
in Fig. 6.38). 
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Fig. 6.38: Storm surge amplitude (meters) as a function of storm inensit (millibars) and speed 'c' of 
storm movement for the (a) northeast track (I), (b) northward track (II) and (c) northwest track (111) of 
fig. 6.37 (DAS et al., 1974) 
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The relationship between the storm surge amplitude r and the storm intensity . gyp and speed of movement of storm c was expressed as 
+. 1')c (6.69) 
Table 6.28. Numerical values of the constants A-, A, and A. of ey. 6.69 for the three different tracks 
shown in Fig. 6.37 (1)ns ct al., 1974) 
't'rack A. Al p_ 
(x102) (x101) (x102) 
Nonhcast 9.59 -0.91 -4.60 North 2.88 3.08 -1.20 Nonhwcst 8.24 -1.60 -5.15 
The numerical values of the constants A., Ai, and A, are listed for the three different 
tracks (shown in Fig. 6.37) in Table 6.28. Theseauthors concluded that linear superposition 
of tide and surge would overestimate the water level by about I in. 
DAs (1980) included nonlinear advective terms and improved the model of 1)As et al. 
(1974), and the computational area was also enlarged. This model, which includes the tide- 
surge interaction in a more realistic manner, gave water levels that agreed better with ob- 
served levels. NArAKAJAN and RASIANArIIAN (1980) developed a nonlinear finite-element 
model and used the same computational area and storm tracks as in I)As et al. (1974) 
In a series of papers JOHNS et al. (1981,1982,1983a, 1983b, 1985); I)t; iti et al. (1981, 
1982); DAS et al. (1983); I)utti. and SINI IA (1982) and SINI iA et al. (1993) have studied various 
aspects of storm surge modelling and prediction along the east coast of India. In all these mo- 
delling studies the treatment of the coastal boundaries involve a procedure leading to reali- 
stic curvilinear representation of the east coast of India, the details of which are described in 
Chapter 2. 
In an attempt to simulate the surge generated by the devastating 1977 Andhra cyclone 
(Fig. 6.39) JutiNS et al. (1981) used three different numerical models. All the three models 
considered by the author's are fully nonlinear and based on the vertically integrated equa- 
tions. The analysis area in the first model (designated hi, ) includes the entire Bay of Bengal 
north of 6° N and utilizes a curvilinear boundary treatment to represent both western and 
eastern sides of the Bay. The second model (M_) is a coastal zone model extending along the 
east coast of India with curvilinear treatment of the coastline. The third model (M}) that 
again covers the entire Bay of Bengal uses conventional techniques based on the orthogonal 
straight-line segments to represent the coastline. Each of these models predict a maximum 
surge elevation along the Andhra coast in the range of 4-5 m. This compares well with the 
available observation. However, M, produced the surge elevation in excess of 6 mat the head 
of the Bay, which was unrealistic and is not seen in the results of M,. Interesting analysis of 
the differences in the response obtained from each model has been made. The difference 
between responses of M, and M, in the head Bay is attributed by the author's to the funnelling effect of the converging coastline towards the north. Subsequently 1)uiw et al. 
(1981) performed numerical experiments, using M, with number of alternative cyclone 
models, to further investigate the phenomenon of large sea surface elevations in the head 
Bay. Contrary to the earlier explanation given by Jut INS et al. (1981), the authors attribute 
the anomalous surge produced at Contai in the head Bay to the choice of the cyclone 
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fil;. 6.3'1: 'frack of Andhra cyclone: 14-20 No%cntbcr 1977 (Jý)Iitisct al., 1981) 
model which gives significantly strong winds at greater distances from the centre of the 
cyclone. 
Frequently, the lateral boundaries in numerical storm surge prediction models are taken 
to be vertical sidewalls through which no flux of water is allowed. In actuality, however, the 
water will usually move continuously inland and the use of idealized vertical sidewalls may 
lead to misrepresentation of the surge development. Recognizing this short coming of earlier 
models, Jcºt INS et al. (1982) developed a model which used a continuously deforming lateral 
fluid boundary instead of using the conventional solid wall boundary at the coast. The mo- 
del is an extension of the earlier transformed coordinate coastal zone model wherein the 
coastal topography is included to route the storm surges over the land. As a result of the 
movement of the coastal boundary with changing water level the horizontal grid deforms 
with time and the undisturbed water depth at each grid point is recomputed at even, time 
step. Numerical experiments were performed by the authors with different sea-floor slopes 
and with a fixed boundary, version of the model. A comparison of the results slow that the 
moving boundary model gives a reduced surge response at the initial coastline position than 
that in fixed boundary, model. Further, fixed boundary model yields a significantly greater 
maximum inland intrusion as compared with deforming coastline model. Calculations based 
on fixed boundary, model also show that the predicted maximum inland inundation occurs 
some 5 hours earlier than in moving boundary mtodel. The differences decrease as the seabed 
slope at the coast is increased. Seaward recession of the coastline, following the peak surge is 
also simulated. Fig. 6.40 gives the variation of the coastline displacement and sea surface ele- 
vation at initial position of coastline along two stations of Andhra Coast with seabed slope 
of 2X 10'. 
JOhINS et al (1983 a) developed a fully three-dimensional coastal zone storm surge mo- 
del and applied it to the 1977 Andhra cyclone. The model employed a highly sophisticated 
turbulent energy closure scheme due to JolINS (1978). The model was developed with the 
surmise that the shallow water evolution of the surge response may be significantly different 
in three-dimensional model because of the full representation of the vertical current struc- 
ture. It was also thought that the sea-surface surge response would be critically, dependent on 
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the value chosen for the bottom roughness parameter in the three-dimensional model. 
Simulations of the Andhra cyclone using two-and three-dimensional models were carried 
out. The results of their experiment are illuminating. 
They found a remarkable qualitative and quantitative similarity between the two simu- 
lations, suggesting that details of the dissipative mechanism and vertical current structure 
were unimportant. They further conclude that if the vertical current structure is not a pri- 
mary concern, it does not appear worthwhile replacing the depth-averaged procedure by a 
more complicated three-dimensional model. 
Since the coastal surge elevations are effectively dependent upon the near coastal bathy- 
metry, a desirable feature of storm surge simulation schemes is the ability to incorporate 
increased resolution adjacent to the coastline. This was achieved by JtnINs ct al. (1983 b) by 
introducing an additional transformation of the offshore coordinates in their earlier coastal 
zone model 001 INS et al., 1981). This version of the model was used to determine the influ- 
ence of model resolution and nearshore bathymctry on the computed surge proper resolu- 
tion of the near shore bathymctry was found to be crucial in determining the storm induced 
sea surface elevation, one of the interesting results identified by the authors pertain to a 
northward propagating component of the computed surge response which is found to have 
the characteristics of a coastally trapped wave. Thus the total response is determined by 
the contribution from direct wind stress together with the northward propagating compo- 
nent. 
For the cast coast of India, the phenomenon of alongshore propagation was further iden- 
tified in a model developed to investigate tide-surge interaction in the Bay of Bengal 001 INS 
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et al., 1985). Clear evidence is shown by the authors to the northeasterly propagation in the 
case of both the 1982 Orissa surge and the 1977 Andhra surge. 
Coastal trapping of the energy is implied and the locally shallow water suggests that 
nonlinear aspects of the propagation process are important. Moreover, the trapped waves 
cannot have the form of a Kelvin wave, since this is necessarily right bounded, and must, in- 
stead, have the form of a topographically trapped edge waves. These findings were further illuminated by J()IIN%and Lu; I ITI III. I (1993). They used a simple theoretical model with uni- form shelf slope to investigate the formation of anomalous sea-surface elevations remote from the position of landfall of the generating cyclone. 
DAS et al. (1983) used the stretched coordinate model of JoI INS et al. (198313) to simulate 
the surge generated by the 1982 Orissa cyclone. JARRI t. et al. (1982) made one of the most 
comprehensive studies of storm surges in the Bay of Bengal. They developed five models for 
the Sri Lanka/ India/ Bangladesh coastlines, two models for the hlyanntar /Thailand coast- 
line and one for the Andaman Islands region. The analysis areas of the models cover the coast- 
line and the water area up to and slightly beyond the continental shelf. Based on population 
centers, a total of 16 tropical cyclone impact points were chosen (I: able 6.29). The maximum 
wind speed in the calculations varies from 55 to 130 knots. The directions from which the cy- 
clones could realistically approach the impact points are given in Table 6.29. A total of 258 
runs were made for the 16 impact points. Tidal constituents M,, SḠ NḠ K1, O, and S. were 
included in the models. Model provided surge heights in the case of 1977 Andhra cyclone are 
shown in fig. 6.41. These model-simulated surges along the Andhra coast are in good agree- 
ment with limited available observations. Ci IOSI I et al. (1983) applied the "SPLASI I" model 
to compute the surge associated with 1977 Andhra and two other cyclones. They obtained a 
peak surge elevation of 5.7 m about 50 km to the right of the landfall. This is in good agree- 
ment with earlier calculation of JARRI. I. et al. (1982). 
Table 6.29: Angles of cyclone approach (with respect to the coast line) to be modelled for the individual impact points QAKKEI., I. r. wIs and Wt IrI AKE , 1982) 
Impart Point 
Irinconamalee (Sri Lanka) 
Jaffna (Sri Lanka) 
Negapatarn (India) 
Pondicherrv (India) 
Madras (India) 
Masulipatnam (India) 
Coconada (India) 
\'ishakhapatanam (India) 
Berhantpur (India) 
Puri (India) 
Calcutta (India) 
Port Blair (Andaman Is. ) 
Chittagong (Bangladesh) 
Bassein (Burma) 
Rangoon (Burma) 
1'huket (Thailand) 
Direction from which storm approachcs 
SE through NE 
SE through NJ-' 
SF. through N1. 
SI'. through NF. 
SSI". through ENE 
SSI". through I{NI'. 
S through ENE 
SS\V through 1": SIE. 
SSW through ESE 
SSW through SE 
SW through SE 
S 
SW through S 
S through W 
SSIE, through SSW 
Only ISIE. 
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Fig. 6.4!: Storm surge height dktribution along the cast coast of India for the November 1977 Andhra 
cyclone UARRI 1,1.1 WIS and W111TAKI R, 1982) 
Advent of powerful personal computers has set up a trend to run storm surge models 
in real time on PC-based workstations in an operational office. Recognizing this Uultr. et al. 
(1994) describe a real time storm surge prediction system for the cast coast of India. The 
forecasting system proposed by the authors is based on the vertically integrated numerical 
storm surge models that were developed earlier by the group (JuiINS ct al., 1981; 1983 b; 
1)ultt. et al., 1985 b). Surface winds associated with a tropical cyclone are derived from a 
dynamic storm model (JI I. t. SNIANSKI and TAYLOR, I973). The only meteorological inputs 
required for the model are the positions of the cyclone, pressure drop and radii of maximum 
winds at any fixed interval of times. The model can be run in a few minutes on a PC in an 
operational office. The system is operated via a terminal menu and the output consists of 
the two-dimensional and three-dimensional views of peak sea surface elevations with the 
facility of zooming the region of interest. One of the significant features of this storm surge 
predication system is its ability to investigate multiple forecast scenarios to be made in real 
time. This has an advantage because the meteorological input needed for surge prediction 
can be periodically updated with the inflow of data on fast telecommunication links. The 
model has extensively been tested with severe cyclonic storms, which struck the cast coast 
of India during the period 1960-1990. The model results reported for three case studies 
(June 1982 Orissa cyclone; November 1977 Andhra (; }clone and May 1990 Andhra Cy- 
clone) are in very good agreement with the available observations and estimates of the surge. 
In Figs. 6.42 and 6.43 we show respectively the track of May 1990 Andhra cyclone and mo- 
del computed peak surge envelope along the cast coast of India. Detailed case studies by 
using this model may be seen in lluttt and GAUR (1995). This version of the model was 
tested in near real time during the cyclone periods of 1992-1993 (Dultl% and GAUR, 1995). 
operational feasibility test of the model is presently undergoing at India Meteorological 
Department. 
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Table 6.30: Severe cyclonic storms having potential of producing significant surges along the Andhra 
coast during 1895 to 1996 
No. Cyclone . 11, R Landfall Lac (N) Maximum Wind (mh) (km) Speed (knots) 
1 1895 Kakinada 35 18 17.2 
2 1906 Vizag 25 15 17.9 
3 1921 Ncl lore 30 15 14.3 
4 1925 Machili 60 20 16.1 
5 1927 Ncllorc' 80 25 14.3 
6 1940 S1i 30 22 14.0 
7 1945 , Machili 50 19 16.3 
8 1949 Machili' 60 25 16.3 
9 1965 Vizag 30 15 17.9 
IO 1969 45 25 16.7 
11 Kakinaala' 30 15 13.8 
12 1972 SI I' 30 15 16.1 
13 1976 Machili 28 15 14.8 
14 1976 Kavali 8C 40 15.8 
15 1977 1)i%-i' 26 15 14.8 
16 1977 Kavali 6C 35 14.8 
17 1979 Kavali' 6C 25 14.0 
18 1984 SIi' 26 15 14.4 
19 1987 Ncl lore 26 15 15.9 
20 1987 Machili 7C 20 14.8 
21 1989 Kavali' 80 40 15.7 
22 1990 1)1vi' 30 25 13.0 
23 1994 Madras' 35 20 16.7 
1996 Kakinada' 
70 
60 
60 
108 
I00 
60 
90 
110 
62 
80 
70 
60 
135 
55 
100 
102 
50 
50 
110 
136 
75 
90 
More recently RAO et al., (1997) developed a location specific high-resolution model for 
Andhra coast of India, on the lines similar to that of Duttt:: et al. (1994). One of the impor- 
tant features of the model is that it uses more accurate and detailed bathvmetrv for the off- 
shore waters of the Andhra Coast. A simple drying scheme has also been included in the mo- 
del in order to avoid the exposure of land near the coast due to strong negative surges. 
Attempt has been made to test the reliability of the model by validating it for various cy- 
clones, which struck the Andhra coast during 1891-1996. Table 6.30 list the 23 cyclones iden- 
tified by the authors, which appear to have potential of producing a peak surge of more than 
in. In Table 6.31, the computed and observed peak surges and their locations of landfall have 
been listed for eleven cyclones for which post-storm survey surge information could be pro- 
cured from the records of India Meteorological Department. Authors have used the model 
results to calculate the frequency of occurrence of storm surge heights at different locations 
of the coast. Assessment of the risk associated with a major storm surge for a given location 
is also made by the authors (Table 6.32). Authors also use an empirical formula given by 
FREEMAN and MEHAUIT. (1964) and latter also used by At. t (1996), to estimate the inland 
flooding associated with storm surges. 
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Table 6.31: Comparison of observed and computed peak surge amplitude and their locations 
Surge (m) 
Cyclone Observed/ Computed Observed 
Reported 
Location of peak surge 
1927 Ncllorc 3.0 3.07 North of Nrllorc 
1949 Machili 2.5 2.093 Machilipatnam 
1969 Kakinada 2.6 2.82 Kakinada 
1972 SI 1 0.8-I 1.23 Sriharikuta 
19771)ivi 5.0 4.93 I)ivi 
1979 K. t%ali 3.0 3.3 Kavali 
1984 SI I 2.0 2.4 Sriharikuta 
1989 Kaval 3-4 3.8 40 km N of Kavali 
19901)ivi 4.5 4.41 uivi 
1994 Madras 1-1.5 0.83 Madras 
1996 Kakinada 1.5 1.6 Kakinada 
(: oii 1 utcd 
Ncllorc 
10 kin N of 
Alachilipatnam 
Kakinada 
Sriharikota 
I)ivi 
10 km North of Kawli 
Sriharikota 
dR km N of Kavali 
1)i%"i 
20 km North of Madras 
Kakinada 
Table 6.32: Risk (%) of cxcccdcncc of storm surge heights at Divi (Zonc'G') 
Years Surge height (m) 
21 z2 z3 242! 
10 50 22 20 18 8 
20 75 40 36 34 16 
50 97 92 67 65 36 
160 99.9 99.4 89 87 59 
200 99.99 99.99 98.8 98.5 83.9 
Before ending this subsection we may like to refer few other storm surge studies, which 
have been carried out for the cast coast of India. Interested readers may refer to the works of 
KuMMAR et al. (1995), MAriii. ' ct al. (1996), HENRY et al. (1997), MURTY and 1)um. (2000), 
and L)um.. et al. (1998,1999a, 2000a, 2000h). 
(c) AJyarnnar 
Storm surges affecting Myanmar are to much less extent in comparison with Bangladesh 
and India. I lowever, whenever a severe cyclone struck the coast of Nlyanntar it leaves severe 
damage and casualties mostly due to strong winds and storm surge floods. During the period 
1884 to 1999 the Nlyanmar coast was affected by eleven severe cyclonic storms of which 
seven were associated with significant surges. Table 6.33 lists the impact of these cyclones 
(I*IIAU', 1998). 
During April 22-26,1936, a severe storm struck the Kyaukpyu area and killed about 
2000 people and over 7,000 cattle. Another cyclone that caused heavy loss of life and pro- 
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perry cross the Myanmar coast near Sittwe on May 7,1968. The cyclone generated a surge of 
more than 4m with loss of more than 1000 human lives. The storm surge due to the May 
1975 cyclone killed 304 people and more than 10,000 cattle and destroyed about 28,000 hou- 
ses (I. uwix, 1994a). In recent past a severe cyclonic storm crossed the coast of Myanntar near 
Maungdaw on 2 May 1994. Storm surge of 3.26 m and loss of 10 lives in addition to some da- 
mages were reported (T) IAU, 1998). The peak surge envelope for May 1994 cyclone is shown 
in Fig. 6.44. 
Landfall : 30 miles north of Maungdaw 
Date :2 May 1994 
Time : 18: 45 hrs. M. S. T 
.8 
ý 
ID d 2 
0 LM 
4-i ý? W) 
ý 
.. r. ....:....., \j ý2T 
17 ýll . 6ý I =: 6a:: 22 35 
Distance from Nat River Mouth (miles) 
40 Aiong the seacoast down SouthiAiong the upstream of Nat River 
Fig. 6.44: Storm surge cnvclopc of May 1994 %ct crc ct done storm in \Iv. tnm. tr (Im IN, 1994 a) 
In NIyanntar, tidal and storm surge data are available at about 10 stations beginning with 
1966. The list of the tide gauges available along the coast of \lyanntar is shown in Table 6.34. 
Rakhine coast and Deltaic region are the most favorable places for storm surge inundation. 
The available surge data during the last 35 years are shown in Table 6.35(a, b). Based on the 
available data Ti tnu' (1998) points out following salient features of storm surges affecting the 
Nlyanntar coast 
(i) For narrow coastal areas where there is no estuary, storm surge occurred on both sides 
of the point of landfall. But it was higher and more extensive on the onshore wind re- 
gion. 
(ii) For coastal strip close to Deltaic region, the storm surge entered through estuaries over 
the delta, which is not directly struck by the high onshore winds of cyclone. The Pathein 
cyclone of May 1975 and Maungdaw cyclone of May 1994 are the examples. The storm 
surge due to the May 1975 event penetrated at least 130 kni into the river system and 
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Table 6.34: List of availabic observed tidal data along the coast of hfvanmar 
Name of Station Latitude Longitude Data available since 
Kraukpyv 19.25 93.33 
'fhanclwc 18.28 94.21 
Pathcin 16.46 94.56 
Y. ucl; on 16.46 96.10 
Y. utgon River Mouth 
(I": Icphant Point) 16.35 96.12 
\lasvlan»"ine 16.30 97.37 
Amherst 16.05 97.34 
I )awci 14.06 98.13 
\1ycik 12.26 98.36 
Kawthoung 09.58 98.35 
1973 
1968 
1973 
1953 
1968 
1965 
1967 
1972 
19U) 
1966 
caused inland flooding (I_WIN, 1980). The distribution of the maximum surge along the 
Ayeyarwady River for the cyclone of May 1975 is given in Fig. 6.45 (CHo>, 198C). The 
highest surge was recorded 80-90 kilometers inland Duration of storm surge was 
longest where water logged. It was about 25-30 kni inland (Fig. 6.46). 
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Fig. 6.45: Distribution of the maximum surge along the Aycvarsvadp Kiver for the storm of May 5-8, 
I975. The ordinate is the surge amplitude and the abscissa is the distance along the river (Clio, 1980) 
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Fig. 6.46: Surge duration versus distance along the Avcvarwady River for the storm of May 5-8,1975 
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(iii) For deltaic coastal strip covered by many estuaries and islands, storm surge occur with 
winds, which may be offshore to the general coastline. In the case of 1968 Sittwe cyclone 
the strong offshore easterly winds have brought in water mass from the underlying sur- face and inundated the whole of the area. 
0D1 (1980) studied the storm surges generated by May 1975 cyclone in the Avevarwady 
Delta Area of Myanntar making use of hydraulic and numerical models. I Ic concluded that 
the surge amplitudes as well as the amplitude of the semidiurnal tide increase rapidly cast of 
China Bakir because of the shallowness and funnel shape of the Gulf of Martaban. 
Table 6.35 (a): List of computed and observed surge heights for rakhine coast 
Year Station . 1p c Computed Observed (mb) (km-hr"') Surge (m) Surge (m) 
1967 Sittw"c 25 IO 1.85 1.80 +0.38 
1967 Sittwc 22 Ic 1.66 NA NA 
1968 Sittwc 50 II 4.05 4.25 -0.20 (Kyaukp)-u) 
1976 Thandwc 20 10 1.42 NA NA 
1978 Kyaukpyu 34 8 2.78 NA NA 
(h1)abtm) 
1994 Maungdaw 43 36 3.26 3.08 +0.18 
NA = Not Available 
Table 6.35 (b): list of computed and observed surge heights for deltaic coast 
Year Station V,,,,. (kt) 1-1, (m) 11. (m) 1": 
1975 Pathcin 140 2.75 3.00 -0.25 1982 latputta 60 0.48 0.60 -0.12 1982 Gwa 120 3.75 3.70 +0.05 
LW'IN (1980) developed an analytical and empirical prediction model, which is based on 
the combination of hliyazak's and Fletcher's equations. The empirical formula developed by 
1. WIN (1980) relates the peak surge h (cni) with the maximum sustained wind \'m (ins') and 
the angle between the normal to the coast and the direction of the moment of the storm 0. 
The relation is 
1, =(A+I3cuso)V,,, ' 
where A and B are numerical constants, whose values are determined from the historical re- 
cords. The values of A and B arc: 
(i) For Rakhinc coast; A=0.0563, B=0.0744 
(ii) For the Deltaic coast; A=0.1264, B=0.0864. 
'I\vo precomputed nomograms, one for shallow water corresponding to deltaic coast 
and the other for deep water corresponding to Rakhine coast were also constructed by the 
author. These nomograms are given in Fig. 6.47a and 6.47b. 
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Nomograms for Storm Surge Heights 
Wind speed (mi)-+ 
i 
Fig. 6.47a: Nomograms for storm surge heights (deltaic coast) (Lwin, I994b) 
Nomograms for Storm Surge Heights 
Wind speed (M-ah- 
Fig. 6.47b: Nomograms for storm surge heights (Rakhine coast) (l_win, 1994b) 
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As already maintained JÄttttel. et al. (1982) developed two models for the Myanmar/ 
Thailand coastlines. Analysis area of the models included the coastline and offshore region 
up to and slightly beyond the continental shelf. Three tropical cyclone impact points based 
on the population were chosen: Two in Myanmar (Pathein and Yangon) and one in Thailand 
(Phukct). Authors performed several runs for these impact points to assess the storm surge 
threat in the coastal regions of Myanmar and Thailand. 
Uum: et al. (1984a) used a vertically integrated storm surge model to simulate the surge 
generated by May 1975 Pathain cyclone. Their model is based on fully nonlinear equations 
and cover the whole Bay of Bengal extending from 6' N to 22.5' N and the western and ea- 
stern sides of the analysis area are the cast coast of India and Myanmar-Malaya coasts res- 
pectively. 'I'heir model produced the maximum surge in the range of 3 to 5 in in the deltaic 
region of Mvanniar right from the mouth of Ayeyarwady to the extreme northern regions of 
the Gulf of Martahan. This is good agreement with the available observations. 
Attempts have also been made to predict storm surges in Myanmar using different em- 
pirical and statistical techniques. The detailed review of these methods is given by h%'IN 
(1994b). 1. \CIN (1994a) and TI IAw (1998) give the detailed review of the present status of storm 
surge fore coasting in M'lvanntar. 
Dun: (1998b) applied a coastal zone vertically integrated numerical storm surge model 
to Myanmar. I le performed several simulation experiments by using the data of severe cy- 
clonic storms hitting the coastal regions of the Myanmar. Ile compared the simulated sea sur- 
face elevation with observations from local tide gauges where ever possible or with post 
storm survey estimates. The results of the experiments are in general in good agreement with 
reported values along the deltaic region of Myanmar. The computed peak surge envelope for 
May 1982 Gwa cyclone is shown in Fig. 6.48. 
Fig. 6.48: Computed peak surge for May 1982 Gwa cyclone (L)uiw, 1998b) 
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(d) Sri Lanka 
Storm surges are not frequent in Sri Lanka; however major surges occurred in associa- 
tion with December 1964 and November 1978 cyclone. December 1964 Trincomalee/Ra- 
mcswaram cyclone was one of the severest storm that affected Sri Lanka and extreme 
southern India peninsula. Batticoloa cyclone of November 1978 also affected southeast 
coast of India besides causing extensive loss of life and property in the coastal regions of cast 
coast of Sri Lanka Thble 6.36 lists the severe cyclonic storms, which formed in the Bay of Ben- 
gal during; 184-1999 and crossed Sri Lanka coast. It may he seen from the table that cast and 
north Sri Lanka coast are the most vulnerable coast for the landfall of tropical cyclones. 
Table 6.36: Severe cyclonic storms of Sri Lanka 
No. Date Location Damage 
1 8-10 March, 1907 Eastern coast of Sri Lanka Damage estimation not available 
2 17-24 December, 1964 Near Trincomalee Damage estimation not available 
3 17-24 November, 1978 Near llatticaloa 2 in surge, 915 deaths 100,000 houses 
damaged, At Kalkudah, the sea had 
entered land to distance of about 1.5 km. 
4 11-17 November, 1992 Eastern coast of Sri Lanka 4 deaths, 29,116 houses damaged 
Study of the storm surges in Sri Lanka has not attracted many workers. Only studies 
that came to our notice are by JARRII. ct al. (1982), RAu et al. (1994), DIIARAAIRAINA (1996) 
and Cltt"ITIBABU (1999). 
JARRF: I. et al. (1982) developed models for Sri Lanka as a part of their major study to eva- 
luate storm surge threat in the Bay of Bengal. They selected Trincomalee and Jaffna as the 
tropical cyclone impact points on the northeast coast of Sri Lanka. Several numerical expe- 
riments were performed bs" the authors for the cyclones of varying wind speeds approaching 
Trincomalle and Jaffna from SF. through NE. This study may probably be considered as one 
of the most comprehensive study to assess the impact of storm surges on the coast of Sri 
Lanka. 
RAu et al. (1994) developed a coastal zone numerical model to simulate storm surges and 
currents arriving Sri Lanka and Southern Indian Peninsula. The model is based on the con- 
vcntional depth averaged equations and cover an analysis area extending from 2° N to 20° N 
and 72' F. to 861-. Experiments are carried out to simulate the surges generated by the I)e- 
cember 1964 and November 1992 cyclones. l he 1964 Karneswaram cyclone crossed the Sri 
Lanka coast about 50 km north of Trincomallee on 22 December at about 0600 UI'C, 
Moving north westward it crossed the Sri Lanka and struck the Indian coast about 30 km to 
the south of 'Iimdi on December 23 at 0600 UTC. Surges therefore occurred both on the 
northeast coast of Sri Lanka and southeast coast of India in association with this cyclone. 
The track of the cyclone is shown in Fig. 6.49 computed maximum sea surface elevations 
for the landfall of the cyclone in Sri Lanka and later in India are shown in Fig. 6.50. A peak 
surge of 3.7 in is predicted at about 50 km north of Trincomalee (Sri Lanka) while near'londi 
(India) a peak surge of 5.6 in is predicted. This is in agreement with the reported flooding and 
surge in the region (RAU and MA7. UMI)AR 1966). Very recently CI II't'tIBAItU (1999) used the 
model developed by RAO et al. (1994) to simulate the surge generated by November 1978 
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Batticoloa cyclone. Model computed contours of peak surge elevations for the cast coast of 
Sri Lanka and southeast coast of India are given in Fig. 6.5I. I'he simulated surges are in good 
agreement with the reported maximum surge %. tlues (SRINI\', \SAN et al., 1978). 
Fig. 6.49: Track of 1)cccmUcr 1964 Ranuslnvaram c, % clone (RA( Ct al., 1994) 
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I'ig. (. jam: Computed maximum sea surface elevations for the landfall of the cyclone in Sri Lanka and later in India (RAO et al., 1994) 
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Fig. 6.51: Computed pcak surge associated with November 1978 Batticoloa cyclone of Sri Lanka 
((1 Irri inAtu , I999) 
I HARMARNINA (1996) presented the nomograms based on the model output of JI. I s- 
NIANSKI (1972) for predication of the storm surges on the entire cast coast of Sri Lanka. He 
applied these nomograms to successfully compute the surge associated with 1978 Batticoloa 
cyclone. 
6.3.2 Arabian Sca 
Although more cyclones occur in the Bay of Bengal than the Arabian Sea, there are se- 
veral records of severe cyclonic storms hitting the Gujarat and the North Maharashtra regi- 
ons of the west coast of India. Number of cyclones in the Bay of Bengal over a given period 
is about four times the number in the Arabian Sea; however, only about one quarter of the 
Bay of Bengal storms mature into severe storms, whereas about 40%, of the Arabian Sea 
storms can become severe cyclones. A partial list of major storm surges on the Arabian coast 
of India during 1782-1999 is given in aale 6.37. Table shows that the Gujarat coast is the 
most vulnerable to tropical cyclones. 
RAt) (1968) studied the storm surges on the Arabian Sea coast of India (and Pakistan). 
Classification of this coast into types A, B, and C is given in Fig 6.35. Previously, it was men- 
tioned that on the Bay of Bengal coast of the subcontinent, there are two dangerous zones 
(type C). On the Arabian coast, also, there are two dangerous zones. The first one includes 
the Konkan coast to the north of 18° N and the coastal belt around the Gulf of Cambay. 
In this belt, the frequency of storms striking the coast is low. This may be seen from 
Fig. 6.52, which provide the landfall of cyclonic storms on a district-wise basis. 1-1ere, the 
tidal range is quite large (c. g., 8m at Mumbai. and II nt at Cambay). Unless peak surge 
occurs close to the time of high tide, no major water level oscillations may occur in this belt. 
It should be emphasized that, even though the Arabian Sea coast experiences major storm 
surges much less frequently than the Bay of Bengal coast, the reason there are two dangerous 
belts in the manner of the classification into types A, B, and C. This classification does not 
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Mahle 6.37: List of Storm surges along west coast of India (1618-1999) 
No. Date Location Damage 
I Mav 15,1618 
I 20-21 April, 1782 
3 April 18,1847 
4 \1av, 1851 
5 30 October- 
2 Nuvcmbcr. 1854 
6 6-I4Junc, I92C 
7 9-13 June, 1964 
8 19-24 October, 1975 
931 May-5jm, e, 1976 
Mumbai coast Nlahar. tstra, India 
Near Surat. Gujarat coast, India 
Laccadive islands, India 
32 kin west of Karachi 
Bombay coast, India 
\'ccraval, India 
N. iliva, India 
PorbanJar, Saurashtra, India 
\Iahua, India 
10 I3-23 November, 1977 Karwar, India 
2000 deaths, many vessels lost in 
Bombay port 
Major storm surge in Gulf of 
Cambay, several'I'housands killed, 
several ships grounded 
1000 deaths, huge storm wave 
swept over several of the 
Laccadive islands 
Major storm surge Karachi and 
environs 
1000 deaths 
Major storm surge in Gulf of 
Cambay 
2 in storm surge at Kandla, 
1.5 in at l )kha, I in at Navlakhi, 
27 killed, extensive damage 
85 deaths, several thousand houses 
damaged 
87 deaths, 4500 cattle died, exten- 
sive damage 
72 deaths, major storm surge Kar- 
war and environs 
1 4-9 November, 1982 Vecraval, Gulf of Cambay 542 deaths, 1,50,332 cattle killed, 
12624 yucca houses and 54549 
kutcha buildings destroyed. Storm 
surge - 3.5 in at Mlangral, 2m at I)iu, 2 in at Veraval, 3 in at Jafarafad 
12 12-15 Nov., 1993 North Gujarat and Sindh coast 50 fishermen missing 
13 17-20 June, 1996 Between Kodiar and Diu, India 5-6 in storm surge near Bharuch. 
Gulf of Cambay are affected by 
storm surge of height 3-5 in. 
47 killed. 30,000 houses destroyed 
14 8-11 June, 1998 Kandla, Gulf of Kutch 550 killed, 15C kmph winds, great 
destruction 
include the frequency of occurrence. It only deals with the maximum water level to be ex- 
pected in the event of major storms, however infrequently they may occur. 
The second dangerous belt stretches from Uwarka (India) to Karachi (Pakistan). This 
region includes the extensive marshy areas (mostly unpopulated) known as the "Rann of 
Kutch. " In this belt, also, the frequency of storm is low and the tracks are not usually favor- 
able for major surge development. I lowever, on rate occasion when they do occur, storm 
surges several meters in amplitude could result. 
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Fig. 6.52: The frequency of storms striking the west coast of India (DuR et al., 1997) 
RAU (1968) mentioned that the extensive marshlands of the Rann of Kutch are subject 
to large storm surges with the onset of the strong westerlies of the southwest monsoon sea- 
son. The entire west coast of India south of 18° N falls into the type B category. In this area, 
also, the frequency of storms is low (Fig. 6.52). Also, the tracks are not generally favorable 
for major surge developtile nt. The coast around the Kathlawar Peninsula between I)lu and 
I)warak belongs to the type 13 category. The major surge amplitudes that can occur here are 
about 1.5 in and are about half the tidal range here. In this area the frequency of storms is 
high, but usually they are not intense (not of hurricane strength). 
The peak storm surge amplitudes, maximum total water level (surge + wind waves), and 
the classification (into type A, 13, or C) at several locations on the west coast of India and the 
coast of Pakistan are listed in'1: 1ble 6.38. The track of the Kutch cyclone of June 1964 and the 
areas where surges occurred are shown in Fig. 6.53 Modeling of storm surges in the North 
Indian Ocean has attracted more attention to the Bay of Bengal, very few modelling studies 
have been carried out for the west coast of India. 
GI Io>sl i et al. (1983) have run the "SPI. ASI I" model of Jti. I SNIANSKI (1972) to determine 
storm surge envelope for the November 1982 cyclone. The peak surge computed by them is 
in good agreement with available estimates from observations. Duet. et al. (1985a) appears to 
be the among the first to use a two-dimensional fully nonlinear coastal zone numerical mo- 
del to study the storm surges on the west coast of India. Their model covers an analysis area 
lying between 10" N and 23.2" N and between 67.8° F. and 76" F. Orthogonal straight-line 
segments represent the coastal boundary of the west coast of India, which has the advantage 
of representing the Gulf of Camtbay. This model has been used to simulate the surge genera- 
ted by the 1975 Porbandar cyclone (Fig. 6.54a). The predicted maximum surge elevation at 
Porbandar compares well with the actual observations. The distribution of the predicted ma- 
ximum sea surface elevations (peak surge envelope), observed surge and the time of occur- 
rence along the Gujarat coast are given in Fig. 6.54b. It is interesting to note from the figure 
that the predicted peak surge of 2.2 nm at Porbandar is in good agreement with the post storm 
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'1ä61c 6.38: Peak surge amplitude and maximum water level; (surge + wind wave) that can occur for storm 
with maximum winds of 40 ins ' on the Arabian Sea coast of the Indian subcontinent. Classification: 
It, total water level 2-5 m; C, >5 in. (RA( 1, I968) 
Loc. uiotl favorable wind Peak surge Maximum value of Classification 
direction amplitude (m) total water level (m) 
htuthan Point S\1' 1.4 2.3 B 
(Nagcrcoil) 
Cochin 
Calicut 
Mangalore 
Iihatkal 
I'anjim 
I)cvgad 
Ratnagiri 
I larnaf 
! Mouth of Rajpuri 
Rivcr(Aturud) 
W 
WSW 
WSW 
WSW, 
\\'S\C' 
\1'S\\' 
1.6 2.7 B 
2.1 3.5 B 
1.8 3.0 B 
2.7 4.5 B 
1.7 2.8 B 
1.5 2.5 B 
1.8 3.0 It 
1.7 2.8 B 
3.1 5.2 C 
Mouth of Patel Ganga \\' 4.3 7.2 C. 
River 
Bombay w 1.5 4.5 B 
r\gashi Bay \1' 4.2 7.0 C 
I)ahapu \\' 4.0 6.7 C 
Bulasar Khcri \\' 4.5 7.5 C 
Suvali Point WS\ 3.3 5.5 C 
Mindola \VSW 5.2 8.7 C 
Mal Bank s 4.3 7.2 C 
Mahuva Road SE 2.0 3.4 B 
Jafarabad SSE 3.1 5.2 C 
Diu SSE. 2.2 3.7 B 
Vecraval SW 1.5 2.5 B 
Porbandar SS\\' 1.6 2.7 B 
Uwarka SW 1.6 2.7 B 
Balachin \\' 5.1 8.5 C 
Rann of hutch \\'S\\' 3.9 6.5 C 
Wair Creek SSW 4.0 6.7 C 
Mouth of Indus River s 3.0 5.0 C 
Karachi s 3.5 5.8 C 
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Fig. 6.53: Track of the hutch cyclone of June 1964 on the west coast of India. Single - hatched area is 
affected by minor surges; double - hatched areas are affected by major surges (RAO, I968) 
survey estimated sea-surface elevation of 2.7 in (G110Slt 1981). A slightly lower elevation 
produced by the model has been attributed by the authors to the contribution due to astro- 
nomical tides, which was not accounted in the model. At approximately the time of the land- 
fall of the cyclone, the predicted value of astronomical tides was 63 cm. No other observation 
on the sea surface elevation was, however, available to make a comparison of the observed 
and predicted surge along this part of the Gujarat coast. 
SINIIA et al. (1984) used the numerical model developed 1)utti. et al. (1985 a) to simulate 
the surge induced by November 1982 Gujarat cyclone. During the period of this event, the 
estimated heights of water level above normal tide was collected during the post storm sur- 
vcy at certain ports (RAMA SASTRY ct al., 1984). Model computed maximum surge height was 
found to be in good agreement with the estimated values at Veraval, Diu and Jafrabad (Fig. 
6.55). 1 lowever, at Mangral, which is about 80 km to the left of the landfall, the predicted va- 
lue is much lower than the estimated one, for which the authors could give no satisfactory 
explanation. 
More recently CIII't-rltlAltu et al. (2000) developed a high-resolution location specific 
model for Gujarat coast. Model has been used to simulate surges associated with recent cy- 
clones hitting the coast of Gujarat. 
The coastal area of Pakistan is occasionally affected by severe cyclonic storms, which 
form in the Arabian Sea. A partial list of severe cyclonic storms during the period 1891-1999 
which made landfall on Pakistan coast is given in Table 6.39, Data on storm surges associa- 
ted with these tropical cyclones are not available. I however numerical simulation experiment 
performed by CiI TI'MAltu (1999) using; the information available for June 1999 cyclone 
shows that the cyclone could have generated a minor surge on the Sind coast of Pakistan. 
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Table 6.39: List of scvcrc cyclonic storms in Pakistan and rest of the Arabian Sea 
No. I)atc 
I Mai- 1851 
2 25 April-5 May 1901 
3 7-14 May 1902 
4 1I-16Junc1902 
5 4-0Junc1907 
6 18-20 June 1920 
75 <l Junc 1994 
8 15-20 Nov. 1994 
Location 
32 kin west of Karachi 
Makran coast 
Near Karachi 
Near Karachi 
Near Karachi 
South of Karachi 
Saudi Arabian Coast 
Somali coast 
Damage 
Major storm surge Karachi and environs 
Damage estimation not available 
)amage estimation not available 
Damage estimation not available 
Damage estimation not available 
Damage estimation not available 
Damage estimation not available 
Damage estimatio not available 
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Fig. 6.546: Maximum sea - surface elevation and time of occurrence along Gujarat coast: -, peak surge 
envelope; ---, time of occurrence of peak surge; ", observed storm generated surge; ", observed time of 
occurrence of peak surge (f)LBI'. et al., 1985) 
Fig. 6.55: Maximum sea surface elevation and time of occurrence along Saurashtra coast 
(SIAI IA et al., 1984) 
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6.4 South \Vcst Indian Occan 
6.4.1 Storm Surges in Malagasy Republic (Madagascar) 
Figure 6.56 shows a geographical map of Madagascar. Figure 6.57 shows the tracks of 
cyclones that influence Morondava and Fort-Dauphin. Table 6.40 lists some pertinent data 
about cyclones for the period 1975 to 1992. 
Fig. 6.56: Geographical map of Madagascar. 
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ocean influencing Niorundasa, (b) cyclones from the \to/antbiyuc channel influencing NIorondava, (c) 
cyclones with complex trajectories influencing \torondava, (d) cyclones influencing Port-Dauphin 
(l3A iIsI! NI, 1964). 
Earlier, it was mentioned that tropical cyclones travel nearby and sometimes traverse 
Malagasy Republic. The only study this author could find on the storm surges in this region 
is by LACOUR (1935). In principle, storm surges could occur along the long cast and west 
coasts of this island (about 1500 km in length). I lowever, favourable cyclone tracks usually 
generate surges on the cast coast of this island, where the tidal range is small (less than 80 cm). 
Storm surges appear to be more frequent on the cast coast than on the west coast. Also, 
surges on the cast coast are more important south of i tmtave than north of it. Although sur- 
ges are more frequent on the cast coast the amplitudes usually are rather small (20 cm or less). 
I lowever, the March 1927 event near Tamtave was a major surge and caused some destruc- 
tion. Major surges could occur at Tulear on the sourthern part of the west coast (e. g., the event 
of January 1933). DAs et al. (1978) stated that cyclonic storms in the Island of La Reunion in 
the South Indian Ocean often produced exceptionally heavy rain accompanied by surges of 
4.6 m have been reported from this island. 
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Table 6.40: Cyclones affecting Madagascar (RAk)ANII. ANA, 1 '97) 
Ui[C Name Wind Spccd (K 1111) Ccntral Prcssurc (hPa) 
23-24 l)cc 1974 Adele 
2-21 Jan 1975 Camille 200 - 
IF C11 l: crnandc 200 - 12-29Jan 1976 1)anac 240 965 
27 Afar-10 April 1976 Gladys 100 - 
23 Jan 1977 Dontitilc 120 992 
28 Jan-5 Feb 1977 1? 111ilic 130 980 
17 Fcb-3 Mar 1977 I Icr vcs 108 986 
23-25 Jan 1978 Georgia 96 992 
10-13 Feb 1978 Irena 200 985 
16-31 l)cc 1978 Angele 194 958 
4-12 Fcb 1979 Dora -- 
10-I3Jan 1980 Gudulc 68 1002 
28 Dec 1980 1? dw"igc - 998 
Ist Jan 1981 
17-25 Feb 1981 ladine 180 991 
31 Jan-5 Feb 1982 Glcctrc 95 997 
16-27 Mar 1982 Justine 135 957 
9-I6 Jan 1984 Hinab -- 
5-lOjan 1984 Caboto 43 - 
18 Jan-2 Feb 1984 1)omoins 100 - 
1985-1986 Alifrcdv 58 - 
Berobia 58 - 
Gista 120 - 
Ilonorinc 120 - 
1987-1988 Calidera -- 
Doaza -- 
9-I7Jan 1989 Calasanjy 133 980 
1989 lana ISO - 16-19 Feb 1991 Cynthia 113 979 
25 Dec 1991 Bryna 65 1002 
10 Jan 1992 
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6.5 South Eiast Indian Occan 
By South East Indian Ocean, we mean the northern part of the West Coast of Australia, 
which is subjected to storm surges generated by tropical cyclones, 11umxr et al. (1991) 
numerically modelled. Tropical cyclone generated storm surges on the northern part of the 
Australian coastline. Fig. 6.58 shows the tracks of four hurricanes that made a landfall in the 
study area. Out of these hurricanes Jason Winifred and Aivu struck the Pacific coast of Aus- 
tralia (these will be considered in section 6.6) and I lazel made landfall on the Indian Ocean 
coast of Australia. In this section, we will consider only the Indian Ocean coast. 
Fig. 6.58: Tracks of the four tropical cyclones (Winifred, Aivu, Jason and I lazcl) used in this study. 
00 UTC tines and dates are shown (I IUIIKIWI' et at., 1991) 
6.5.1 Numerical Model and Results 
The two-dimensional depth-averaged model of Fluistsr. trr ct al. (1990) was used in con- 
junction with 1101TANI)'S (1980) analytical-empirical model to derive the atmospheric pres- 
sure and wind fields at sea level. This model requires only the positions of the hurricane cen- 
tre, the cyclone intensity and the radius of maximum winds (RMW). 
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The error in the numerical model for the prediction of surge elevations is 0.1 m to 0.2 m 
and the arrival times of the surge waves on the coast have atmost an error of one hour. The 
model includes such second order effects as coastally trapped edge waves. 
When a tropical cyclone moves with the coast on the left (Southern I lemisphere) near 
to the propagation speed of a coastally trapped wave, resonant amplification of the sea sur- 
face elevation can occur, which is referred to by JIIIs\IANSKI (1967) as "Resurgence". This 
is a particular problem for the West Coast of Australia, where conditions for such resonant 
amplification are met. FANDRY et al. (1984) showed that the resulting surface elevation could 
propagate for thousands of kilometres and can cause inundation even at vast distances. 
I lurricane I lazcl attained a lowest central pressure of 936 hPa as it approached Carnar- 
von with an RM W of 30 km. As Hazel moved obliquely towards the coast, a region of posi- 
tive surge developed first. A region of negative surge then formed and moved ahead of the 
amplifying positive surge wave, with the zero line staying slightly ahead of the cyclone po- 
sition. 
Fig 6.59 shows the contours of the water level at time of maximum surge at the Carnar- 
von. Significant amplification of the surge wave occurred in Shark Bay with amplitudes grea- 
ter than 3 in. A second branch continued to propagate down the coast, resonating with the 
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Fig. 6.59: Modcl results at the time of peak Carnan"on surge for tropical cyclone I fuel 
(14 UTC, 13 March 1979): (a) Sea surface elevations (m), and (h) depth - integrated currents (cros"1) (I IUNHIE RT et. al., 1991) 
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developing I Iaxel. After the cyclone rapidly weakened after landfall, the second branch 
evolved into a freely propagating coastally trapped wave, with amplitude of about 10 cm. 
Table 6.41 summarises the errors. 
Table 6.41: Errors in the results of the numerical model for hurricane I lazel 
Surge amplitude (m) 'lime of Max. Surge 
Observed Computed Error Observed Computed Error 
Carnan"on 1.3 1.3 0.0 1400 1400 
Gcraldton 0.7 0.6 -0.1 2100 2100 
Table 6.41 shows that model results are quite accurate. However, the amplitude of the 
negative surge computed for Carnarvon was much greater than the observed value. Next, the 
authors made another simulation with a cyclone similar to I lazel but approaching the coast 
in a perpendicular direction near Carnarvon. Consistent with the analytical study of F\N! RY 
et al. (1984), the maximum surge of 0.8 in was much smaller than the observed surge of 
1.3 in, implying that resonant amplification was responsible for some of the surge at Carnar- 
yon. 
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6.6 South West Pacific Occan 
By southwest Pacific, we mean the cast coast of Australia and the coastlines of New Zea- 
land. 
6.6.1 New Zealand 
Severe storm surges generally do not occur on the coasts of New Zealand. GII. mOUR 
(1963) reported a surge of 0.78 in at Bluff I larhour; AGNFVi' (1966) found surges of up to 
0.8 in on the west coast of the North Island during July 1965. Two cyclones in April 1972 
produced surges up to 0.3 in on the cast coast of New Zealand (PIcKRII. I., 1972). 11FATI1 
(1979) mentioned that due to the windy climate of New Zealand, departures from isostatic 
equilibrium are quite common. 
Although storm surge amplitudes are small on the New Zealand coast, they cause con- 
siderable erosion (GIBE, 1976,1977), e. g. in the Bay of plenty on the west coast of the North 
Island and all along the east coast of the North Island (north of Auckland). 
Ill A711 (1979) studied three storm surges: April 9-10,1968, on the cast coast of the 
North Island, July 30-August I, 1975, on the cast coast of the South Island, and September 
11-13,1976, on the west coast of the North Island. These three are the major storm surge 
events in New Zealand during the period 1968-78. The maximum surge in these events was 
about 0.6 in. 
6.6.2 Australia 
Ik )I Ii\ and I IARv'I: Y (1979) studied storm surges in Australia. They questioned the ac- 
curacy of the 12.2 m surge in Bathurst Bay in 1899 (WHIITINGIIASM, 1958) and the 7.01 m 
surge at Grootc F. ylandt in 1923 (WIIIITINGIIA\t, 1958). However, they mentioned that 
several surges with amplitudes greater than 3m occur in eastern Queensland. Gulf of Car- 
pentaria, and western Australia. These authors used the JI: I. I sNIAtisKI (1972) scheme to com- 
pute the amplitudes of the surges. The maximum surge height b, was calculated from 
hc =11S 
\'1) 
Fl) 
97 (6.70) 
where, h, is the precomputed surge height based on cyclone parameters (see the SI LASI I 
model of Jta. eSN1ANSKI 1972), V1, is a correction factor based on maximum wind field and 
pressure drop, and FḠ is a depth correction factor for local bathymetry. 
Surge amplitudes are generally small on the Australian coastline, with the highest levels 
usually occurring on the Queensland coast, particularly south of Fraser Island. Storms mov- 
ing parallel to the west and east coasts of Australia produce edge waves. It is observed that 
these edge waves tend to amplify the crest of the surge waves on the west coast of Australia, 
whereas on the coast of Queensland, they tend to amplify the trough. Negative surges also 
predominantly occur on the Queensland coast. 
Storm surge profiles at several locations along the Australian coast are shown in Fig. 
6.60. 'I'he maximum surge (3 in) in this diagram was at'lownsyille due to Cyclone Althea du- 
ring December 22-25,1976.1 luri. i. and I IAKVt. Y (1979) analysed the contributions form the 
forerunner, effects of wind stress and pressure gradients, and semi-diurnal tides to the total 
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Fig. 6.60: Storm surge profiles at some locations due to selected hurricanes on the coast of Australia. Total length of the abscissa is 72 It, with the exception of cyclone Tracey, for which it is only 18 It. (I ION IY and 11, RUIN, 1979) 
water level during storm surge events for six regions of Australia. These results are summa- 
rised in Table 6.42. 
These authors also calculated the peak surge occurrence probability curves for 19 loca- 
tions around the northern coast of Australia. Brisbane and Noosa have the lowest surge risk. 
Two locations with the greatest surge risk arc Townsville and Karumba. These results, how- 
ever, change somewhat when one superimposes the tide on the surge. The greatest risk will 
then be at Miller Bay, followed by Carnarvon, "Townsville, and Centre Island. 'These surge 
risk results are summarized in Table 6.43. 
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'Iäble 6.42: Percentage contribution of various factors to the total water during storm surge events in 
Australia (I lomi. )' and I IAKSt. Y 1979) 
Region No. of surges Forerunner Wind and Semidiurnal 24-h diurnal Other 
analyzed pressure We sources 
South Quccnsland 22 40.4 31.5 14.1 10.0 4.0 
North Quccnsland 28 27.1 29.1 23.8 10.9 9.1 
Gulf of (: arpcntaria 15 29.1 44.1 3.9 23.8 - 
Northwcst 4 15.7 31.4 37.2 4.7 9.0 
(Broome-Uarwin) 
Central Western 8 50.3 25.5 9.7 5.8 8.7 
Australia (Port 
I ledland Carnan"on 
Southwest Australia 7 74.5 14.7 1.3 3.2 6.3 
Without Mclvillc Bay. 
Table 6.43: Maximum surge heights (m) that can occur in 10,100, and 1000 yr at any point along a 
100-km coastline centered at specific locations on the coast of Australia (I IOM IY and I IARVF)', 1979). 
Station 10 yr 100 yr 1000 yr 
Brisbane 0.15 0.43 0.73 
Noosa 0.20 0.50 0.83 
Bundaberg 1.40 2.80 4.15 
Gladstone 1.30 2.50 3.78 
Mackas 1.40 2.4C 3.40 
Townscillc 1.45 3.25 4.90 
Cairns 1.03 1.78 2.55 
Thursday Island 1.25 2.5C 3.70 
Weipa 0.60 1.30 2.00 
Karumba 2.25 3.2C 4.15 
Center island 1.41 2.22 3.00 
Mim er Bay 1.40 2.25 3.15 
Melville Bay 1.50 2.4C 3.30 
Darwin 1.65 2.30 2.90 
Wyndham 1.50 2.73 3.60 
Broome 1.10 1.75 2.38 
Port I Icdland 1.50 2.78 3.70 
Carnan"on 0.80 1.46 2.10 
Geraldton 0.60 1.15 1.64 
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NELSON (1975) listed 30 major tropical cyclones that caused surges of amplitudes of at 
least 0.5 in on the north coast of Australia during the period 1880-1970.1 lurricaneTracev of 
December 25,1974, did great damage near Darwin. DAs et al. (1978) pointed out that alt- 
hough the central pressure was as low as 955 mh and wind gusts attained 200 km"h ', the peak 
surge was only 1.6 in. Russt. l. (I898) reported that storm surges passing over the Bass Strait. 
These surges contained waves with periods of about 26 min. Similar phenomena occurred in 
Lake George. TRONSON and Nu (1973) developed the statistical models for the Adelaide 
area were considered. 
MM: tct. t and WIii rtxetlASt (1956) studied the storm surges at Port I ledland on the 
northwest coast of Australia for the events of November 14-20,1955, and February 
24-March 2,1956. The observed and predicted tides and the observed surge for the latter case 
are shown in Fig. 6.61. 
fig. 6.6 L: Observed surge (top) and observed and predicted tides (bottom) at Port I Iedland on the north- 
west coast of Australia during February 24-March 2,1956 (MACKI and \VIn rI I«c. IIAM, 1956) 
I II; Itltlat'1' et al. (1991) numerically modelled the storm surges from three tropical cyclo- 
nes on the East Coast of Australia. The tracks of Jason, \Vinifrcd and Aivu have been shown 
in rig. 6.58. 
Fig. 6.62 shows the surface pressure field for Winifred derived from the HoI. 1. ANI)'s 
(1980) model and Fig. 6.63 shows the surface wind field computed from the same model. Fig. 
6.64 shows the surge amplitude for hurricane Winifred. Fig. 6.65 shows the surge amplitude 
for hurricane Aivu, whereas Fig. 6.66 similar results for hurricane Jason. Table 6.44 lists the 
errors in the results of the numerical model. 
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Fig. 6.62: Surface pressures and wind speeds for tropical cyclone Winifred (solid lines) compared 
with observations (broken lines) at Cowley Beach (just north of the cyclone landfall point) 
(I IUBBEERT ct at., 1991) 
Fig. 6.63: Surface pressures derived from the I Tolland model for tropical cyclone Winifred (solid lines) 
compared with observations (broken line) at Cowley Beach (just north of the cyclone landfall point) 
(I lumil WI ct al., 1991) 
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Fig. 6.64: Surge amplitude for hurricane Winifred (HUBKF. Kr ct al., 1991) 
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Fig. 6.65: Model results at landfall of tropical cyclone Aivu (00 UTC, April 3,1989): Sca surface eleva- 
tion (in) together with Aivu's track (HUttnERT et al., 1991) 
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Pig. 6.66: Surge amplitude for hurricane Jason (I IUBBF. RT ct al., 1991) 
Table 6.44: Errors in the results of the numerical model 
14S 
Iss 
"S 
17S 
'es 
<-------- Surge Amplitude (m) --------> Arrival 'lime of Peak Surge 
Cyclone Location Obser, 'cd Computed Error (m) Observed Computed Error (N) 
\\'inifrcd Clumppoint 1.6 1.5 -0.1 0900 0900 0 
Aivu Upstart Bay 2.8 2.5 -0.3 0000 0100 1 
Jason Karumba 2.0 1.9 -0.1 0500 0400 -1 Jason Burkctown 3.5 3.3 -0.2 0500 0500 0 
Fig. 6.67 shows the histogram of the number of cyclones in the southwest Pacific for the 
period 1920 to 1994 (Bt. oN ;, 1997) while it appears that there might have been a slight increase during 1970-1980, since then the numbers have decreased. 
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Fig. 6.67: Tropical cyclones in the South \1 c. t I'. tcili:. ca... nal occurrence - 1920/21 to 1993/94 
(lil u\(., 1997) 
6.7 Wcstcrn Tropical Pacific 
6.7.1 Marianas, American Samoa, Solomon Islands, 
and Tonga 
Rt. uru. t. u and MII. t. t. k (1957) mentioned that near the island of Mille in the Marianas, a 
storm surge of 12-I5 ni occurred in 1905 due to a build up of the surge in a lagoon 25 nauti- 
cal stiles (46 km) long. 
GM I. A(. tlt. k (1973) studied the nonlinear distortion produced to the tidal regime due 
to openings of restricted depth. I le showed that the tides in the Pala Lagoon in American 
Samoa and the Main Lagoon on Christmas Island (in the latter case, very severely) are 
distorted. Similar behaviour is expected for other Icing waves such as storm surges and tsu- 
namis. 
(; Ro %*I k (1967) studied storm surges in the Solomon Islands, which is a rare phenome- 
non there. Cyclones forming in the Coral Sea region and intensifying in the area south and 
cast of the Solomons could cause surges occasionally. The storm surge of January 1952 
caused some destruction on the west coast of Guadalcanal and at Malaita. The amplitude of 
the surge (at the time of low tide) at I loniara was about 3.5 ft (1.07 m). Winds greater than 
85 mi"h-1 (137 km"h I) were recorded there during this event. 
The surge caused serious erosion in a swath 60 m wide. Interesting topographic changes 
took place in the coastal waters. GiOV't": k (1967) mentioned that some villages that withstood 
severe tsunamis (luring a half-century period were obliterated by this surge. 
A major storm surge occurred during March 3-4,1982, in Thnga Island in the South 
Pacific (which is located about 4025 knm northeast of Sydney, Australia), and the surge am- 
plitude was at least 1.3 m (The Citizen, March 4,1982, Ottawa, Ont. ). Winds up to 276 km"h-1 
coupled with the surge caused great devastation and killed several people. 
Tm 
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IXICK et al. (1997) studied storm surges in the so-called Pacific forum region. Fig 6.68 
shows a geographical and climatological map of the area (MCl. I AN, 1995). '1'he South Pacific 
region consists of the following island, nations: Cook Islands, Federated States of Microne- 
sia, Fiji, Kingdom of i nga, Marshall Islands, Nine, Papua New Guinea, Republic of Kiri- 
bati, Republic of Nauru, Solomon Islands, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Western Samoa. 
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Fig. 6.68: Geographical and climatological map of the western tropical Pacific area (NICIJAN, 1995) 
The nations mainly in the western part e. g. Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) and 
Fiji, are subject at periodic intervals to tropical cyclones and the storm surges that are 
produced by them. Even though the lack of extensive continental shelves precludes the 
development of large amplitude surges such as those that occur in the Bay of Bengal and the 
Gulf of Mexico, nevertheless, moderate surges are generated. The inundation from such 
surges could cause problems in small islands with increased coastal erosion and salt-water 
intrusion into coastal aquifers. 
Because of the complex topography (several small islands interspersed over a large 
area), traditional finite-difference models are not very applicable. Instead more sophisti- 
cated irregular triangular grid models are being developed to include not only realistic 
bathometry but also the state of the tide. These finite element models were discussed earlier 
in chapter 3. 
A map of the South Pacific Forum region (Fig. 6.69) gives the locations of the eleven 
SFAFRAME gauges in the region operated by National 'I idal Facility (NTF) of Australia. 
These gauges use acoustic signals and have a precision of about 1 mm as compared to an 
accuracy of about I cm for the more traditional gauges. These gauges were placed to moni- 
tor the relative sea level changes that may be caused by the Green house warming. 
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Fig. 6.69: Location of the SEAIRAME gauges in the Pacific operated by the National'Iidal Facility of 
Australia (source: National 'I idal facility) 
1 iowcver, these gauges record all forms of long gravity waves, such as tides, storm sur- 
ges and tsunamis. Storm surges up to one metre have been noticed occasionally in the resi- 
duals of these tide gauge records. 
Fig. 6.70 shows the areas north and south of the equator where the tropical cyclones 
form. There is a clear break at the equator where there arc none due to the absence of the Co- 
riolis force. 
Tropical cyclones in the South Pacific tend to form in the "monsoon trough" between 
10°-15°S in the western South Pacific. During El Nino years the monsoon trough shifts to 
the cast onto the Central Pacific. Very few cyclones intensify south of 20°S (due primarily to 
increasing westerlies in the upper troposphere). 
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In the Southwest Pacific, tropical cyclones typically continue to intensify as they move 
southwards from their points of origin, decaying over cooler subtropical water. More than 
half however decay prior to reaching 30"S, while a third of tropical cyclones in the southwest 
Pacific eventually become extra-tropical depressions. 
It is known (hlutrr),, 1984) that looking down the track of movement of a tropical cy- 
clone, peak surges occur to the right of the track in the northern hemisphere and to the left 
in the southern hemisphere. 
Fig. 6.71 shows the track of I lurricane Rebe of 1972. Even though the track is over Viti 
Levu, there is no coast against which the tangential wind stress can push water to the left of 
the track and pile it up. On the other hand, depending upon the strength of the wind field a 
surge could occur on the island, Vanua Levu. 
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Fig. 6.72: Tracks of severe hurricanes in the Fiji area between 194. and 1979 
(from Fiji Meteorological Service) 
The tracks of five hurricanes near \'iti Levu are shown in Fig. 6.72. Again using the above 
rule of thumb, only the track for February 1965 should generate a peak surge on \'iti Levu, 
depending upon the strength of the wind field. 
Figs. 6.73 and 6.74 respectively show the tracks of hurricanes, Oscar (24th February to 
2nd March 1983) and Mcli (24'x' to 28'x' March 1979) impinging on the coastlines of Fiji. 
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Fig. 6.74: Track of hurricane Mcli and associated winds. March 1979 (Fiji Meteorological Service) 
During 15-16 January 1996, a minor storm surge occurred in Tonga and was recorded 
on the SEAFRANIF. as shown in Fig. 6.75. The following information can be deduced from 
an examination of this figure. 
Total residual or storm surge -0.33 m. 
Wind set-up (residual adjusted for the atmosphere pressure effect) -0. I8 in. Inverse barometer effect = 0.33-0.18 to = C. 15 m. Pressure drop -15hPa (hecto pascals). The wind set-up can be estimated roughly from the following simple calculation. 
an CDýC'ý 
- (? at // 71\ 
ax (? gD 
T) = 
Cn1 
_ 
CD 
!, 
I) _ 
\ýr = 
amplitude of the surge (m) 
coordinate perpendicular to the shoreline 
density of air = 1.25 kg/m3 
density of sea water = 1.026 x 103 kg/m3 
drag coefficient = 2.8 x 10-3 (dimensionless) 
gravity = 9.8 m/s= 
average depth of the water = 10 m 
wind speed = 35 m/s 
Vonuo Levu . --:; 
ko. i 11 
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Fig. 6.75: Wind gu%t, barometric pressurc. adjusted residual and rc%ülual at Tonga SEA FRA\1I. gauge 
(orJanuarvI996 
Using these values, we get 
t)r 
=0.42x10-4 ox 
Aṵmin}; a fetch of 5 kin, one can writc. 
I= 
ý 
=0.42x10-q x5x103m =0? 1m 
(6.72) 
(6.71) 
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The amplitude of the wind set-up computed from the simple formula is 0.21 m, which 
compares reasonably well with the observed wind set-up of 0.18 m. A numerical model will 
yield a better agreement. Fig. 6.76 shows the incidence of tropical cyclones for the study area 
and surroundings (CAKf(. R et al., 1991). Table 6.45 lists the general level of threat from 
various hazards in the study area whereas'lable 6.46 gives the incidence of tropical cyclones 
in the South Pacific. 
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Fig. 6.76: Average decadal incidence of'Iropical cyclones in 5-degree latitude - longitude squares. West 
of 150 cast based on data for 1959-1975, East of the longitude on data for 1969-1979 (CARL F. K cl al., 
1991) 
Table 6.45: Gcncrtl Ic%, cl of threat (CARTHR ct al., 1991) 
Cuok% 1: iji Solunuun+ Tonga Vanuatu W. Samoa Kiribati PNG 
Cyclone \1 flIT 11 11 n1 I. I. 
Drought II \1 l. \t l. l. II NI 
h. arthyuakc I. \I II II II nt I. II 
hlnixI I. II 11 nl 11 II I. II 
Landslide I. II11l. 11 11 I. II 
'T'sunami N 11 11 11 II II I. 11 
Volcanic 1": ruption - 11 11 TIl. -1t 
1. = Low M =\lcdium II=I ligh 
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Table 6.4(,: Incidence of Tropical Cyclones in the South Pacific (CARTER et al., 1991) 
)'car Cooks Fiji Solomons Tonga Vanuatu W Samoa 1'VG 
1960 1--2I-- 
1961 ---III- 
1962 I------ 
1963 2--I2-- 
1964 -3-II1- 
1965 -I----- 
1966 -12--I- 
1967 III---- 
1968 --1-21- 
1969 --II--- 
1970 -3-I--- 
1971 --iI1-- 
-- 1972 II1I4 
1973 -32I--- 
1974 -I-II1- 
1975 -2--1I- 
1976 I---I2- 
1977 -1-13-1 
1978 -3III-- 
1979 -1III-- 
1980 -3----- 
1981 1I--2-- 
1982 -1II1-- 
1983 22----- 
1984 -----I- 
1985 -3--3-I 
1986 22I-I-- 
1987 1I-I- 
1988 I-i-3-- 
1989 1---11- 
l'utaI 15 34 14 15 32 10 2 
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6.8 Western Pacific Ocean 
Under this heading we will include: China, Japan, South Korea, Philippines, Vietnam 
and i hailand. 
6.8.1 Chi na 
Storm surges up to 6m can occur occasionally on the coast of China, with surges up to 
2-3 m occurring quite frequently. TsI N . -I lAy and SI III I-%Au (1975) used a numerical mo- 
del to compute storm surges in the Po I lai Sea. JIN-CIIUAN and GuAtit. (1979) developed 
empirical techniques for hourly predictions of surges due to typhoons on the southeastern 
coast of China. Their study involved predictions for the following tidal stations: Shacheng, 
Sansha, Xiamen, Dongshan, Shantou, and Shan-wet. The total number of surges considered 
by them was more than I300. They used the empirical formulae thus developed operationally 
since 1977. The hourly predicted and observed surges at three locations due to typhoon 7908 
of August 2,1979 arc compared in Table 6.47. JIN-CI IUAN and GtANG (1979) gave surge pro- 
files for the 24 most important storm surges on the southeastern coast of China during the 
1970's. Five of these profiles are given in Fig. 6.77-6.81. C. 'I'scng-I lao and 1. Shih-Zao (un- 
published data) developed numerical models for storm surge prediction on the cast coast of 
China. 
'table 6.47: Predicted and observed storm surges at three locations in China due to Typhoon 7908 of 
August 2,1979 (JIN-Cl It: Ati and GUANG, 1979) 
Storm surges (cm) at 
Shantou Xiamen Chongwu 
limn (Ii) Obsencd Predicted Observed Predicted Observed Predicted 
cnrr 
05 95 106 84 105 78 99 
08 158 163 88 107 61 75 
10 201 223 91 95 47 65 
11 187 199 92 87 35 60 
14 66 100 27 43 21 40 
KI N TANG (2000) studied the damage from storm surges in China since 1990. I Ic menti- 
ons that storm surges are the number one marine hazard in China. Since 1990,62 typhoons 
made a landfall on the coast of China. Three events, one in 1992, the second one in 1994 and 
the third one in 1997 were particularly disastrous. The direct economic losses from these 
events were about 1.7,2.6 and 3.8 billion US Dollars. In average year between 1989-1991 the 
economic loss is much less and is about 0.7 billion US Dollars. 
Fig. 6.82 shows the tracks of these three typhoons and Table 6.48 lists the damage. The 
author suggests the following counter measures: 
1. Raise the society's awareness and public education about storm surge hazard 
2. \Vork out a plan for building new sea walls 
3. Improve and perfect the available warning and disaster relief command system and 
4. Develop an insurance service in order to promptly mitigate the loss caused by severe storm 
surge disaster events. 
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Fig. 6.77: Observed (solid line) and computed (broken line) surges at Shantow, China during July 26-29, 
1979 (Jsti-Cl tuAN and GUANO, 1979) 
Fig. 6.78: Observed (solid line) and computed (broken line) surges at Ihogshan. China during July 
27-28,1979 O1X-Cu IUAN and GU: \K(i, 1979) 
Fig. 6.79: Observed (solid line) and computed (broken line) surges at Xiamen, China during August 
21-23,1979 UIN-Cl ü: AN and GUAN(;, 1979) 
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Fig. 6.80: ObseneYd (solid line) and computed (broken line) surges at Sansha, China during August 
16-17,1979 (JIN-CIIUAN and GuANG, 1979) 
Fig. 6.81: Observed (solid line) and computed (broken line) surges at Shacheng, China during Scptem- 
ber S-7,1979(J IN-CI WAN and GUANG, 1979) 
Table 6.48: Damages of three severe storm surge disaster events (KI-', [IAN(:, 2003) 
dcstroycd wall and lank killed and missing people direct economic loss 
(kni) (number) (billion wan, RM111) 
Namc of typhoon Polls Fred Winnie Polls Fred Winnie Polly Fred Winnie 
Name of disaster 92I6SS1) 9417SS1) 9711SS1) 9216SSU 9417SS1) 9711 SSD 9216SS1) 9417SS1) 9711 SSD 
Province 
or city Fujian 203.3 12 0 0.92 
Zhejiang 546.3 520.7 922 114 1216 46 3.15 17.76 18.6 
Shanghai -15 070.6 
Jiangzu 77.7 260 10 17 0.32 3.0 
Shandong 299 85 57 159 4.15 11.5 
I Ichei 0.32 
'1 ijanjin 44.4 0 0.40 
IiHal 1170.0 520.7 1282 193 1216 229 9.26 17.76 33.7 
(Note: ' stands for the much less damage of the item and is not counted in the total) 
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Fig. 6.82: Tracks of the three typhoons in the text (a) Polly, (h) Fred, (c) Winnie (Kr. n ANc, 2000) 
Surges in Shanghai !! arbour 
Qiti et al. (1994) numerically simulated tides and storm surges in Shanghai harbour and 
vicinity by including non-linear tide-surge interaction, as opposed to the traditional method 
in which tides and surges are linearly super-imposed. They simulated the surges from 16 tro- 
pical cyclones hitting Shanghai during the period 1949 to 1990. For the tidal simulations, 63 
tidal constituents were included. 
Fig 6.83 shows the computational domain. Figs 6.84 to 6.86 respectively show the ty- 
phoon tracks for 1949-1959,1960-1979 and 1980-1990. Fig 6.87compares the computed wa- 
ter levels for Gloria (1949) and Marge (1951). For results for all the other typhoons, we refer 
the reader to the original paper. Table 6.49 lists the relative errors for all the simulations. Even 
though the method used here is not necessarily better in every single simulation; in an over- 
all sense the method used here yielded better results than the traditional method. 
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Table 6.49: Root -mcan-squarc-errors in the neighbouring high water level using the traditional methyl 
and the proposed method incorporating nonlinear surge-tide Coupling (QIN ct . tl., 1994) 
TC No. TC Nunc Traditional mcthixl Proposed methyl 
(cm) (cm) 
4906 Gloria 
5116 Marge 
5410 Grace 
5612 Wanda 
5907 Sarah 
6014 Carmen 
6207 Nora 
7008 Billie 
7308 Iris 
7413 Mary 
7910 Judy 
811 4 Angcs 
8310 Forrest 
8615 Vera 
8913 Lola 
9015 Abc 
9. C 46.5 
24.7 21.0 
42.5 34.6 
44.5 2C. 5 
29.5 29.5 
48.5 38.8 
37.6 22.4 
45.0 37.6 
40.0 14.5 
33.0 21.1 
40.2 28.7 
39.2 28.1 
29.9 23.5 
26.7 22.2 
33.9 25.9 
8.7 17.8 
Fig. 6. S3: Cumputatiunal (Immun «)l\ cl al.. I994) 
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1'lh. 6.84: 11diks ui lfup l-d itC1ouu% lul I949-19j9 (QIX et al., 1994) 
1'1^. h. Si: TI. lii\. UI IIUf\li. lI i\iýu11C\ 61I 1')6ý - 1979 I()I\ cl . 11., 1994) 
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Fig. 6.56: Tf. liý, oIu,, It n. J ildullc+ Ion 198 a -I`I`!;, Il )I\ cl .ll., I994) 
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(b) 
Fig. 6.87: (a) Surge and water level process curves caused by "1"C Gloria 1949 for Wuson. Legend: solid 
lines - observed, dashed lines - simulated (longer for the traditional method, shorter for the proposed 
method); top case for total water-level, bottom case for storm surges (b) same as above except those 
caused by TC \lorge 1951 (QIN et al., 1994) 
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Surges in Hong Kong 
Storm surges arc reasonably severe in I long Kong (CI IAN and WALKLR, 1979) have dc- 
scribed three different types of surges and the empirical formulae for predicting them. The 
return periods for surges of different amplitudes (BELL, 1961), computed using Gumbel's me- 
thods and using data from maximum hourly winds, are listed in Table 6.50. SII. vI. STER (1971) 
studied storm surges in I long Kong and developed empirical relations. The pressure deficits 
and observed storm surges at North point, I long Kong I larbour, for seven different typho- 
ons are listed in Table 6.51. 
Iable 6.50: Return periods for extreme storm surges in I long Kong (BtE: I. l., 1961) 
Surge amplitude ( m) Return period (Yr) Surge amplitude (m) Return period (Yr) 
1.6 10 2.4 200 
1.8 20 2.7 500 
2.0 50 2.9 1000 
2.2 100 
Table 6.51: Observed storm surge amplitudes and pressure deficits in typhoons that affected I long Kong 
(North Point) (Siivi. sn-K, 1971) 
I'} phuun Date Pressure deficit (mb) Observed surge 
amplitude 
(m) 
Wanda Sept. I9(2 61 0.62 
1'ayc Sept. 1963 17 0.17 
Viola May 1964 21 0.21 
Ida Aug. 1964 38 0.39 
Ruby' Sept. 1964 45 0.46 
Sall' Sept. 1964 24 0.24 
Shirley Aug. 1968 44 0.45 
LAU (1980b) used the SPLASI I model to compute storm surges at North Point and in 
'Iolo Harbour for events of tropical cyclone passages across the northern part of the South 
China Sea. This study used 93 historical storms during the period September 1906-June 1976 
that generated storm surges in I long Kong. The standard storm of the SPLASH model gives 
an open-coast peak surge of 1.92 mat North Point. Nomograms for the surge height at North 
Point arc given in Fig. 6.88-6.92, respectively., as a function of the central pressure of the 
storm, storm direction, storm speed, radius of maximum winds, and distance of nearest 
approach of storm. 
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Fig. 6.88: Surge amplitude versus central pressure of storm for North point in I long Kong harbour 
(LAU. 1980b) 
Fig. 6.89: Surge amplitude versus storm direction in 360' compass bearing for North point in I long 
Kong harbour (I. nu, 198Db) 
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Fig. 6.93: Storm surge amplitude versus storm spccd for North point in I long Kong harbour 
(I. AL, 1983b) 
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FFig. 6.91: Storm surge amplitude (ordinate) versus radius of maximum wind. (abscissa) for North point 
in 1 long Kong harbour (LAu, 1980b) 
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Fig. 6.92: Storm surge amplitude (ordinate) versus distance from the nearest approach of storm for North 
point in I long Kong harbour (I. At:, 1980b) 
L: u: (1980a) mentioned that the storm surge problem is getting worse in I long Kong 
with more and more people crammed into reclaimed low-Ring areas. A typhoon surge on 
September 2,1937, killed 11000 people, and several villages around 'Polo I larbour were 
destroyed. Typhoon \Vanda of September 1,1962, killed 127 people. 1.: ßu (1980a, I980b) 
summarised the empirical relations developed by Cl ii N(; (1967) and Of AN (1976). 1-1e also 
included a table from Pl. 1l itsooN (1975) in -which joint probabilities for certain combinations 
of tides and surges at'Jolo I larbour and North Point were listed. Finally, LAU (198Ca) de- 
veloped a series of numerical models for computing surges in different areas of I long Kong 
and environs. Observed and computed water levels at iii Po Kau due to Typhoon Elaine of 
October 29-30,1974, are compared in Fig. 6.93. Computed and observed water levels at Tai 
Po Kau due to Typhoon Elsie of October 14-15,1975, are compared in Fig. 6.94. 
DAs et al. (1978) mentioned that storm surges occur at the rate of three to four per year 
in I long Kong I (arbour. Thirty-five surges with amplitudes from 0.2 to 1.8 in occurred there 
during 1954-04 (CHI-NG, 1967). 'typhoon Wanda of September 1962 produced a surge of 
about 3.2 in at Tai Po Kau (farther inland from I long Kong I larbour), -whereas the peak surge 
in I long Kong I larbour was 1.8 nt. 
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Fig. 6.93: Computed (solid line) and observed (broken line) seater levels at Tai Po Kau due to Typhoon 
Elaine of October 29-30.1974. Tine is Bong Kong Standard "lime (l. nu, 1980a) 
Fig. 6.94: Compared (solid line) and observed (broken line) seater levels at Tai Po Kau due to Typhoon 
Fiste of October 14-15,1975. '1 inic is I long Kong StandardTime (LAU, 1980a) 
6.8.2 Japan 
Storm surges in the bays on the coast of Japan are slightly less severe than, for example, 
in the Bay of Bengal and the Gulf of Mexico but they cause great damage and loss of life when 
they strike the densely populated coasts of Tokyo Bay, Osaka Bay, Ise Bay, etc. Table 6.52 
and 6.53 list the important storm surges in Japan. MIYAZAKI (1975) mentioned that storm 
surge records in Japan generally exhibit three features: the forerunner, the main surge, and 
the resurgence. The surge profiles at Nagoya and'loba along the coast of Ise Bay due to the 
typhoon of September 26-27,1959, are given in Fig. 6.95. Forerunners with amplitudes of 
20-30 cm can be seen. Resurgences with periods of about 7h can also be seen. MIYA%AKI 
(1975) also estimated the return periods of surges with different maximum amplitudes at six 
locations in Japan. These results are summarised in Table 6.54. 
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Table 6.52: Storm surges in Japan during the period 1900-73 with maximum amplitudes in excess of 2 m. 
I lighcst level includes surge and tide (NINA/AKI, 1975) 
Date Affected 
Area 
Oct. I, 1917 Tokyo Bay 
July 18,1930 Ariake Sea 
Sept. 21,1934 Osaka Bay 
Sept. I, 1938 Tokyo Bay 
Sept. 3,1950 Osaka Bay 
Aug. 17,1956 Ariake Sea 
Sept. 26,1959 Ise Bay 
Sept. 16,1961 Osaka Bay 
Sept. 25,1964 Osaka Bay 
Sept. 10,1965 Osaka Bay 
Aug. 21,1970 "losa Bay 
Meteorological cxtrcmc value 
Peak Ilighcst Ccntral \\'ind Location 
surge Icvcl pressure 
(tn) (m) (mb) (in "s 
2.3 3.1 950.4 SSF. 40.0 Tokyo 
2.5 - 954.6 1? Nl": 30.6 1omic 
3.1 3.2 954.3 S48.4 c kaka 
2.2 - 978.6 S 31.0 Tokyo 
2.1 2.5 964.3 NF. 33.4 Kobc 
2.4 4.2 968.4 SN 27.0 Saga 
3.4 3.9 958.5 SSI": 37.0 Nagoya 
2.5 2.9 937.3 SSE , 33.3 Osaka 2.1 2.6 983.5 S 27.1 Sumutu 
2.2 - 966.0 SSE 38.8 Sunuuo 
2.4 3.1 962.3 S\C' 35.8 A. hizuri 
Table 6.53: Severe damage caused by storm surges in Japan during the period 1930-73 (Nil VAZAKI, 1975) 
Date Affected 
Area 
Oct. 1,1917 Tokyo Bay 
Sept. 13,1927 Ariake Sea 
Sept. 21,1934 Osaka By 
Aug. 27,1942 Inland Sea 
Sept. 17,1945 South Kyushu 
Sept. 3,1950 Osaka By 
Oct. 14,1951 South Kyushu 
Sept. 27,1959 Ix Bay 
Sept. 16,1961 Osaka Bay 
I Iighcst Peak surge Lives I louses destroyed 
sea level (m) lost or swept away 
(in) 
3.0 2.1 1324 60175 
3.8 0.9 439 2211 
3.1 2.9 3036 92 323 
3.3 1.7 1158 102 374 
2.6 1.6 3121 115984 
2.7 2.4 534 120923 
2.8 1.0 943 72 648 
3.9 3.4 5098 156676 
3.0 2.5 200 54 782 
'IabIc 6.54: Return periods of storm surgcs in Japan (MIYAZAKi, 1975). 
Location 
1i>kv'o 
Yokohama 
Nagoya 
Osaka 
Kobc 
ßeniya (on the Ariakc Sca) 
Maximum Surge Return period (yr) for surges 
observed (m) with peak amplitude of at least 
0.5 in 1.0 m 2.0 m 
2.1 1.0 8 35 
1.1 1.4 19 - 
3.4 0.6 3 15 
3.1 0.7 3 10 
2.2 1.0 6 30 
2.5 -7 17 
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Fig. 6.95: Storm surges at Nagup and 1i011a on Ise Hay, Japan, due to the typhoon of September 26-27, 
1959. Note the forerunners and the resurgences in addition to the main surge (MImz.. KI, 1975) 
Unusual storm tracks can occur in the Japan area. The track of typhoon Orchid of Sep- 
tember 1980 is illustrated in Fig. 6.96. This track is remarkable because it shows three loops. 
NAKAIAMA (1972) described the telemeter system for the tsunami and storm surge warning 
service provided by the Japan Meteorological Agency. As of 1972 there were a total of 60 
coastal tide gauge stations in this system. Next, storm surge events will he considered in 
several different bays along the coast of Japan, beginning with Tokyo Bay and proceeding 
southwest. Note that the storm surge problem on the west coast of Japan (facing the Sea of 
Japan) is less severe than along the Pacific coast of Japan. 
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Fig. 6.96: Track of typhoon Orchid during October 9-I0,1980 
(JoINrTYriftxON WAKNIN ; Cr\'ITK, 1981) 
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N11Y1\'z, KI et al. (1961) used numerical models to compute the storm surges in'lokyo 
Bay, Ise Bay, and Osaka Bay. They reconstructed the meteorological forcing terms for the Ise 
Bay typhoon of September 1959. The pressure-distance and wind-distance relations are 
shown in Fig. 6.97 and 6.98, respectively. 
Simulations were made for the following cases: (I) surge in Ise Bay due to the Ise Bay 
typhoon of September 1959, (2) surges in Iiokvo Bay due to the typhoon of October 1,1917, 
and Typhoon Kitt), of September 1949, and (3) surges in Osaka Bay due to the Muroto 
typhoon of September 1934 and Typhoon Jane of September 1950. 
The horizontal distribution of the storm surge amplitudes in Tokyo Bay due to the 
typhoon of October 1917 is given in FFig. 6.99. Computed and observed surges at Kishiwada 
and Osaka due to Typhoon Jane are compared in Fig. 6.100. The spectrum of the storm surge 
at Kobe due to Typhoon Jane is shown in Fig. 6.101. 
TYPHOON ORCHID 
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hig;. 6.97: Atmospheric pressure versus distance from the typhoon center for the Ise Ilav typhoon of Sep- 
tember 1959. Solid curve is obtained using Fujita's formula and the broken curve is from'I: akahasi's for- 
mula (IIIYAZAKI et al., 1961) 
Fig. 6.98: Wind speed versus distance from the typhoon center for the Ise Bay typhoon of September 
1959. Solid curve is from Fujita's formula and the broken curve is from'Iakahasi's formula (MMIYA%AKI 
et al., 1961) 
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1 ih. G. 'i'): I)I%UIhutloil ot %torm surge heights (cent imeters) in'Ii)k%"o Bay at 04: 00 on October 1, 
1917 (n1lvAZnFa et al., 1961) 
Fig. 6.100: Observed (solid line) and computcd (broken line) storm surges at Kishiwada and Osaka due 
to typhoon Jane of September 1950 (NI INAZAAI ct al., 1962) 
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Fig. 6.101: Power spectrum of the storm surge at Kohn due to Typhoon Jane of September 3,1950 
(1)AS et al., 1978) 
I-r() ct al. (1965) developed a two-dimensional numerical model for storm surges in 
Thkyo Bay and the outer shelf using multiple grids. They also studied the problem of tide- 
surge interaction and the influence of a dyke (with an opening) in Tokyo Bay (north of a line 
connecting Kawasaki and Kisarazu) on the storm surges in the bay. They simulated the 
surges due to the October 1,1917, typhoon and also due to the he Bay typhoon of Septem- 
ber 1959. 
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They found the following empirical relation for the maximum water level max in that 
part of the bay protected by the duke: 
ýnuý =a+ 111 log A (6.74) 
where, A is the cross-sectional area of the opening, a is a constant that depends on the point 
of observation, and m is another constant almost independent of location. 
Runs were made with the numerical model for openings with widths of 20 m to 2 km 
and also for a case of two openings, each 0.5 kni wide. The results tend to show that the ma- 
ximum surge amplitudes in the inner bay (i. e. protected by the dyke) decrease when t dyke 
is present. Also, the maximum surge amplitude decreases for smaller widths of the opening 
(Fig. 6.102). The problem of tide-surge interaction has already been discussed in section 
4.5.8. 
Fig. 6.102: Computed envelope of peak storm surge in Tokyo bay after the construction of a dyke. So- lid line: without dyke; broken line: with dyke having an opening of 2 km dotted line with dyke having 
an opening of 0.5 km width, Stations: I. Kurihama, 2. Yokosuka; 3. Yokohama; 4. Kawasaki South; 
5. Kawasaki North; 6. Tokyo; 7. Uravasu; 8. Funabashi; 9. Chiba,; 10. Goi; 11. Anegasaki; 12. Narawa; 
13. Kisarazu; 14. Futtusu; 15. Isone; 16. Kaiho 11 (Ir() et al., 1965) 
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KAwAIIAKA et al. (1980) used a finite-clement model to compute storm surges in the 
Surugawan Bay due to the typhoon (No. 6626) of September 24,1966. The maximum surge 
produced was about I nl. After the disastrous storm surge of September 1959 in Ise Bay, a 
breakwater was constructed in the inner part of the bay to protect the Nagoya district. 
(NAKA\MURA et al. 1964). These authors also performed hydraulic model tests. The tests 
showed that the breakwater will not significantly alter the tide but will reduce the surge con- 
siderably in the inner part of the bay. 
The i\luroto typhoon of September 21,1934, caused major storm surges in Lake Biwa 
(northeast of Osaka). 'I'lle southern portion of this lake is very shallow with an average depth 
of only 3.4 ill. Surges up to 2.4 m in amplitude were generated (No mr su, 1935). 
MIYAZAKI (1955) studied storm surge in the Kobe I larbour. During the period 1925-54, 
a total of at least 34 storm surges occurred in this harbour. The Muroto typhoon of Septem- 
ber 21,1934, produced a surge of amplitude 2.2 in. Typhoon Jane of September 3,1950, 
produced a surge of 1.7 m; the Makurazaki typhoon of September 18,1945, as well as 
another typhoon on September 26,1954, produced surges up to 1.5 in. 
MIYA%AKI (1955) gave the following return periods for surges of amplitude 1.0,1.5,2.0, 
and 2.0 in in Kohe harbour: 5,24,1C5, and 455 yr. Of a total of 32 storm surges studied, 22 
were caused by tropical cyclones and the remaining 10 were caused by extratropical cyclones. 
Further, any surges with amplitudes greater than 0.8 nl were exclusively produced by tropi- 
cal cyclones. 
Osaka bay is frequently subjected to severe storm surges. The Muroto typhoon of Sep- 
tember 21,1934, killed 2593 people and 110,000 houses were destroyed in Osaka alone. The 
central pressure of this typhoon was the lowest ever recorded at a land station (912 mb). Wind 
velocities of up to 60 m"s ' created maximum water level of 4.6 nl, and surges with ampli- 
tudes of up to 2.3 nl inundated large areas (MA't'st, u, 1934). Osaka I larbour (and several 
others) was heavily damaged and individual ships of up to 3145 t in weight were carried 
ashore by the surge. The total weight of the ships carried ashore in Osaka I larbour was 
about 23,000 t. The envelope of maximum surge amplitude at several locations along Osaka 
Bay due to'I'yphoon Nancy of 1961 is shown in Fig. 6.103. 
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Fig. 6.103: Pak surge cncclupc at stations along Osaka Bay duc to Typhoon Nancy of 1961 
(1)A% ct al., 1978) 
I lAYAstt et al. (1955) performed hydraulic model experiments to study the propagation 
of a storm surge as a bore in the rivers and canals near Osaka City and concluded that the 
embankment under construction (1955) would provide some protection but not total pro- 
tection from storm surges. MUºttyrA (1963) also performed hydraulic model studies for 
Osaka bay and concluded that construction of breakwater would actually increase the ampli- 
tudes of storm surges due to increased seiche action. UNI () (1981) used SPLASI I and also a 
numerical model to simulate the storm surge of August 21,1970, in'losa Ray, which prod- 
uced surges up to 2m in amplitude. He also used a two-layer model to include the effect of 
stratification. 
MINAR) (1998) numerically simulated storm surges in Thsa (Fig. 6.104) making use of 
the three-dimensional terrain following Princeton Ocean Model (POh1) with horizontally 
uniform stratification in the area of Tosa bay. Finer Resolution in the vertical direction and 
stronger stratification generates slightly greater peak surges. 
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Fig. 6.104: Typhoon 7010 track (MIN vIt). 1998) 
6.8.3 South Korea 
Storm surges are not a serious problem in the Sea of Japan. I-knee, the west coast of 
Japan and the cast coast of Korea are not prone to major storm surges. However, storm sur- 
ges occur in the Yellow Sea and the Po Hat Sea. Thus, storm surges on the west coast of Korea 
deserve attention. 
On the southern part of the Korean peninsula, the tidal range in the Yellow Sea is about 
4 in and it increases to about 10 m in the northern part (AN, 1980). The typhoons that pass 
over Korea are usually less severe than those that affect Japan. 
The observed storm surge at Inchon (tidal range here is about 7 m) during August 30-31, 
1979, due to Typhoon Billie is shown in Fig. 6.105. The track of this typhoon is shown in Fig. 
6.106. Al (1980) used a two-dimensional numerical model to simulate this storm surge. The 
range (trough to crest) of the storm surge at Inchon was about 1.4 in. At Mokpo and Kunsan; 
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the range was only about 0.4 m. On July 29,1965, a storm that struck the west coast of Korea 
generated an unusually large surge of 5.2 m (I )AS et al., 1978). 
G u>i (1987) developed numerical models for titles and surges in the Yellow Sea with ap- 
plication to South Korea. Oii et al. (1988) studied storm surges due to typhoons passing 
through the south sea of Korea. Making use of data from eight tidal stations, they showed 
that surges have greater amplitudes generally for the western stations as compared to eastern 
stations also negative surges are more predominant for the western area. 
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fig. 6.105: Storm surge at Inchon, South Korea during August 30-31,1970, due to Typhoon Billie. Time is Korean Standard ' inic(AN, 1980) 
Fig. 6.106: Track of'I'yphoon Billie during August 30-September I, 1970.1ime is Korean Standard'linic. 
Numbers in the parentheses are the dates (AN, 1980) 
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SHIN (1994) studied storm surges on the coast of South Korea. Table 6.55 lists the 
typhoons for the period 1904 to 1983. Fig. 6.1C7 shows the tracks of the typhoons coming 
from various directions. Table 6.56 lists the frequency and percentage of typhoon approach 
from different directions. Table 6.57 lists the peak surge amplitudes at various locations. 
'I: ible 6.55: l'hc temporal distribution of the major storms around the Korean Peninsular during the years 
1904-1983 
Year May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Total Year May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Total 
19C4 22 1945 I214 
19C5 1II3 1946 123 
1906 III3 1947 0 
1907 2I3 1948 II24 
1908 1I 1949 12I4 
1901) 22 1950 21328 
1910 I1 1951 I1I3 
1911 211I5 1952 III14 
1912 I1 1953 1113 
1913 II 1954 I23 
1914 I2I26 1955 213 
1915 III3 1956 I34 
1916 I12 1957 I12 
1917 I23 1958 1I 
1918 123 1959 2I47 
1919 3I4 1960 I23 
1920 0 1961 1I11I5 
1921 22 1962 I2I4 
1922 22I5 1963 III3 
1923 I124 1964 3I4 
1924 I34 1965 I23 
1925 3I15 1966 2I3 
1926 123 1967 I1 
1927 I12 1968 I113 
1928 22 1969 I1 
1929 I1 1970 224 
1930 2I3 1971 2I3 
1931 2I3 1972 2I14 
1932 22 1973 213 
1933 3I26 1974 2II4 
1934 1II3 1975 1I2 
1935 II2 1976 3216 
1936 I2I4 1977 1I2 
1937 1I2 1978 I2I4 
1938 112 1979 22 
1939 II2 1980 II13 
1940 2I25 1981 2I25 
1941 I23 1982 3I4 
1942 134 1983 II 
1943 314 Total 1 12 72 94 63 5 247 
1944 11 
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Table 6.5(: The frequency and percentage of storms, which were grouped h% . their routes 
Group Frequency Percentage (`X, ) 
S 58 23 
\\' 48 17 
1'. 34 14 
\\'l: 27 11 
(: \CI 1": N 27 II 
C\\'PS 21 9 
C\\'N 17 7 
Othcrs 20 8 
Total 247 100 
-I 
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Fig. 6.107: Scltcmatic rcprescntatiun of typhoon tracks (SI im, I994) 
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6.8.4 1'hilippincs 
Philippines is an archipelago of about 7,100 islands located between the South China Sea 
and the Pacific Ocean and the Southeast Asian continental shelf (BROWN et al., 1991). Its 
coastline of 17,460 km makes it particularly vulnerable to storm surges as it lies in the path 
of destructive typhoons. 
During the period 1907-31, there were 43 significant storm surges in the Philippines 
(I)A%et al., 1978). A storm of October 15-16,1912, struck the towns of Leyte and Cebu and 
apparently caused 9-rn surges at Sogod Norte in the Lisayan Islands. Typhoon Irma of Oc- 
tober 24-26,1981, caused major surges and destroyed one village. 
Storm surges occur in the Sulu Sea, which is a water body on the southeastern corner of 
the South China Sea. Surges up to 1.22 nt in amplitude and with periods of up to 75 min 
occur in this water body (I IAIGIrr, 1928). 
Fig. 6.108 shows the various regions of Philippines considered in the study by BROWN 
et al. (1991). Fig. 6.109 shows the intensity map of strongest typhoons in Philippines. The 
intensity shown is the maximum wind speed in meters per second (nips) from any typhoon 
during this thirty year period. The historical distribution of storm surges around Philippines 
is shown in Fig. 6.110. 
Table 6.58 lists the annual average landfall of typhoons in the regions shown in Fig. 6.108 
whereas Tables 6.59 and 6.60 respectively show the probability of landfall of typhoons per 
year (in percent) and probability of at least one typhoon-crossing region. The average 
monthly frequency of typhoons for the period 1980 to 1989 is shown in Table 6.61. Tables 
6.62 and 6.63 respectively list the vulnerability levels by region of typhoon hazards and 
annual typhoon damage and casualties. 
Table 6.58: Annual average landfall of typhoons per region (BROWN et al., 1991) 
Region Latitude Annual Average 
Ilatancs (Region II) I9-22N 
Northern l. uron (Rcl; ion. I& II) I6-19N 
Ilirol and Quezon (Rcl; ions IN' & V) 13-16N 
\'isaýas (Rcl; ions VI & VII) 10-13N 
Alindanao (Regions X, XI & XII) 7-ION 
Total 
1.7 
2.7 
1.9 
1.9 
1.0 
9.2 
Source: Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical Services Administration (PA(; ASA) 
'table 6.59: Probability of landfall of typhoons per year (in percent) (BROWN et al., 1991) 
At least one 
2 or more 
3 or more 
4 or more 
5 or more 
6 or more 
7 or more 
8 or more 
9 or nwrc 
10 or more 
100 
100 
100 
100 
94 
77 
71 
64 
48 
39 
Source: PAGASA 
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Fig. 6.109: Intensity (nips) of strongest typhoon, which passed every degree latitude - longitude square 
from 19Gß-1989 (BROWN et al, 1991) 
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Table 6.60: Probability of at Icast one typhoon crossing a region (BR() N et at., 1991) 
Rr}; iun Pruhihilit%" 
('%-) 
Batancs (Region II) 90 
Northern Luzon (Regions I& II) 87 
Bicol and Quezon (Regions IV & V) 74 
\'isas-. u (Regions \'I & VII) 87 
Mindanao (Regions X, XI & XII) 58 
Sourcc: PAGnSA 
Table 6.6 1: Aycral; c monthly (rcyucncy of typhoons (1980-I989) (BROWN et al., 1991) 
\1onuh% Average Probability of at least one Average frcquenc) 
frcqucncy of typhoon making landfall of making landfall 
typhoons (in percent) 
Januar) 0.4 23 0.4 
I: cbru. rv 0.3 3 0.1 
March 0.3 10 0.3 
April 0.2 5 0.2 
\tiv 0.8 20 0.3 
Juni 1.7 48 0.6 
July 3.6 58 1.1 
August 3.1 74 1.2 
Scptcmbcr 2.6 74 1.4 
October 3.4 55 1.3 
November 2.2 84 1.7 
I)cccmbcr 1.6 48 0.6 
'fatal 20 .2 100 9.2 
Source: I'AGASA 
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Tahlc 6.62: Vulnerability levels by region for typhoons hazards (BROWN ct al., 1991) 
Region I ligh Winds I? I(xxls Storm Surge 
National Capital 11 11 I. 
I li MM 
1l M li M 
111 11 IIM 
IV 11 1"1 FI 
V 11 II II 
VI MMM 
VII M 1. M 
VIII 11 M Ii 
IX I. l. I. 
X II II 11 
XI MM1. 
XII ma 1I ma (: urJ i l, rr. r' 1I ma ma 
n. a. Not Applicable 
A/ Prior to 1989, CAR was part of Region I 
Source: 'Ihble composed by consultants 
Table 6.63: Annual typhoon damage and casualties (BROWN et al., 1991) 
Billions of Pesos (in Lives Lost current Prices) 
1980 1.4 143 
1981 1.3 484 
1982 1.6 337 
1983 0.5 126 
1984 5.8 1979 
1985 2.7 211 
1986 1.7 171 
1987 4.0 1020 
1988 8.7 429 
1989 4.5 382 
Total 32.2 5282 
Average 3.2 528 
Source: Office of Civil Defense (C)CD) 
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6.8.5 Vietnam 
Storm surges occur on the cast coast of North Vietnam and on the east and south coasts 
of South Vietnarn. NICKI. RS()N (1971) used SPLASI I models to study these surges. One of 
the worst storm surges in human history occurred in 1881 in which about 300,000 people 
were killed in the area surrounding I l. tiphung (LACIrUR, 1917c). 
IMA\1URA and To (1997) studied storm surges and other natural disasters in Vietnam for 
the period subsequent to 1997. Fig. 6.111 shows the cost of natural and human made disa- 
sters in Vietnam for this period whereas Fig. 6.112 shows the damage due to typhoons. Fig. 
6.113 shows the areas affected by floods and storm surges. Fig. 6.114 shows the tracks of ty- 
phoons Andy and Cecil in 1995, which devastated Central Vietnam. Fig. 6.115 shows the dyke system of Vietnam for protection against storm surge inundation and floods. 
Disaster events (1953-1991) 
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Fig. 6.112: (a) Frequency of typhoons and (b) flood damage death, submerged rice field, and (c) value 
of losses (IMA\tUKA and Ti), 1997) 
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(I\i: \\ICKA and Iu, I997) 
Table 6.64 compares the frequency of typhoons in various Southeast Asian countries. Table 6.65 and 6.66 respectively' show the monthly frequency of typhoons during the period 
1954 to 1991 and those that struck various districts. 
Table: 6.64: Frequency of typhoons in the Southeast Asian countries in 1985-1989 
(IMMAt: tt% and To, 1997) 
Country 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 Total 
China 8644 11 33 
Philippines 46557 27 
Japan 10 2344 23 
Rep. Of Korea 8320I 14 
Victnam 2I324 12 
1 long Kong 23I32 11 
Thailand 112015 
Malaysia 010203 
Total 17 II 12 12 19 71 
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Table 6.65: Monthly frequency of tv phoon+in \'irtnam in 1954-1991 (111nt; KA and l, 1997) 
Period Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Average 
1954-59 000II439752I 33 5.5/yr. 
1'N)0-G9 0000168 15 17 98I 65 6.5/yr. 
1970-79 0000-67 11 15 10 10 4 63 6.3/yr. 
1980-89 002I16559 21 50 54 5.4/yr. 
1990-91 00I000I2I320 10 5.0/yr. 
Total 00323 22 24 42 48 48 27 6 225 5.9/yr. 
Table 6.66: Monthly frequency of typhoons, which struck the district regions of Vietnam (1954-1991) 
(1MMA%IURn and'ft>, 1997) 
Region Jan Fell Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Tonal 
Northern 000C0 15 24 28 22 7I0 97 
Central 0001200 14 23 35 60 81 
Southern 003II70036 20 6 47 
Total 00323 22 24 42 48 48 27 6 225 
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6.8.6 Thailand 
V )N(; v'IsI SsOMtJAI (1994) studied storm surges in the upper Gulf of Thailand. Table 6.67 
lists the characteristics of historic cyclones for this region. Fig. 6.116 shows the position of 
the inter tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) at three different times in the year and typhoon 
approach directions. Fig. 6.117 shows the typhoon tracks for the month of October for the 
period 1961 to 1970 whereas Fig. 6.118 shows the tracks of tropical cyclones for the period 
1952 to 1974. The recurrence interval of maximum wind velocity and central pressure index for cyclones affecting the Gulf ofThailand is shown in Fig. 6.119. 
Table 6.67: Historical cyclone characteristics (Vtti ; vIsl lUiJAt, I994) 
No. Year, Month, Date Name CPI or 11, Max. Forward Radius, R 
(millibars) Velocity Speed, Vi (nautical 
U,,,,, (mph) (miles/hr) miles) 
I 1952 Oct 21-22 \'Al 990 53 14.97 6.7 
2 Oct 24-25 TRIX 998 44 17.27 60 
3 1960 Oct 3-4 - 992 52 3.45 8.4 
4 1962 Jul 12-13 - 990 53 18.45 10.6 
5 1966 Jun 17-18 --- 12.67 - 6 Oct 25-26 - 990 48 9.21 49 
7 1967 Jun 16-27 - 978 62 12.67 140 
8 Oct 5-6 - 996 49 11.52 16 
9 Oct 9-10 - 998 44 17 27 90 
10 Nov 10-11 --- 12.67 - II 1'x, 8 Sep 5-6 BESS 992 44 2.3 115 
12 Oct 21-22 111: STER 998 46 11.52 10 
13 Jun 24-25 - 998 46 6.91 7.5 14 Sep 20-21 - 992 51 12.67 57 
15 Nov 2-3 - 1000 45 16.12 10 
16 1970 Sep 20-21 - 994 52 13.82 20 17 Oct 2i-26 KATE 1000 27 13.82 314 
18 Nov 29-30 RUTI I 1000 42 11.52 32 
19 1972 Jun 3-4 NAMIL 990 48 6.91 123 
20 Sep 6-7 - 990 49 4.61 16 21 Sep 18-19 ----- 22 Dec 4-5 SALLY 994 50 5.76 5 
23 1973 Nov 12- 13 - 1002 38 5.76 4 24 Nov 17-18 'I'HI{LAMA 998 45 5.76 39 
25 1974 Oct 9-10 - 1002 34 6.91 15 26 Nov 5-6 - 998 45 13.82 60 
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I-ig. 6.116: Monsoon and storm tracks in'fhailand (V )N(: VI)ISSk)\1JAI, I994) 
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Fig. 6.118: Tracks of tropical cyclones over the Gulf of "Thailand and its vicinity between 1952-1974 
A. 1). lincircled numbers are the positions of storm centers at 7 am on the days shown (\'t»; (; ClsPs- 
x)atJAI, 1994) 
Fig. G. 119: Recurrence interval of cvclonc characteristics for the Gulf of Thailand 
(VON NISI-SSCIMJAI, 1994) 
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Pig. 6.120 shows the wind field for the probable maximum cyclone (I'MIC) for the Gulf 
of Thailand. Pigs. 6.121 and 6.122 respectively show the peak surge and maximum wind wave 
at Aophai for the PSI(: and a 253 year typhoon. 
Fig. 6.120: Wind field of the probable maximum cyclone for the Gulf of Thailand 
(VoN(: v'ISI; cs , tJAI, 1994) 
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Fig. 6.121: Probable maximum cyclonic surge (PMMC & 250 year) and high tide at An Thai (VONGVISPSUw1AI, 1994) 
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Fig. 6.122: Probable maximum wind wave (J 1C & 250 year) at Ao Thai 
(V(» ; vvtsI ss oMMJAI. 1994) 
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